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A topical selection from the current ambit parts
and equipment catalogue -148 pages plus 3 £1
discount vouchers! Send 80p for your copy now!
* mix quantity prices apply for callers to our sales
counters
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CH4/50
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The ideal Christmas Gift!
200 North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG
Tel: (0277) 230909
REMEMBER to add 15% VATS 60p postage to all orders - THANKS!

BATTERY ADAPTORS
01-12001

A unique battery sleeve adaptor set that
converts AA to C or D dimensions, and C
to D. Ideal for emergencies.

1-9

10-24

96p

65p

CALL AT OUR SALES COUNTERS AT
SOLENT COMPONENT SUPPLIES,
53 Burrfields Road, Portsmouth, Hants
BROXLEA ELECTRONICS, Park Lane,
Broxboume, Herts.

& at Brentwood, of course!
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PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED
STILL AVAILABLE
Tape punch and reader

£22 50
Bench isolating transformer 250 watt
E7.75
BOAC in-flight stereo unit
E1.50
Drill assortment 4 each 25 sizes between .25mm & 2.5mm £11.50
Battery condition tester, less box
£1.75
Nicad chargers, mains
E0 75
Flourescent inventor 13 watt from 12v
£3 50
Cassette mechanism with heads
E4 50
Ten digit stitch pad-pb phone etc.
El 95
Uniselector 2 pole 25 way
£4 60
Water valve mains operated
E2 50
Counter 6 digit mains operated
El 15
ditto 12v resettable
£3 45
Double glazing clear PVC sheet. 23Y," wide -per running ft.
£0.15
Locking mechanism with 2 keys
El 15
Magnetic Clutch
E4 50
Mouth operated suck or blow switch
E2 30
Solenoid with slug 8 - 12v battery op.
£1.82
ditto 230v mains
£2 30
Timer Omron STP NH 110v AC Coil
E6 90
Key switch with 2 keys dp mains
El 75
Air valve mains operated
E3 75
Latching relay mains operated
£3 50
Dry film lubricant aerosol can
£0 65
Coin op switch, cased with coin tray
£4 60
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8 POWERFUL MODEL
MOTORS

different)
for robots, meccanos,
remote control planes, boats,

;-4
4P

etc. £2.95.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

EXTRACTOR FANS - MAINS OPERATED

MAINS FILTER - Don't let mains interference muck
up your program or game - up to 13 amp load.
Mains filter type FEC. SNIP PRICE ONLY £3.99.

5" - E5.75, Post E1.25.
6" - £6.95, Post E1.25.
5" Plannair extractor

Woods extractor.

E6.50. Post £1.25.

4"x 4" Muff in 115v.

REVERSIBLE MOTOR WITH CONTROL GEAR
Made by the famous Framco Company this is a very robust motor,
size approximately 7'.4" long, 3/," dia. 3/8" shaft. Tremendously
powerful motor, almost impossible to stop. Ideal for operating
stage curtains, sliding doors, ventilators etc., even garage doors if
adequately counter -balanced. We offer the motor complete with
control gear as follows:
1 Framco motor with gear box
1 push to start switch
1 manual reversing & on/off switch 2 limit stop switches
1 circuit diag. of connections
£19.50 plus postage £2.50

FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL

£4.50. Post 75p.

4"x4" Muffin 230v.
£5.75. Post 75p.
All the above ex -computer,
those below are unused.
4" x 4" E8.50. Post 75p.
9" American made
£11.50. post £2.00.
Tangential Blower 10x3
air outlet, dual speed
E4.60. Post E1.50.

TANGENTIAL BLOW HEATER

Why not make your greeting card play a tune? It could play
'Happy Birthday' 'Merry Christmas', 'Wedding March', etc, or
'Home Sweet Home', etc. Wafer thin 3 part assemblies, for
making cards musical. Mini microchip speaker and battery with
switch that operates as the card is opened. Please state tune when
ordering. Complete, reedy to work £1.25.

REEL TO REEL TAPE DECKS
Ex -Language Teaching School. Second, but we understand these
are in good order; any not so would be exchanged. The deck is a

standard BSR with normal record, replay facilities and an additional feature is tape rev counter. Nicely finished in teak type box.
We have 30 only of these. Price £8.50 each + £3 carriage.

by British Solartron, as
used in best blow heaters.
2Kw approx 9" wide £5.95,

3Kw either 9" or 12" wide
)your choice) £6.96 com-

plete with 'cold' half' and
'full' heat switch, safety
cut out and connection dig.
Please add post £1.50 for 1 or E2.30 for two.

2.5 Kw KIT Still available: £4.95 +£1.50 post.

DISCO PANEL
Make your party or disco more thrilling - add to your record

TELEPHONE ITEMS
Plug and Wall socket -4 pin or 5 pin
Plugs only 4 pin or 5 pin

E3 45
£1 155

Modern desk telephone
Heavy black old type

E57 50
£ 50

External bell unit
Bell ringing power unit
Pick up coil

£6 50
E4 50

Et 15

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY (Mains Input)

By LAMDA (USAI - Ideal for computer add-ons, d.c. output.
Regulated for line volts and load current. Voltage regulation .1%
with input variations up to 20% - load regulation 1% from no
load to full load - or full load to no load. Complete in heavy duty
case - Models available: 5v - 6A £17.25. 5v - 9A £23. 12v - 1.5A

player or amp, a multi -coloured, sound -enhanced lighting display.
Made for Amstrad, their ref. No. RP10. Mains operated stereo or
mono controlled - has 48 coloured lamps (plus 4 spares) and
light level controls. Brand new and unused - offered at a never
to be repeated price of £5.75 plus £2.00 post.

BLEEP TONE These work off 12v and have an unusual and
pleasant bleep. 69p each.

CONNECTING WIRE PACK 48 lengths of connecting
wire, each 1 metre long and differently colour coded, a must for
those difficult interconnecting jobs. 85p the lot.

RED LEDS 10 for 69p. 100 for E5.75. 1000 for 02.

£13.25. 15v - 1.2A E13.25. 24v - 2A E23.

PRESTEL UNIT - brand new and complete except for 7

plug in IC's - Price: £19.75

IN LINE SIMMERSTAT Ideal heat controller for soldering
iron and many other hand-held appliances. £2.30. 10 for £17.25.

+ £2.00 P&P.

Note: British Telecom may not
connect this equip11W

Complete kit of parts for a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output
are by Y." sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four -pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form or £25.00
assembled and tested.

VENNER TIME SWITCH

manufacturer to
guarantee it, however

it is well worth buying
for its immense breakdown
value - sold originally at over £150.

WATERPROOF HEATING
WIRE 100 ohms per yard, this is a heating

2

element wound on a fibre glass coil and
then covered with pvc. Dozens of uses around water pipes, under grow boxes, in
gloves and socks. Price: 23p per metre.

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS
in cars, etc. these are series

wound and they become more
Powerful as load increases. Size

TIME SWITCH BARGAIN
Large clear mains frequency controlled clock,
which will always show you the correct time
+ start and stop switches with dials. Com-

3W' long by 3" dia. They have
a good length of Y." spindle Price £3.45.
Ditto, but double ended £4.25.
Ditto, but permanent magnet £3.75.

plate with knobs FOR ONLY £2.50.
) 10 for £11.501

ROPE LIGHT

EXTRA POWERFUL 12v MOTOR

Probably develops up to 1/4 h.p. so it could be used to power a
go-kart or to drive a compressor, etc. £7.95 + E1.50 post.

THERMOSTAT ASSORTMENT
10 different thermostats. 7 bi-metal types and 3 liquid types.
There are the current stets which will open the switch to protect
devices against overload, short circuits, etc., or when fitted say
in front of the element of a blow heater, the heat would trip
the stet if the blower fuses; appliance stets, one for high temperatures, others adjustable over a range of temperatures which
could include 0 - 100°C. There is also a thermostatic pod which
can be immersed, an oven stet, a calibrated boiler stet, finally an
ice stet which, fitted to our waterproof heater element, up in the
loft could protect your pipes from freezing. Separately, these
thermostats could cost around £15.00 -- however, you can have
the parcel for £2.50.

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b., size 4"x 2" (app.)
Fitted volume control and a hole for a tone control should you require it. The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate the output to be 3W rms.
More technical data will be included with the amp. Brand new,
Perfect condition, offered at the very
low price of £1.15 each, or 10 for £10.00.

This ready assembled unit is the ideal tuner for a music
centre or an amplifier, it can also be quickly made into a
personal stereo radio - easy to carry about and which will
give you superb reception.
Other uses are as a "get you to sleep radio", you could even
take it with you to use in the lounge when the rest of the
family want to view programmes in which you are not
interested. You can listen to some music instead.

Some of the features are: long wave band 115 - 270 KHz,
medium wave band 525 - 1650KHz, FM band 87 108MHz, mono, stereo & AFC switchable, tuning meter
to give you spot on stereo tuning, optional LED wave band
indicator, fully assembled and fully aligned. Full wiring
up data showing you how to connect to amplifier or headphones and details of suitable FM aerial (note ferrite rod
aerial is included for medium and long wave bands. All
made up on very compact board.
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50 THINGS YOU CAN MAKE
Things you can make include Multi range meter, Low
ohms tester, A.C. amps meter, Alarm clock, Soldering
iron minder, Two way telephone, Memory jogger, Live
line tester, Continuity checker, etc. etc., and you will still
have hundreds of parts for future projects. Our 10Kg
parcel contains not less than 1,000 items - panel meters,
timers, thermal trips, relays, switches, motors, drills, taps,
and dies, tools, thermostats, coils, condensers, resistors,
neons, earphone/microphones, nicad charger, power unit,
multi -turn pots and notes on the 50 projects.

YOURS FOR ONLY £11.50 plus £3.00 post.
ing coil instrument, Jewelled bearings- 2000 o.p.v.mirrored scale.
11 instant range measures:
DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
DC amps 0 - 100 mA.

- BARGAIN OF THE YEAR -

only £6.00

+ £1.50 post

6 metres of translucent plastic tube full of coloured bulbs makes
a wonderful display - suitable indoors or out. £25 + £2 post.

MINI -MULTI TESTER Deluxe pocket size precision mov-

The AMSTRAD Stereo Tuner.

Offered at a fraction of its cost:

Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the lengthening or shortening day. An expensive time
switch but you can have it for only £2.95.
These are without case but we can supply
a plastic case £1.75.
Also available is adaptor kit to convert
this into a normal 24 hr. time switch
but with the added advantage of up to
12 on/offs per 24 hrs. This makes an
ideal controller for the immersion heater.
Price of adaptor kit is £2.30.

ment as there is no

insurance.

Continuity and resistance 0 - 1 meg ohms
in two ranges. Complete with test prods
and instruction book showing how to
measure capacity and inductance as well.
Unbelievable value at only £6.75 + 60p
post and insurance.
FREE Amps range kit to enable
you to read DC current from 0 10 amps, directly on the 0 - 10
scale. It's free if you purchase
quickly, but if you already own a
Mini -Tester and would like one,
send £2.50.

J. BULL (Electrical)

Ltd.

(Dept. HE), 34 - 36 AMERICA LANE,
HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX RH16 30U.

Established

30 YEARS

MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash. P.O. or cheque with order. Orders under
f 12 add 60p service charge. Monthly account orders accepted from
schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders accepted day or
night. Haywards Heath (0444) 454563. Bulk orders: phone for quote.
Shop open 9.00 - 5.30, mon to Fri, not Saturday.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder - a complete mains operated kit, case included.

£11.95 plus £2.00 post.

OTHER POPULAR PROJECTS
Short Wave Set - covers all the short wave bands using
plug-in coils. Kit complete
R C Bridge -Kit

£14 50
£9 95

3 Channel Sound to Light - with fully prepared metal case. £14.95
Ditto - made up
£25 00
Big Ear, listen through walls
E9 50
Robot controller - receiver/transmitter
£9 50
Ignition kit - helps starting, saves petrol, improves

..

performance
.
Silent sentinel Ultra Sonic Transmitter and receiver
.

.

.

.

Car Light 'left on' alarm
Secret switch - fools friends and enemies alike
3 - 30v Variable Power Supply
2 Short & Medium wave Crystal Radio
3v to 16v Mains Power Supply Kit
Light Chaser
- three modes
Mullard Unilex HiFi stereo amplifier with speakers
Radio stethoscope - fault finding aid
Mug stop - emits piercing squark
Morse Trainer - complete with key
.

.

.

.

...

Drill control kit
Drill control kit - made up
Interrupted beam kit
Transmitter surveillance kit
Radio Mike
FM receiver kit - for surveillance or normal FM
Seat Belt reminder
Car Starter Charger Kit
Soil heater for plants and seeds
Insulation Tester - electronic megger
Battery shaver or fluorescent from 12v
Matchbox Radio - receives Medium Wave
Mixer Pre -amp - disco special with case
Aerial Rotator - mains operated
Aerial direction indicator

E13.95
£9.50
E3 50
£1.95
£13 80
E3 99

El 95
£17.50
£16.75
£4.80
£2 50
£2 99
E3 95
E6 95
£2 50
E2 30
£6 90
£3.50
£3 00
E15 50
£16 50
£7 95
E6 90

£295
£16 00
£29 50

£550

40 watt amp - hifi 20hz - 20kHz
Microvolt multiplier - measure very low currents with

£9 50

ordinary multitester

£3 95
£5 75

Pure Sine Wave Generator

Linear Power output meter
115 Watt Amplifier 5Hz 25kHz
Power supply for one or two 115 watt amps
Stereo Bass Booster, most items

Ell 50
E13 50
£17.50

£895

AUTO -ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
KITS OR READY BUILT

ELECTRONIIE
ELECTRONIC CAR ALARPI

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE
ELECTRONIC IGNITION

IS

YOUR CAR
AS GOOD AS IT COULD BE ?

* Is

HOW SAFE IS YOUR CAR ?
More and more cars are stolen each week and even a steering lock
seems little help. But a car thief will avoid a car that will cause him
trouble and attract attention. If your car has a good alarm system well there are plenty of other cars to choose from.

it EASY TO START in the cold and the damp? Total Energy

Discharge will give the most powerful spark and maintain full output
even with a near flat battery.

* Is

it ECONOMICAL or does it "go off" between services as the
ignition performance deteriorates? Total Energy Discharge gives

LOOK AT THE PROTECTION AN ELECTRONIZE ALARM
CAN GIVE

much more output and maintains it from service to service.

* Has it PEAK PERFORMANCE or is it flat at high and low revs.
where the ignition output is marginal? Total Energy Discharge gives
a more powerful spark from idle to the engines maximum (even with
8 cylinders).

* MINIATURE KEY PLUG A miniature jack plug attaches to your key

* Is the PERFORMANCE SMOOTH. The more powerful spark of
Total Energy Discharge eliminates the "near misfires" whilst an

1% tolerance resistors, both must be the correct value and together
give 2025 different combinations.

ring and is coded to your particular alarm.

* 2025 INDIVIDUAL COMBINATIONS The key plug contains two

electronic fitter smoothes out the effects of contact bounce etc.

* ATTRACTS MAXIMUM ATTENTION This alarm system not only

* Do the PLUGS and POINTS always need changing to bring the

intermittently sounds the horn, but also flashes the headlight and
prevents the engine being started.

engine back to its best? Total Energy Discharge eliminates contact
arcing and erosion by removing the heavy electrical load. The timing

* 60 SECOND ALARM PERIOD Once triggered the alarm will sound
for 60 seconds, unless cancelled by the key plug, before resetting

stays "spot on" arid the contact condition doesn't affect the
performance either. Larger plug gaps can be used, even wet or

ready to be triggered again.

badly fouled plugs can be fired with this system.

* 30 SECOND EXIT DELAY The system is armed by pressing a small

* TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE is a unique system and the most

button on a dashboard mounted control panel. This starts a 30
second delay period during which the owner can open and close

powerful on the market - 3 times the power of inductive systems 3 1/2 times the energy and 3 times the duration of ordinary capacitive
systems. These are the facts:

doors without triggering the alarm.

* 10 SECOND ENTRY DELAY When a door is opened a 10 second
delay operates to allow the owner to disarm the system with the
coded key plug. Latching circuits are used and once triggered the

Performance at only 6 volts (max. supply 16 volts)
SPARK POWER

140W, SPARK ENERGY - 36mJ

SPARK DURATION -- 5004, STORED ENERGY - 135mJ
LOADED OUTPUT VOLTAGE
38kV ,
50pF load

alarm can only be cancelled by the key plug.

* L.E.D. FUNCTION INDICATOR An LED

is included in the
dashboard unit and indicates the systems operating state. The LED
lights continuously to show the system is armed and in the exit delay
condition. A flashing LED indicates that the alarm has been triggered
and is in the entry delay condition.
* ACCESSORY LOOP - BONNET/BOOT SWITCH - IGNITION
TRIGGER These operate three separate circuits and will trigger the
alarm immediately, regardless of entry and exit delays.

50pF + 500k - 26kV

We challenge any manufacturer to publish better performance
figures. Before you buy any other make, ask for the facts, its
probably only an inductive system. But if an inductive system is
what you really want, we'll still give you a good deal.

* All ELECTRONIZE electronic ignitions feature:
EASY FITTING, STANDARD/ELECTRONIC CHANGEOVER

SWITCH, STATIC TIMING

LIGHT and DESIGNED IN
RELIABILITY 114 years experience and a 3 year guarantee).
* IN KIT FORM it provides a top performance system at less than half
the price of comparable ready built units.The kit includes: pre -drilled
fibreglass PCB, pre -wound and varnished ferrite transformer, high
quality 2uF discharge capacitor, case, easy to follow instructions,
solder and everything needed to build and fit to your car. All you
need is a soldering iron and a few basic tools.

* SAFETY INTERLOCK The system cannot be armed by accident
when the engine is running and the car is in motion.

* LOW SUPPLY CURRENT CMOS IC's and low power operational
amplifiers achieve a normal operating current of only 2.5 mA.

* IN KIT FORM It provides a high level of protection at a really low

cost NEW CARS already have electronic ignition. Update YOUR CARA

cost. The kit includes everything needed, the case, fibreglass PCB,
random selection resistors to set the code and full set of components
etc. In fact everything down to the last washer plus easy to follow
Linstructions.

pi Please send more information

fill in the coupon and send to:

ELECTRONIZE DESIGN Dept E Magnus Rd Wilnecote Tamworth B77 5BY tel 0827 281000

I=

Ell all 1M IN MI 111111

NM all MB III all MIN INN

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE (6 or 12 volt negative earth)

Assembled ready to fit
D.I.Y. parts kit

£2140 £19.95
£1,543 £14.95

MI OM IN IN NI MI NM MI MI MI Ell MO MI

111111 MI Ell MI

EXiiim

CAR ALARM 02 volt negative earth)

Assembled ready to fit (All wires and
f.a.'?"5 £29.95
connectors incl.) Ea...3s £19.95

ri D.I.Y. parts kit

TWIN OUTPUT for cars and motor cycles with dual ignition

I enclose cheque/postal order OR debit my Access/Visa card

ElTwin, Assembled ready to fit
n Twin, D.I.Y. parts kit

Name

Prices Include VAT

LL1111111

f36145 £29.95
£24155 £22.95

1111111

Address

INDUCTIVE DISCHARGE 112 volt only)

Assembled ready to fit

A

£1515 £12.75

£1 -00 PP(UK) per Unit,

Code

Ell

MONITOR
Easier To Digest

off outside a temperature band centred
on the set value. Within this
proportional band, power is supplied in
regular phases of equal interval but of a

We have had a number of letters asking
about back issues of Electronics Digest.

You may have noticed that we rarely
have room for a House Ad. for Digest,

length which varies according to the
difference between 'actual' and 'set'

which is a pity because the back issues
have some interesting stuff in them.
Our distribution department tells me
that the following past Digests are still
available:
Volume 1 no. 1 and 3; Volume 2 Nos
1, 2, 3, and 4; Volume 3 Nos 1, 2 and 3,
and Volume 4 Nos 1 and 2.
To summerise briefly, Vol. 1 No.1 is a

temperatures. This feature, we are told,
gives and extremely close control, with
no swing or overshoot. An internal neon
indicator glows through the translucent
handle when the element is energised.
Access is provided to the temperature
control potentiometer, the settings may

be varied from approximately 280 to

collection of circuits from Electronics

400°C. The standard setting is 370°C.

Today (most of the project issues
contain projects from ETI and HE); Vol 1

Soldering Developments Ltd.,
Spencer Place, 97-99 Gloucester Rd.,
Croydon CR0 2DN. Tel: 01 689

Prices and information from Light

No. 3 "Data Book" is a components
issue, with descriptions of different
classes

of

components,

types,

0574.

pin

connections, truth tables and general
articles.

Video Production Courses

Vol. 2 No.
is a "Home Security"
issue, with a collection of circuits for
1

JVC's Video Information Centre in
London's Piccadilly is once again

safeguarding home and car; Vol. 2 No. 2
is a project issue, primarily of ETI
projects; Vol. 2 No. 3 is a bumper project
issue with 150 projects; Vol. 2 No. 4 is a

"Gateway To Electronics/Complete
Constructor's Course", with twenty

projects plus instructions on technique.
is a more advanced
Vol. 3 No.
version of Vol. 2 No, 4, the "Designer's
1

Notebook", with 120 circuits, design

hints, techniques and construction
notes; Vol. 3 No. 2 is a general projects
issue; Vol. 3 No. 3 is a "Graded Course

Projects Building" based entirely
around HE projects, with an
In

introductory feature in components.

is an introduction to
Vol. 4 No.
circuit design for the almost beginner,
which starts by reprinting most of the
popular HE series Into Electronic
Components, and then follows with a
section on techniques, followed by a
1

directory of basic circuits: Vol. 4 No. 2 is
Data Book, this time on
a
microprocessors and support devices,
reprinting data on all the popular

holding courses for those wishing to

know more about video, video

techniques and video production. The
thermistor fitted inside the bit -mount.
Power to the 50W heating element is
controlled by a triac operated by a zero voltage switching IC, to minimise

spiking and RFI, and the iron is fully

earthed so that it may safely be used on
sensitive equipment and components.
A special feature of the design is that
the low -voltage supply necessary for
the control circuit is obtained by means

(for which a patent is pending) which
does not involve fitting a dropper
resistor in or near the handle. This
problem has previously prevented a
mains iron of this type being made to
run with a sufficiently cool handle.
The control circuit provides a

proportional control band, so that power
to the heating element is only fully on or

new lecturer at the Centre, Phil
Compton, will be running two levels of

course, basic and advanced, and, where
requested, will also arrange special
courses designed to suit particular
needs. Courses are twice monthly, have
already begun at the VIC and will begin

shortly in Bristol.

The basic production course is a three
day course designed for beginners with
little or no experience of video
production. Starting from the basics, the
course builds over three days to form a
complete education into the art of
producing a coherent and effective
programme or film.

The advanced course is a follow-on

from the basic course, putting into

practise much of what has been
covered. However, the course broadens

constructors' microprocessors. Vol. 4

No. 3, just out, is a collection of projects
from ETI, under the headings Home and
Car, Hifi and Sound, and Lab Test, and
costs £1.95.

Because some issues have literally
vanished from the face of the earth, we
are not doing photocopies of the missing
issues, but any of those listed above can
be had for f2.25 a copy despatched to
usual backissues source, 513
London Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey
CR4 6AR. Money orders and cheques
should be made out to ASP Ltd.

our

A Cool Handle
Litesold

have

introduced

a

mains -

voltage electronically temperature

controlled soldering iron. The EC50
incorporates an electronic temperature
control circuit mounted inside the
handle, which operates in response to a
6
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birthdays and anniversaries, and adding
a date and a time and utilising the alarm
function the pad can be programmed to
sound the alarm at the appointed time.

bn the base and develops themes and
ideas further, ensuring that the

participants have comprehensive
understanding of how to extract the
most from their videos. Much of the

The necessary reminder can then be
recalled to appear on the screen. The
unit will store such reminders for up to
twenty years in the future.

emphasis of this two day course is on
avoiding and
problems.

correcting

production

As a diary the unit will store any day-

For further information concerning

to-day events that the user need to

availability and dates for these courses

recall. Appointments for the day or the
week can be recalled and reviewed in
the order in which they were entered.
Additional functions are a calculator, a
stopwatch and a permanent calendar

please contact Phil Compton or Mike
Whyman at the JVC Video Information

Centre, 82 Piccadilly, London W1.
Tel: 01 491 3775.

and time display. A memory save switch
ensure that stored items are not

Modular Case System

inadvertently removed when the

Elinca Products have introduced a
modular case system for electronic
assemblies and instrument displays.

batteries are changed.

For further information contact
Kestrel Communications Ltd., Regent
House, Manor Place, Sutton, Surrey
SM1 4B B. Tel: 01643 9131.

Developed from the Elinca range of BEC

cases first introduced in 1972, the new
system is designed for use by
manufacturers or for DIY.
The new BEC system comprises preformed body panels, facias and moulded

end cheeks, which make up a wide
variety of cases, ranging in size from
2x5x6in up to 2x5x13in. All

Electronic Memo Pad

case

A British -designed electronic memo pad

sections are pre -punched for instant

which can carry out the functions of a

assembly and are available in a choice
of white or black, with natural
aluminium or black fascia panels.

calendar, diary, address book, note pad

Polished teak veneered end cheeks

are also available.
The cases are manufactured in plastic

coated metal which is anti -static with

high

insulation and screening

properties, with end cheeks in textured
high impact resistant polystyrene.
The BEC cases are available for DIY in

hanging displays complete with screws

and assembly instructions. Details of
the new case system are available from

Elinca Products Ltd., Lyon Works,
Capel Street, Sheffield S6 2NL. Tel:
0742 339774.

Pics On The Printer
Softest of Romsey have produced an
interface to connect the Spectrum or

launched into the UK by Domicrest Ltd.

ZX81 with the Tandy GCP-115, and
more recently a screen copy program
which enables the contents of the

The unit measures 136x90x9mm and
will therefore fit in the pocket or the

Tandy printer (in use with the same

and expense account

log

has been

handbag. Called the Biztek Pad, it will be
priced £69.95.

Comprising a potential memory of
4000 characters, the Biztek Pad is

battery operated and combines a 43 key
push button keyboard with a large LCD

with 16 alpha -numeric characters, 20
numeric and clock digits and 45 special
symbols.
One of the Biztek Pad's prime uses is

as memory aid. By keying in important

appointments such as weddings,

Spectrum's screen to be copied onto the
interface).

The Softest interface is a package
designed to cope with the 'handshake'

protocols between the micro and the
printer, with a set of machine code
device drivers to control the movement
of the printer's four coloured pens. High
level packages supplied allow listing of
BASIC programs between line numbers
and use of printer control codes.
The package is suitable for text, plans,

drawings, program listings,

PCB

layouts, graphic presentations, charts
and oversize lettering.

The Screen Copy program allows

a Spectrum screen to be copied onto the

Tandy printer. The screen is scanned
horizontally by software and the printer
information sent to the printer in
sychronisation, enabling test and
graphics to be copied. Colours are
mapped to the four colours available to
the printer, the mapping of the colour's
under the user's control. The Softest
program can be merged with the user's
own programs, and the ability to

overprint means that large block

letters can be produced in one or two
colours.

Sofest will be supplying programs to
allow users to examine graphics on the

screen and send plot data at higher
resolution to the Tandy printer. This
combines the speed of screen viewing
with the high resolution of the printer.

The interface costs £35, including
connectors, leads, cassette software,
instructions, postage and packing. The
screen copy program costs £5.00 (on
cassette).

Enquiries to Softest, 10 Richmond
Lane, Romsey, Hants S05 8LA.
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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Computer Chess

Eureka Electronics have a new, highlevel chess computer to complement
the rest of their range. The Novag
Constellation is designed for
enthusiasts playing at experienced club

level. And it costs f 149.95. That's all
the information we have, but Eureka
should be able to provide more details.
Advanced Computach is a chess
computer with eight levels of play and
an "incredibly strong program with an
extensive opening book". Response
time is from 5 seconds to fifteen
minutes depending on level of play, and
its costs £29.95. Computachess is
a simple low-cost computer with a fast

response time

(a

maximum of 45

seconds), and aimed at beginners and
casual players. This one costs £24.95.
The Novag Micro II is a portable
machine with eight levels, a varied
opening book and take -back facility to

re -play moves. This one provides a
"strong challenge at all eight levels of

play" and costs £49.95.
Further information from Eureka
Electronics Ltd., 26 Castle St.,

Brighton, E. Sussex, BN1 2HD. Tel:
(0273) 202016.

and features like bezels,
control and connection openings or
available,

joysticks can be incorporated. There is

even a choice of colours - the off the
shelf colour is tasteful tan.
The SP -699 support unit is a mobile
workstation with height adjustable

between 555 and 780mm (with an
additional 65mm if levelling feet or

Right, OK

castors are used. Formica desktops and
a mechanism to give ±18 degrees of tilt
to the head are optional. Loads up to 50
kg can be carried.

New releases from OK Industries
include a temperature controlled
soldering station with tip mounted

Dutton Lane, Eastleigh, Hants S05
4EE. Tel: (04246) 3993.

Enquiries to OK Industries UK Ltd.,

sensors and fast response and stablility
within 5% over 100 to 500°C. The mains

Enquiries to Philips Digital
Department,' c/o MEL,

Recording

powered unit comes with a 24V 48W
low -leakage iron and is earthed for
MOS and CMOS applications. The

Manor Royal, Crawley. Tel: (0293)
28787.

station iron has power and heater
indications, proportional temperature
control and a solder spool holder to take
spools up to 7in (178mm) in diameter is
also available.
The DE -720 is a flame-retardant ABS
enclosure designed for data entry,
keyboard or desk -top computer
systems. 20in wide and 7in high to take
51/4 (U3) full, half or quarter rack
frames, it is of modular construction so
that all the panels can be easily removed
for access and service.

Going, Going, Gong
Siemens have developed an acoustic
warning device for drivers which emits

a signal as soon as reverse gear is

engaged. The device is based on the
SAB 0600 gong module, which emits a
musical triad (a chord of three notes).
The warning signal is triggered by the
reversing -light switch.
Those who need to hire a car
frequently are familiar with the problem

of finding (or avoiding) reverse gear.

A range of customizing services is

low-cost

Gear shift patterns differ from vehicle to
vehicle, and the gear shift lever can be
positioned in any of the corners of the
gear shift pattern. It can be helpful if the
action of selecting reverse gear is
accompanied by an acoustic signal. A
warning tone is always heard,
irrespective of where the driver
happens to be looking at the time. The

computers. The mains -powered 12 in
monochrome monitor has a composite
video input compatible with most micro-

small and very compact loudspeaker.
The three notes ensure that the signal
cannot be obscured by any continuous

Green On The Screen
Philips have
video

introduced

a

display TP 200 for personal

computers including the Acorn/BBC
Micro and Apple II. Crisp definition is
achieved by the Philips green (P 31)
anti -glare screen, which has 80 x 25
character resolution.
A useful design feature is an
extendable stand fitting to the base of
the display which enables the front of
the unit to be raised tilting the screen to
the correct angle for individual users.
8

SAB 0600 emits a triad from a very

tone.

The circuit requires very few external
components. It comprises only ten items

in addition to the gong module. The
entire circuit is accommodated in a
casing some 20x30x4Omm.

For more information contact the

Press Office, Siemens House,
Windmill Rd., Sunbury -on -Thames.

Tel: (09327) 85691.
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Priced at £13.95 + VAT the module is

supplied with a comprehensive Data
Sheet. For further details please contact
Riscomp Ltd., 21 Duke Street, Princes

Risborough, Bucks HP17 OAT. Tel:
(08444) 6326.

A Rat's Nest
SF author Harry Harrison is one of

several writers who have signed with a

British publisher to create an entirely
new form of fiction: using a home

computer to take an active part

in

stories.

Harrison, best known for his
'Stainless Steel Rat' novels, is working
with a computer programmer to create
adventure game programs tied in with
his own stories. Readers will be able to

'play' the scenes and determine the

outcome.

Microprocessor DMM
Keithley's Model 175

is a
microprocessor -based DMM offering
six measuring functions and featuring
many facilities that are normally found
on high priced system DMMs. The
measurement range is wide, giving
10uV resolution on DC to 1000V; AC
measurements up to 100KHz using the

TRMS convertor from 10uV to 750V;
TRMS current from 10nA up to 10A; DC

current from 10nA to 10A; Ohms from
10m up to 200M ten times more than
conventional DMMs, dBs from -58dBm
to -59.8dBm.
The internal processor enables the
user to store a hundred readings in the
built-in memory and monitor the
maximum and minimum values at any
time. There is no calibration pot in the
175; the calibration constants are held
in the non-volatile memory, calibration

can take place either from the front
panel or over the IEEE bus. Security
links are provided to defeat the digital
calibration should this be required.
The 175 has a fast advantage with a

David Highmore is currently writing a
using machine -code on the

book

Dragon and this will be published in
January 1984.
Microbooks are looking for new
material for future books on all makes of
home computer - any budding authors
of either complete books or just
individual programmes suitable for
publication are invited to contact us at
Microbooks, 443 Millbrook Rd.,
Southamptom, SO1 OHX. Tel: (0703)

78020/1.

Don't Move!
Riscomp have a number of additions to

their range of security modules. Of
particular interest is the US5063, an

ultrasonic movement detection module

which employs digital techniques for
processing the received signal.

Such an approach has not only
provided a superior performance
analogue circuitry, but also allowed a
choice of three levels of discrimination
against false alarms. An exit delay and
fixed alarm time have been incorporated

installed in the unit. The IEEE interface
enables the user to program the range

together with a selectable entrance
delay, whilst the transmitter section of
the module being crystal controlled
allows the use of several units, where
large areas are to be covered, without
inter -action problems. A 'hold' facility,

commands. The battery pack gives field

together with a built-in LED indicator, is
provided for setting up purposes.

41/2 digit LCD display. The display also

carries a full set of annunciators to
make it easy to use.

IEEE and battery options can be

and take readings using simple bus

operation of up to six hours before

The combined book and program
package will be published early next
year by a new company, Mosiac
Publishing, which has been formed to
produced books in combination with
home computer software. The result
will give a new meaning to the
expression

'reader

involvement':

in

future, authors may have to find out
from their readers whether the hero got
eaten or not ... In addition to the Harry
Harrison project, plans for 1984 include

a package based on the 'Unorthodox
Engineers' SF stories by Colin Kapp and

a selection of children's, detective and
educational non-fiction titles.
Sounds like a video game to me!
Enquiries to Mosiac Publishing Ltd.,

187 Upper St., Islington, (land of the
telephone call boxes and Hot black &

Desiato), London, N1 1RQ. Tel: 01
359 7693.

A Little Power
Edwards Electric, a small company
specialising in low -voltage DC power
supplies, mainly for education and
industry, has produced a leaflet
detailing their range of 2V to 65V
supplies, providing a maximum power
output of 4VA or 10VA. The units cost

between £15.65 and £18.50 (plug
provided), and the list is available if you
send an SAE to Edwards Electric, P 0

Box 27, Unit 3, Mill Lane, Church St.,
Bridgewater, Somerset TA6 5AT. Tel:

(0278) 421530.

recharge. Recharge takes place

automatically when the instrument is
switched on.

For further information please
contact Keithley Instruments Limited,
Boulton Rd., Reading, Berkshire. Tel:
(0734) 861287.

Sensible Authors
Microbooks, a newly established
publishing company, has its first book
coming out shortly. Entitled 'The
Sensible 64' (128 pp, £5.95) and written
by David Highmore, it is aimed at CBM

64 owners who have discovered this
computer's many capabilities and want
to expand their knowledge further.
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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(cased). The unit can erase any three
EPROMs or one CPU with an on -board
EPROM in five to twenty minutes
depending on type. The UVIPAC can be

supplied with a built in fifteen -minute
timer as an optional extra, and spare
discharge tubes and conductive foam
pads for loading the EPROMS can be
supplied.

The standard UVIPAC costs £19.95
plus £1.95 p&p (UK only) and the timer
version costs £24.95. Both prices
include VAT. Overseas buyers please
enquire, enclosing an IRC, for shipping
costs. All enquiries to Ground Control,
Alfreda Avenue, Hullbridge, Essex

SS5 6LT. Tel: (0702) 230324.

DIY Detector

Digital Thermometer
Candis Electronics have launched a
new range of hand held digital
thermometers. Their low cost model,
the 1001, at £47.00 is designed for out
of door and laboratory use. The casing is

moulded ABS, the display is 31/2 digit
LCD, and all temperatures from -50°C

1150°C can be measured, with
automatic ambient and cold junction
to

compensation. Candis also do a range of

twenty standard probes, plus custom
probes for special uses.

Leaflet and further information from

Candis Electronics Ltd., Highdown

Works, Highdown Avenue, Worthing,
W. Sussex. Tel: (0903) 690750.

Get Clamped
Electronic & Computer Workshop has
available two forcep-type clamps in its
range of high quality tools. These nickel plated carbon steel clamps, designated

PFC1 and 2, are 5in and 51/2in long
respectively and weigh about 30 gms.

The jaws of these ratchet -operated
clamps are cross -serrated, 15mm long

x 4mm wide (type PFC1) or lateral -

serrated, 25mm long x 3mm wide (type

PFC2) and provide an extremely firm
grip. Made entirely with a heat conducting material, these clamps can
be used as heat sinks, providing thermal
shunting for delicate components

during soldering. They are effective
wire -clamps,

and

can

be

used

to

retrieve small articles from restricted
areas, making a useful 'third hand'.

Both types of clamp are £2.50 plus 45p
p&p and VAT.

A 1000 watt dimmer kit is currently
available priced from £4.33 to £13.80
for

the

suppressed

version.

These

electronic dimmers incorporate a
specially -designed circuit that frees

them from hysteresis

effect - in

Electro ISC, manufactured by Pantec,
features a phase sequence and voltage
indication. It also has overload
protection which is given via both a fuse
and neon discharger.

With a measured accuracy of two

percent for DC and resistance and three

percent for AC, this meter has a wide
indicating range. It will measure DC
voltages from 3 to 1000V, AC voltages
from 15 to 1500V, DC and AC current
from 3 to 30A and resistance from OR5
to 1 MR in two ranges. Overall
dimensions are 130 x 125 x 40mm.
The Velleman four channel infra -red

remote control priced at £38.58 plus

f1.00 p&p and VAT, for the receiver and

transmitter, is available in kit form.
The remote control which, with
optional flip-flop ICs, provides a latched
push-on/push-off function, may be
used to operate several functions,
including opening garage doors and for
lighting control. Without the flip-flops
the function is a straightforward on/off.

International, a leading
manufacturer of metal detecting

C -Scope

equipment, have produced a detector in

kit form. The K5000 kit is designed for
construction by the hobbyist with only a
limited range of equipment and comes,
say C -Scope, with a comprehensive
construction and user's manual, so that

even a beginner can be confident of
success.

When complete, the K5000 is a six control detector comparable to a £250
off -the -shelf model. We aren't told what

the kit will cost, but you can enquire at
your local hobby shop or direct to C Scope International Ltd., Wotton Rd.,

Ashford, kent TV23 2LN. Tel: (0233)
29181.

Power switching relays may be

connected directly to the output (50mA)
if required. Maximum operating range is
20m.
The receiver pre -amplified is supplied
in a screened box, which mounts onto a

PCB with the remaining components,
and a stabilised power supply operable

from 12V to 14VAC supplies. A high

degree of immunity to interference
signals is provided with the use of coded
signals.
The transmitter uses four power
infra -red LEDs with reflectors, and

comes complete with a compact styled
case. Powered by a 9V battery normal
operating life is approximately twelve
months.
For further

information please
contact Caroline Stewart, Electronics

& Computer Workshop Ltd.,

171

Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford, Essex
CM1 1RY. Tel: (0245) 62149.

particular from switching systems. The

dimmers are protected for use with
drills and other inductive loads.

The unit has a 5 to 98 per cent

regulation and is ideal for use with both
resistive and inductive loads. The

suppressed version is supplied with a
toroidal choke.
A robust electrician's multimeter, the
10

EPROM Eraser

Ground Control are offering an EPROM

eraser for home computer owners (or
other small-scale EPROM erasing

operations). Their UVIPAC uses a low profile transformer to attain the
compact dimensions of 90 x 80 x 40mm
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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A Day By The Sea
Taking a bold decision to put faces to
some of the press releases, catalogues

and trade circulars I wade though at
Monitor, I ventured down to Brighton
early in October to visit Internepcon,
of the

one

major trade hardware

exhibitions and conferences.
My first response, after invegling my
way through the side entrance, was one

advanced sensory overload. The
Metropole Hotel is a grand and plush
building on the Brighton seafront, with
of

a very large amount of exhibition space

inside. Olympia it ain't, however, and
most of the space is distributed in
comparatively small parcels, with the
effect of a monstrous technological
termite nest.

However, having sorted that out, and

discovered that, yes, the Press Office
actually was under the stairs, although
not the same stairs as originally
indicated, set out to circulate.
I

I

retain the

impression that the

exhibition was around 40% industrial

cables and connectors, and 40%
custom mouldings machinery. The

individuals can either access directly, or
through local traders.

Some of them actually encourage
amateur trade, and set up departments
to deal with it.
AB Engineering, whose tools appear
in Monitor from time to time, are one of
such. They are, they tell me, going
carefully but definitely into the amateur
market. They will now take credit card
orders, which are easier for all
concerned. And they are going to be at
Breadboard this year, so if you want to
check out their range, this is the place to
see them.

Honeywell Control Systems are in

the rather different situation of not

objecting to small orders, not pursuing
small orders, and sometimes getting a
rush of them unexpectedly - for
instance, some time ago ETI published a
light -pen project which generated a

sudden demand for fibre optic links.
Monitor has occasionally featured their
touch -keypads. Honeywell have their
own distributors, including RS, who you

should be able to order from through

remainder, distributed seemingly at
random, were dealing in small
connectors and hand -tools of interest to
home constructors.

your local electronics dealer.
DAU, who deal mostly in connectors,

who are normally
geared up to dealing with industry,

one of their distributors. Swift-Sasco,
on the other hand, have a minimum
cash -with -order value of only £5, and

What I wanted to find out was how

these

suppliers,

reacted to interest from amateurs, or if,
indeed, they had a significant number of
enquiries from amateurs. Particularly I
had heard rumours that some firms set
a high minimum -order value to forestall
the classic ha ndwritten-letter-a nd-

postal-order request for one or two

have a £50 minimum order limit, as it
costs them too much otherwise, but
automatically route any small orders to

produce

a

catalogue. Green

Connectors always refer enquiries to

their distributors, and prefer not to have

small order enquiries - this came as
news to me, as we feature their projects

they are one firm that is very definitely

geared up to dealing with amateur
orders, and occasionally do special
offers for them (and they advertise
regularly in HE, too).
Lest you be tempted to believe that it
is only the amateur who is the victim of
'economies of scale', ie firms not
catering for small buyers, I spoke later in

the week to my sister, who buys
components for a small electronics firm.
She had also been to Internepcon,

searching for an economically priced
flow -soldering machine (a device which

solders a whole PCB in one go by

washing a carefully -controlled ripple of
solder over the underside of the board).
Apparently, if you want to spend £5000
or £15000, you're well away, but if you
only want to spend £2000 for a unit you

can stand in the corner, the choice is
pretty meagre. You think you've got
problems!

The strategy to adopt if you want to
obtain something from an unfamiliar
source with no clear-cut ordering policy
is to write to them with your enquiry and

send an SAE - this is not to save the
company money, as is popularly
thought, but to save them the process of

acquiring, typing out and stamping an
envelope. The rule is this: for every part
of the correspondence you can take out
of their hands and see to yourself, your
chances of getting a prompt and
successful response increases. It's a by-

product of Murphy's Law, and can be
taken as fundamental without in any
way derogating any company's order
department. The other, related, rule, is

give as much useful information

from time to time. But news releases

to

somewhere between the extremes of

PR company which spreads it more
widely than the manufacturers realise.
(We get product news releases in this

beginning to sound like HE's Reader
Services Page, it's because the same

revulsion. While it is true that many

office which we would not dare to

parts.
The picture that emerges is, as usual,

wild

enthusiasm and complete

firms set a minimum order value of, say,

£50, this is less to discourage one-off
orders than it is to encourage regular
customers to order in packages which

it's economic for the firm to handle
(unlike HE, they can't tell their

and product news is often handled by a

feature. Our readers would have a good
laugh, and the manufacturers wouldn't
.)
thank us, either

Bicc Vero Electronics (close

relations of Verospeed) who are best
known for their project -boards and

produce their own Hobbyist
catalogues, with a department in

customers to 'send an SAE'), and often
only applies to cash customers and not
those with trade accounts or paying by
credit card. Besides, these companies

boxes,

rarely

lot

deal

in

anything which the

amateur could find a use for.
Believe me, industrial connectors are
an art and science all to themselves.
Other companies, making mostly

industrial goods but with some stuff
useful to amateurs, have outlets

through other distributors which
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charge of amateur orders, and there is
no minimum order charge. They outlet a

to the small constructor through
local shops, and their stuff is used in

schools and colleges.

Litesold on the other hand, are well
known for their temperature -controlled
soldering irons. had always thought
that they were mainly selling to home
I

constructors, but not a bit of it. However,

about your enquiry as possible. If this is
rules apply!
Oh yes -and when the time comes to

send money, there's nothing wrong

with the handwritten -letter -and -postal

order, but print all part numbers etc.,
and cross your P0. For your own sake,
it's safer if you use a cheque, and make

a photostat or a carbon copy of your
letter - if anything goes missing, it is
then much easier to trace.
As a final thought, in case anyone is
tempted to scorn their corner
component shop, an acquaintance not
entirely unconnected with a major
aircraft concern with extensive dealing in
both civil and military aviation are in the
habit of nipping down to their local

when they need a few bits for radio
repairs and the like. It's the quickest
way, they say, to get spares.
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Speaking Spectrum

Currah Computer Components have
produced a speech synthesis module for

the Sinclair Spectrum.

Designed to be straightforward to

use, the Microspeech gives a voice to all

the keys on the Spectrum, requires no
preprogramming, and can alter the
intonation of sounds keyed in.
The technique used for building

FLAN
-AN
EL A
EL AN

words is the now -established allophone
system, which is flexible and allows an

unlimited vocabularly - in English at
least (I would be interested to know if
anybody has succeeded in getting a
speech synthesiser to produce

reasonable results in any non-English
lanugage). It has a self diagnostic
feature for syntax checking, microdrive
capability and an audio output for use

with

hifi amp or tape recorder

(immortalise your speeches).

The Microspeech costs £29.95 and
comes with a demonstration and games
cassette, and it will shortly be available

for the ZX81, Oric, Dragon and BBC
Micro.

Enquiries to

Currah Computer

Components Ltd., Graythorp
Industrial Estate, Hartlepool,

Cleveland.

two. In this respect, they have the same
qualities as biro caps, only moreso. Still,

unrivalled RAM capacity. Providing

this is only the preproduction model;
perhaps they will think of something.

more scope for helpful commands in the
BASIC programming language, the
Enterprise's large ROM (32K) also

Two lengths of strong elastic? Perhaps
the easier option is just to let the covers
go and give the unit a quick hoover once

allows for a more powerful operating
system.

a week.

all the ROM cartridges will work with

16k Spectrum, even where the
cassette version requires 48k - a real
boon. Joysticks connected to the
Interface will then work with ROM cart,
cassette, or Microdrive programs. The
a

Interface and cartridges are initially only
available mail-order. We have been
given the price £19.95 (inc. VAT but no
mention of p&p) and suggest you

contact Sinclair Research, Stanhope
Rd., Camberley, Surrey GU15 3PS.
Tel: (0276) 685311, for further
information.

Sinclair Research have been busy: as
well as their flat -screen television,
newly come on the scene, they have
launched the ZX Interface 2. The
Interface provides the Spectrum with
joystick and ROM cartridge facilities.
It's a solidly -built piece of equipment

which plugs either directly into the

Spectrum's rear expansion port, or the
1. There is a hinged
porthole for cartridges, and two joystick
ports for standard nine -way D plugs.

ZX Interface

The joystick ports are neatly covered
with flush lids, which will, we
anticipate, provide endless opportunity
for losing them, as they are not hinged.
We managed to lose three of ours within

ten minutes of unpacking the unit,

which is good going as there are only
12

('Dave') handles the audio: four sound
sources, each with full volume control
on sterero output.
The built-in word processor handles
word wrap, text centering, justification

and paragraph moving, while its text

handling makes it possible to choose a
display with fifty-six lines on the screen

- each with 84 columns.
In addition to the ability to generate

stereo sound other outstanding

features of new machine include a
cassette loading meter, which helps you
set the correct volume on the recorder,

Come In, Enterprise
Interface The Facts

The specially designed chips in the
Enterprise are also noteworthy. The
video chip (called 'Nick') gives the
machine a tremendous flexiblity in its
screen display, and the sound chip

so that programs will load into the

The Elan Enterprise 64, announced as

computer without difficulty.

features than any other current
machine in its class.
The Enterprise keyboard has sixtynine full -travel contoured keys (like an
electronic typewritter). Eight special
'user definable' keys allow you to write
programs in which just one keystroke
will carry out a number of commands.
The built-in joystick, on the right of

software, written by them and by other
software designers. Categories within
the Elan Software range include video
games, games of strategy, home

the first of a range of British home
computers designed by Intelligent
Software Ltd., boasts more built-in

the keyboard, is used for games and text

manipulation, and two extra joystick

sockets mean that games can

be

designed for three people.

The machine's memory - 64K RAM
- lets you achieve the most from the
outstanding colour graphics capability.
It contains a unique memory controller
and plug-in expansion system to allow

Elan Computers are supported by
Intelligent Software, who are putting
together an extensive catalogue of

applications, small business

applications, educational programs and
computer applications.

The Enterprise 64 and 128 models
will reach the market early in 1984 and
retail prices are from £200. Further
enquiries to Elan Computers Ltd., 31-

37 Hoxton Street, London N1 6JN.
Leaflets are available.

The photograph shows a flexible
connector linking the Enterprise to a

64K RAM expansion and

a 3.5in
microfloppy disk drive. New units can be
plugged into the peripheral stack.
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MONITOR
School PSU
Built for educational use, PMF Design
And Development's twin channel power

supply has been built to BBC School

Radio specifications and passed by BBC
Engineering, and is both physically
and electrically robust, we are told. It is

designed to fulfill normal power supply

requirements for logic and analogue
electronics courses.

The unit features twin 1A supplies
separately switchable to 5, 9 or 12V.
Supplies may be used independently, in
common earth mode or to provide a split
rail supply. Each supply has

independent short circuit and thermal
protection.

Regulation is better than 0.4% over

full load range; ripple and noise is better
than 12mV peak to peak at full load.

The price of the unit is £36.85 plus

p&p and

VAT. For quotation and
specification contact PMF Design and
Developments Ltd., PO Box 5,
Romford, Essex RM3 7LH.

Technology For Schools
BBC School Radio is breaking new
ground with three series designed to

prepare schoolchildren for the new
technology, a computing series for
junior schools, complete with software,
and electronics series for junior schools

and a microtechnology series for '0'

level and CSE students, complete with
filmstrips and kits of parts. Working in
collaboration with the Microelectronics

Education Programme and the
Department of Industry, School Radio

hopes to make a major contribution to
both teachers and pupils in their
approach to the new technology.
The first series is 'Using Your
Computer', a unit of five programmes in
the 'Introducing Science' slot for 9-12
year olds, which started on Tuesday,
November 1 at 2.20 p.m. on Radio 4

VHF. This series will help teachers in
primary and middle schools introduce
children to the computers supplied to
schools under the Dol 'computers in
scheme, the BBC Microcomputer, Model B, the Sinclair
Spectrum and the Link 480Z. The series,
which is designed for recording, offers a
completely new dimension in
educational broadcasting in which radio
broadcasts are synchronised with

schools'

computer software. The children cue
the computer at the direction of the
broadcast. In this way the computer is

given a friendly voice which guides the
children through the initial stages of the
operation and application of the
machine. Thus children learn to use a

computer by using a computer. The
software, consisting of four computer

electrical and electronic circuits on a
specially designed circuit board. The
circuit board is included in a special kit
of parts, on sale from BBC Publications.

The fifth broadcast is a Radiovision
programme in which the children are
shown the relevance of the real life
applications of the circuits - why a
street light lights up, how a burglar
alarm works. The kit of parts, suitable

for up to four children, costs £5.25
(there is a Dol subsidy of f 1.50 on the

first kit for each school). The Radiovision

filmstrip costs £5.40.

Both 'Using Your Computer' and
'Junior Electronics' are designed so
that they can be handled by teachers

with little or no previous knowledge of
the subjects. Each series is

accompanied by very extensive
teacher's notes.
Also in the Spring term is
'Microtechnology', ten programmes for
'0' level and '0' grade CSE candidates
starting at 10.45 a.m. on Friday,
January 20. This series forms an

London Home Computer
Show
Building upon the great success of the
1983 London Home Computer Show,

the 1984 event is to be staged in the
much larger New Hall of the Royal
Horticultural Society, just around the

corner from the Old Hall where the

Show was held in 1983.
Staged just after Christmas, this will
be the show for the micro hardware and
software enthusiast wanting to try out
and then buy the hardware or software

of his choice. Its central location just
behind Westminster's Victoria Street
makes it ideal for visitors from London

and the provinces, and is close to
Victoria BR station.

Open from Friday January 6th

to 6 pm each day except Sunday, when it
closes at 4 pm, admission to the Show is

introduction to basic microelectronics
leading to ideas of control technology

f2.00 - under -sixteens £1.50.

Radiovision (five of the programmes are

(0442) 41221.

and is dependent on the medium of

Radiovision) associated with practical

to

Sunday January 8th 1984 from 10 am

Further enquiries to ASE Ltd.,
Wolsey House, Wolsy Rd., Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2455. Tel:

work. There is a kit of parts and a
specially developed circuit board and

power supply unit. (The kit is compatible

with commercial prototype boards

which schools may already possess).
Computer software associated with the
series will become available in the
Spring. The Radiovision filmstrips cost
£5.30 each. The kit of parts, suitable for

use by up to three students, costs

Red, Amber, Green
Vulcan Electronics, a new company
only doing mail order at the moment,
have produced a car battery voltage
monitor with a seven -LED display (two
red ones, four green ones and an orange
one). The monitor is built into a black box
about 4 x 3 x 11/2 in (97 x 73 x 37mm),

programs, costs £7.00.

£18.50.

wires - very simple. It's suitable for

starts the Spring term on Tuesday,

Vialls, and will be repeated in the
autumn of 1984. For brochures
detailing how to order suitable
Place, London W1.

7XS.

'Junior Electronic' is a series for
children in the same age range which
February 28, at 2.20 p.m. on Radio 4
VHF. In the five programmes children
are piloted through very simple practical
work, learning to construct basic
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

The series are produced by Arthur

equipment for the series contact The
BBC Press Office, 12 Cavendish

and is connected up by means of two

positive or negative earth cars.
The unit costs £8.00 inc. p&p. Enquir-

ies and orders to Vulcan Electronics,
32 Wigan Rd., Billinge, Wigan WN5
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POWER
IF Modular

Amplifiers

the third generation
Due to continous improvements in components and design
now launch the largest and most advanced generation of

I LP

modules ever.

WE'RE INSTRUMENTAL

IN MAKING A LOT

4

OF POWER
a

In keeping with I LP's tradition of entirely self-contained modules
featuring, integral heatsinks, no external components and only 5
connections required, the range has been optimized for efficiency,
flexibility, reliability, easy usage, outstanding performance, value
for money.
With over 10 years experience in audio amplifier technology ILP

1171

k

are recognised as world leaders.
MOSFET MODULES

BIPOLAR MODULES
Module
Number

Output
Power
Watts
rots

HY30

15

30

H 060

HY6060
HY124
HY128
HY244
HY248
HY364
HY368

Load
Impedance

30 -1- 30

X/
4-8
4-8
4-8

60

4

60

8
4

120
120
180
180

8
4

8

DISTORTION
T.H.D.
I.M.D.
Typ at
60Hz/
1KHz
7KHz 4:1
0.015%
<0.006%
0.015%
<0.006%
0.015% <0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%
0.01%
<0.006%

Supply
Voltage
Typ

Size
mm

± 18

76 x 68 x 40
76 x 68 x 40
120 x 78 x 40

± 25
T 25

326
±35
i 35
± 50
± 45
± 60

WT
gms

Module
Number

Price
inc.

VAT

120 x 78 x40
120 x 78 x40
120 x 78 x 50
120 x 78 x 50
120 x 78 x 100
120 x 78 x 100

240
240
420
410
410
520
520
1030
1030

E8.40
E9.55
£18.69
£20.75
£20.75
£25.47
£25.47

£3841
£38.41

Protection: Full load line. Slew Rate: 15v/ps. Risetime: 5ps. S/N r tin: 100dh.

MOS 128
MOS 248
MOS 364

Output

Load
Impedance

Power
Watts
rms

_a
4-8
4-8

60
120
180

4

HYEi

Mono pre amp

HY66

Stereo pre amp

HY73

Guitar pre amp

HY78

Stereo pre amp

Mic/Mag. Cartridge/Tuner/Tape/
Aux T Vol/Bass/Treble
Mic/Mag. Cartridge/Tuner/Tape/
Aux . Vol/Bass/Treble/Balance
Two Guitar (Bass Lead) and Mic 0
separate Volume Bass Treble + Mix
As HY66 less tone controls

i 45
± 55

I 55

ITT

WT
gms

Price
inc.

120
850
1025

I 30./1

VAT
120 x 78 x 40
120 x 78 x 80
120 x 78 x 100

£39.61)

I'S!, ',7

Able to cope with complex loads without he need for very special
protection circuitry (fuses will suffice).
20v/us. Rise time: 3ps. SIN ratio: 100db
Slew rate)
Frequency response I-3dB): 15Hz - 100K Hz. Input sensitivity: 500n11/ rms
Damping factor: 100Hz >400.
Input impedance: 100K

C15

Mono Power Booster Amplifier to ince the output of your existing car radio

PRE AMP SYSTEMS

Functions

<0.005% <0.006%
<0.005% <0.006%
<0.005% <0.006%

Size

Protection:

Or cassette player to a nominal 15

Module

Supply
Voltage
Typ

'NEW to ILP' In Car Entertainments

Frequency response I-3dB) 15H - 50KHz. Input sen4tivity: 500mV rms.
Input Impedance: 100K11 Damping factor: 100Hz >400.

Module
Number

DISTORTION
T.H.D.
I.M.D.
Typ at
60Hz/
1KHz
7KHz 4:1

Current
Required
10mA

Price inc.

20mA

£14.32

20mA

£15.36

20mA

£14.20

VAT

Robust construction,

£7.60

Mounts anywhere in car.

Most pre -amp modules can be driven by the PSU driving the main power amp.
A separate PSU 30 is available purely for pre amp modules if required for
£5.47 (inc. VAT). Pre -amp and mixing modules in 18 different variations.
Please send for details.
Mounting Boards

wattsreasrms.

Very easy to use.

£9.14 (inc. VAT)

Automatic switch on.
Output power maximum 22w peak into 411
Frequency response (-348) 15Hz to 30KHz, T.H.D. 0.1% at 10w 1K Hz
S/N ratio (DIN AUDIO) 80d8, Load Impedance 311
InputSensitivity and impedance (selectable) 700mV rms into 15K fl 3V rms into 811
Size 95 x 48 x 50mm. Weight 256 gms.
C1515
Stereo version of C15.

£17.19 (inc. VAT)

Size 95 x 40 x 80. Weight 410 gms.

For ease of construction we recommend the 86 far modules HY6-HY13 E1.05
One. VAT) and the B66 for modules HY66-HY78 E1.29 (inc. VAT).
POWER SUPPLY UNITS (Incorporating our own toroidal transformers)
Model
Number
PSU 21X
PSU 41X
PSU 42X
PSU 43X
PSU 51X
Please note

For Use With

Price inc.

VAT
1 or 2 HY30

10,203.60,1 x H Y6060, 1 x HY124
x HY128
x MOS128
2 x HY128, 1 x HY244
1

1

£11.93
£13.83
£15.90
E16.70
E17.07

Model
Number
PSU 52X
PSG 53X
PSU 54X
PSU 55X
PSU 71X

For Use With

Price inc.

VAT
2 x HY124
2 x MOS128
x HY248
x MOS248
1

1

2x HY244

£17.07
£17.86
E17.86
E19.52
E21.75

For Use With

Model
Number

Price inc.

VAT
177.6,:
I )2_54

Pa.) 74X

2 x HY248
x HY364
x HY368
1

t

PSU 75X

2 x MOS248, 1 x MHS368

12.1.217

PSU 72X
PSU 73X

1

:11..h)

X in part no. indicates primary voltage Please insert "0" in place of
X for 110V, "1" in place of X for 220V, and "2" in place of X for 240V.

ILP Electronics Ltd., Dept 2 Graham Bell House, Roper Close, Canterbury CT2 7EP, Kent, England.
Telephone: (0227) 54778 Technical (0227) 64723. Telex: 965780.
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BBC Computer
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NEW! OUT NOW
15

Points Of View

rfi

1

Feel like sounding off?
Then write to the Editor stating your Point of View!
Next Question

.

.

.

Dear Sir
If you're short of material for HE
might I suggest you reprint old
projects (anything provided its nothing
to do with !!***!! computers, as every
mag is crawing with them, micro this
micro that. Thank goodness for Hobby,
an analogue sanctuary. Although the
beasts are creeping in).
And where's CD, is the Superhero
of the Semiconductors recharging his
ni-cads? Finally, why does everybody
beg for lots of binders, one will do? I'll
have to go now, my radio controlled
gerbil has just eaten my best shoes.
Yours constantly variable,
P. Greenhouse,
Kingstanding,
Birmingham.

This reader isn't happy with Excerpts
From The Hobby Electronics Errata
Box - he wants the original errors.
Quick, nurse, the screens. However,
for the mildly deranged, there is a
source of HE reprints: it's called
Electronics Digest, and can be found
on your newsstands four times a year.
Just to confuse the issue, the current
ED has no Hobby reprints in it - but
wait long enough and they'll soon
come round again.
As for CD, at the last count he was
nursing a badly sprained ankle
somewhere in the Canary Islands.
That was his story, anyway, but
rumour has it that he was actually
launching the first issue of Digital
And Micro Electronics. Time alone will
tell.

No Joystick
Dear Sir,

I bought your August issue with the

specific intention of making the
joystick interface, but when I opened
the issue I was faced with an
incomprehensible component layout.
Could you please send me separate
component layouts for both side of the
PCB, and the PCB foil patterns.
Yours sincerely,
G. Kelly,
Limerick,
Ireland.

Sorry, but the PCB layout is copyright
by Cambridge Computing, who
designed the interface. If you write to
them at 1 Benson St., Cambridge
CB4 3QJ they may be willing to
supply you with PCBs. Expect a delay
in getting an answer, as demanded for
the joystick interface has been
vigorous.
16

Now See Here
Dear Sir,
I have been a subscriber of yours for
some time but I have a problem.
Where can I get fibre optic cable
from? I have looked through your
magazine and can't find it anywhere.
Perhaps you could help me.
Yours hopefully,
Richard Milburn,
Burnham -On -Sea,
Somerset.

Our RS catalogue quotes part no.
367-909 for single core and 367-937
for double core optical cable, along
with a bulkhead connector no. 456403 and end -termination no. 456396. You cannot of course order
from RS directly but any reasonable
components suppliers should be able
to order for you. The Maplin catalogue
also features optical cable under
'Fibre Optic Light Guide' on page 188.
Maplin can be contacted at Maplin

Electronic Supplies Ltd., PO Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. We would
recommend that you find a local
components supplier and get them to
order for you, as an alternative to
obtaining your own catalogue.

A Poor Reception
Dear Sir,

I am writing for your help. Is it
possible to use an aerial dish with my
television, if so could you help me in
finding one suitable as I've tried
frantically in vain through all my
electronics magazines and catalogues.
And also would I need a special
licence to use a dish as a television
receiver.
Thank you for any assistance.
Yours faithfully,
Martin Robertson,
Glasgow.
PS. Keep up the good work! I enjoy
your magazine very much.

You don't say whether your question
was sparked off by Cable And Satellite
Television (HE September '83), but
we'd like to think it was.
As public direct broadcast satellite
TV has not yet begun in this country,
there's no benefit in having a receiver
dish unless you are a specialist
hobbyist trying to catch continental
programmes. It won't receive ordinary
UHF transmissions. Likewise, the
licensing terms have yet to be worked
out. There is nothing to stop you from
buying one (a few major

television/video stores in big cities
can obtain them) but there is not a lot
to use them on at present. All will
become clear in the fullness of time
as various new forms of
transmission become established.
Monitor will transmit whatever it
hears as soon as it hears it, of course.

Collector's Items
Dear Sir,
A subscriber to HE, some time ago I
ordered all the backnumbers of HE from

May '80 to January '82; / received all
the backnumbers with the exception
of February '81 and July '81. As a
balance still stands in my credit side, I
should like to ask you to send me
photocopies of the two parts of the
serial Into Electronics Construction, by
Ian Sinclair, namely part 2 (March
'80) and part 3 (April '80) to reach me
by air.

How did I become interested in HE?
By good luck! I entered the Mauritius
Institute Public Library to cast a
glance at Practical Philosophy
Magazine, when I just came across
some numbers of HE lying on the
table. A student of
Telecommunications Engineering, I
plunged into the Electrical
Components series and read about
components not obeying Ohm's Law,
that is, about diodes and transistors.
I could not believe that such a
writer as Ian Sinclair existed in the
world. I am temporarily handicapped,
but I hope to order photocopies of the
serial Into Electronics next year and
some valuable missing parts. Clever
Dick and Points Of View also make good

reading. The way HE deals with
electronics is praiseworthy. It takes
the mystery out and puts it in its
naked simplicity. HE is a great magazine
Please keep up the good work.
Yours faithfully,
1. Auleear,
Fond De Sac,

Mauritius.

Ahem yes, as the backnumbers and
photocopies are dealt with by different
departments, if you order one and
it is not available, the
backnumbers dept. won't be able to
supply a photocopy instead. When
ordering backnumbers, always check
on the ad. to see which ones we say
are available. Save time and anguish.
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

Points Of View
We'll see about those photocopies
although I can't promise anything
about air mail.
You sound as if you may be
interested in Electronics Digest, as
featured in Monitor this month.
Ian Sinclair has oft been praised for
his clear, down-to-earth approach to
writing about electronics, through
rarely in such extravagant terms! A
writer who can make complicated
things easy to follow has a worth far
above rubies, perhaps even the
equivalent of refined silicon (mind
you, this has nothing whatsoever to
do with what we pay him). Naked
simplicity is perhaps going a bit too
far. A fresh, new, unused resistor is
nakedly simple. After that, things get
interesting again (hence the need to
consult such documents as Practical
Philosophy? What next? "Zen and the
Art of Resoldering?" "Yoga and
Relaxation for Fault -Finders?" Why
not?)

Flatter Than Your Average
Battery
Dear HE,

A flat battery is not always a dead
loss. Open the case with pliers (don't
get acid all over yourself or your
clothes), cut off the positive strip, then
solder red and black wires onto the
positive and the negative. Cover the
connections over with insulating tape,
and you end up with an almost free
PP3 battery connector.

Bowled Over
Dear Sirs,
The Electronic Revolution article

published in HE February '83 brought
back many memories of the 1920
period when the wireless boom
captured the imagination and crystal
sets, then valve sets, were
breathtakingly constructed on the
kitchen table from diagrams published
in the local paper. Yes, oscillation was
a problem (when you got it to work)
and yes, the headphones were placed
in a basin as a loudspeaker until Dad
was persuaded to buy a small Sterling
speaker.

Since reading your articles and
adverts enthusiasm boils again and I
am truly amazed at the range and
complexity of electronics today. I
would like to construct a two
transistor set using a small speaker.
The kits advertised in your paper all
seem to use headphones. I would be
glad if you could help me on this.
Yours faithfully,
Charles Reid,
Gateshead,
Tyne & Wear.

We don't have any suitable projects,
and can't advise on kits, but you could
consult a small book published by
Bernard Babani, Electronics Simplified
- Crystal Set Construction (f 1.75) or
consult their catalogue to see if there
is anything you prefer.
Unfortunately, adapting an amplifier
designed for use with headphones to
use with a loudspeaker is not a very
simple job. I won't suggest getting a
bigger basin!
BB's address is Bernard Babani
(publishing) Ltd., The Grampians,
Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6
7N F.

Obscured Issue
Dear Editor,

Yours faithfully,
John Wardle,
Doncaster,
Yorkshire.

We always said it! HE readers do it

with less ...

Missing Manual
Dear Sirs,

I have just been given a Telequipment

Serviscope D52 Dual Beam
Oscilloscope, second hand of course,

but there is no operator's manual. I want
to write to Telequipment, but I can't find
their address.
Keep up the good work.
Andrew Pett,
Norfolk,
Dereham.

I have begun the 30V PSU project in
HE September '83. However, upon
making my PCB, it seems that there is
an error involving the connection of
the preset to the output.
The circuit diagram shows one side
of the preset connected to lC2 pin 2,
and emitter of 03. The wiper arm
then feeds the output. The other leg
of the preset is then shown connected
to the +ve side of the meter.
However, the PCB overlay does not
correspond to this, as the wiper arm
is shown to 'feed' the meter instead
of the output.
I have been bying HE for a long
time, but the clarity of the PCB
overlay in the project is diabolical!
Could you please then clarify my
query, and even perhaps enlarge or
clarify the PCB overlay in the preset
and transistor region.
Yours gratefully,
M. S. Higgins,
Hillsborough,
Sheffield.

was obscured in the area of the
preset by a line representing the wire
joining the emitter of Q1 to the base
of Q2. It thus appears that the preset
is shorted out!
In fact the lower terminal of PR1
has simply been left open circuit, ie
connected as a variable resistor. The
wiper of PR1 does feed the meter, but
electrically this is equivalent to the
arrangement shown in Figure 1, and
therefore is of no consequence.

Alternative Technology
Dear Sir,

As a regular reader of your magazine I
notice what appears to be a growing
interest in alternative energy. One
reader writes enquiring about the
purchase of Solar Heat Panels,
another about a windmill generator
using a car alternator. May I advise
readers to write to 'Sun, Wind and
Water', The Centre For Alternative

Technology, "Machynlleth", Powys,

South Wales. They are a conservation
group who specialise in this field.
Your sincerely,
K. Vitty,
Huntingdon,
N. Yorkshire.

Lost And Found
A reader has written to ask if we
know the present address of Doram
Electronics Ltd., or whether they are
still trading. Can anyone help?
In response to an enquiry last
month, we have heard reports that T.
Powell is still in business at 311
Edgware Road, London W2 (where
else?). Tel: 01723 9246.
Reader A. Pickard of 14 Far Lash,
Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire
LE10 2PJ reports that he is interested
in the use of the Science Of

Cambridge (Sinclair) MK14 Micro for
interfacing with the BBC and for robot
control, and would like to hear from
anyone working on similiar projects.
A reader from Kingston On Thames
wants to know if anyone knows of a
firm making a 'bleeper finder' for
locating lost carkeys and the like. We
haven't had any success. Do you
know?

For interested people, the Centre For
Alternative Technology deals with all
kinds of alternative technology and
also welcomes visitors - their
brochures can be found in tourist
offices all over Wales, if you are
passing through.

Short Circuit Authors
Please will contributors G. Foote and B.

Can anybody help?
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

Unfortunately, the detail of the PCB

Adams get in touch with us.
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INFRA RED CAMERA CONTROL
Any camera which can be remotely released using an electric release facility should be able to
operate with this infra red remote control. The control uses an AC, directional system with a
range of about seven metres. The IR signal can be transmitted through glass as well as in the
open, and multiple receiver units can be triggered by the same transmitter if required for more
than one camera. A major photographic project.

CB FIELD STRENGTH METER
This is a field strength meter with an extra feature. Usually, field strength readings have to be
taken beside the transmitter, so that the operator can see the meter. Ideally, the readings
would be taken further away, to give a true picture of the signal being transmitted. The HE
meter includes a simple memory circuit, which holds the reading for a minute, enabling the
operator to set it up well away from the transmitter.

CAREERS IN ELECTRONICS
Our three part look at the Armed Forces continues with the Royal Navy.

A BATTERY GUIDE
Britain's leading battery manufacturer, Ever Ready, explains the working and uses of a battery
of batteries.

GENERAL PURPOSE POWER SUPPLY
This is a versatile power supply suitable for use with Hobby Electronics projects past and
future. It is also in effect the first part of a major audio preamp project to be featured in
coming months (although an independent unit). It features two outputs, and a connection for a
daughter board so that the PSU can be customised for special applications.
Please reserve me _ copies of the February issue
oo

1

o

_ft_
for
Name

Address

L

February Issue on sale at
your newsagent from 13th
January. Place your
order now!
J

Although these articles are being prepared for the next Issue, circumstances may alter the final content.
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fully and

5415IrMita

Step-by-step
assembly are

illustrated
with
fitting instructions
together
includeddescriptions.
qualityused
circuit

PRICES REDUCED

ON SUPER SAVE
D.I.Y. KITS

SELF ASSEMBLY ELECTRONIC KITS

Highest are
components
hroughout.

SX 1000

SX 2000 Electronic Ignition

Electronic Ignition

Reactive Discharge Combines

inductive & capacitive energy
storage Gives highest possible
spark energy Patented clip -to -coil

Inductive Discharge Extended

,

dwell circuit stores greater energy in
coil Three position changeover
switch Patented clip -to -coil fitting

fitting Easy assembly sequence

Contact breaker triggered - includes
bounce suppression circuit.

Easy to assemble. easy to fit

Contact breaker triggered - includes
bounce suppression circuit.

SUPER SAVE

TX 1002

TX2002

Electronic Ignition

Electronic Ignition

Inductive discharge

Two separate systems in one unit!
Reactive Discharge OR Inductive
Discharge, with three position
changeover switch Gives highest
possible spark energy Clip -to -coil
or remote mounting Rugged die-cast
case Contactless or contact breaker
triggered Contactless adaptors
included for majority of 4 & 6 cylinder
vehicles For detailsof vehicles fitted by
contactless trigger, ring Technical

Extended dwell circuit stores
greater energy in coil 0 Three

position changeover switch
Contactless or contact
breaker triggered Clip -to -

coil or remote mounting Rugged
die-cast case Contactless adaptors
included for majority of 4 & 6 cylinder

vehicles Easy to build 0 For details of
vehicles fitted by contactless trigger, ring

Technical Service Dept on 109221611338-9.

Service Dept on 109221611338-9.

AT -40 Electronic Car Alarm

AT -80 Electronic Car Security System

Guards doors, boot, bonnet from unauthorised entry
Armed/disarmed using concealed switch 30second
delay -to -arm: 7 second entry delay Can alternatively
be wired to exterior key switch Flashes headlights &
sounds horn intermittently for 60 seconds when
activated Security loop protects

Guards doors, boot, bonnet from unauthorised entry Armed/
disarmed from outside vehicle by magnetic key fob passed across
sensor pad adhered to inside of

windscreen Individually

programmable code 30 second
delay -to -arm Flashes headlights
and sounds horn intermittently for
60 seconds when activated
Security loop protects accessories
Function lights to assist setting up Low consumption C-MOS
circuitry.

accessories Low consumption
C- MOS circuitry.

ELECTRONIC1

CAR ALARM
weemmAmeefeweia

I

I

I

Nov

411
I

I

SAVE

I

ULTRASONIC Intruder Detector

Supplementary to AT -40 & AT -80 Will work in
conjunction with any door switch input or voltage
sensing alarm Detects attempted break-in and
movement within passenger compartment & triggers
alarm Includes high efficiency ultrasonic transducers

Crystal controlled for low drift Ingenious sensitivity
control allows freedom from false
alarms Low current consumption

12 functions centred on Fuel, Speed, Distance and Time Single chip
microprocessor Large high brightness fluorescent display with auto dimming feature High accuracy distance & fuel transducers included
Displays MPG, L/100km and miles/litre at the flick of a switch
Visual & audible warnings of excess speed, ice. lights -left -on
Independent LOG & TRIP functions Low consumption crystal

controlled circuitry.

MAGIDICE
Electronic Dice
Triggered by waving hand over dice Completely random selection

SPECIAL OFFER

Bleeps & flashes during 4 sec tumble Throw displayed for 10
seconds then flashes to conserve battery Low consumption C-MOS
circuitry.

"FREE" MAGIDICE KIT WITH
ALL ORDERS OVER £40.00

I= MN MN MIS ME MI NMI

VOYAGER Car Drive Computer

EMI INN

NMI 1=1 INS

SPARKRITE (A Division of Stadium Ltd.) 82 Bath Street. Walsall, WS1 3DE England Tel: 109221 614791
KIT
SX 1000
SX 2000
TX 1002
TX 2002

OLD PRICE

....._1.12,93--'
Ellier99----

(18.95

£22.95
£32.95

£22.95

AT -40
AT -80

........1.32,99"---

ULTRASONIC
VOYAGER

£64.95

£24.95
£17.95
£64.95
£6.95

-

MAGIDICE j945

L

NEW PRICE
£11.95

EMI MI I=

Allow 28 drays for ilelivm

HE/1

NAME
ADDRESS

E32.95
£9.95

PRICES INC VAT. POSTAGE & PACKING.

MI MN MINI NMI

N

VOISC

IM
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I ENCLOSE CHEQUE(S)/POSTAL ORDERS FOR
KIT REF.

£

CHEQUE No.
PHONE YOUR ORDER WITH

111

EM

IT1

In =I =I

CUT OU f THE COUPON NOW!
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Lap Counter

SLOT CAR
LAP COUNTER
The chequered flag drops and they're off and racing in the 1984
British Grand Prix
or is it the Le Mans 24 Hour?
Count down to the finish line and flag the winner with this
clever project.
.

.

.

Original circuit by Steven Devaney
Development by Ram Chandru
Text by Barry Foster

The original design of this project was
for a lap counter and winning car
detector for a fixed six -lap car race..
This seems a little inflexible, so we
decided to add a facility for selecting
any number of laps between one and
nine. This was easily achieved with
the addition of just two low cost
CMOS ICs and a double pole nine way switch. Certain other refinements
to guarantee reliability and to avoid
ambiguity, were needed; and the odd
gates remaining were used to add
"bells and whistles", to make the
working item just a bit more
interesting!
The final design permits a race of
between one and nine laps, with a lap
counter for each car and positive

detection of the winning car -a draw
is not possible. The winning car is
indicated by a flashing LED and a
pulsed audio tone signals that the
race is over. In addition a short audio
tone sounds each time a car
completes a lap.
An overflow of the design, in terms
of circuit blocks, is given in the "How
It Works" box.

The Details
The full circuit of the Lap Counter is
shown in Figure 1. The input sensors
are magnetic reed relays, fixed to the
tracks exactly on the Start/Finish line
and triggered by small magnets glued
underneath the racing cars. Each
switch is by-passed by a capacitor,
C10 and C11 respectively, to
eliminate contact bounce and produce
reliable low -going pulses each time a
switch is closed. These pulses are fed
to one or the other of a pair of input
20

gates, IC5a and b; these gates are
enabled after Reset by a low from
IC8d, pin 11. So as the pin 1 or 13
inputs go low, the gate outputs go
high. ICs 1 and 2 count these pulses
and produce outputs to drive the
seven -segment LED display ICs,
producing a continuous lap count for
each car.
The high -going pulses from the
input gates are also fed to IC5c.
Between laps both inputs will be low

so the output at pin 4 will be high; but
when one car or the other completes
a lap, either pin 5 or 6 will go
momentarily high, taking the output
low and triggering the one -second
monostable flip flop formed by ICs 8a
and 9a. Before triggering pins 8 and 9
of IC9a are both pulled low by pull down resistor R23, so its output will
be high; and with two high inputs the
output of the NAND gate IC8a will be
a low.
When pin 6 goes momentarily low,

pin 4 of IC8a will therefore go high.
The voltage across a capacitor cannot
change instantly, so this high is
applied to pins 8 and 9, IC9a, forcing
pin 10 low. This is fed back to the
other input (pin 5) of IC8a, ensuring
that its output stays high even after
the lap pulse has ceased. Meanwhile
the high on pins 8 and 9 falls off as
C5 charges from IC5c; the time
constant of C5 and R23 has been
chosen so that the voltage takes about
one second to drop below the high
logic threshold, and when pins 8 and
9 drop below this level pin 10
switches high again.
At this time the output from IC8d,
pin 11, is still low so the output from
NAND gate IC8b will be held high.
Thus both inputs to IC8c are high
until the monostable is triggered at
the completion of a lap, at which time
pin 8, IC8c goes low for one second.
The output of IC8c will therefore go
high, and this is inverted by IC9b and
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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IC3,4 = 4017
IC56,9 = 4001
IC7,8 = 4011
SW1,2 = REED RELAY
LED1,2 = 0 3mm RED LEDS
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Figure 1 . The circuit of the Lap Counter comprises two identical counting and display blocks, together with the win detection
and indicator circuits, below.
these inputs are normally pulled low
triggers the 1kHz audio tone generator
Figure 2. The pin -outs of the 0.43"
by R17, 18, so the output of one or
formed by ICs 9c and 9d, which
Common Cathode display IC.
the other will switch from high to low.
sounds for around a second.
a 1-

-14 COMMON

f 2 -3-

-13 b

NO PIN 4-

-11 9
-10 c

-12 NO PIN

COMMON

NO PIN 5 --

DEC POINT (C,A) 6-

-9 DEC POINT (C.C.)

-8 d

07-

Table 1. Memory refresher - logic

truth tables for AND, NAND, OR and
NOR gates.

A
0
0

B

0
1

1

0

1

1

Table 1
A.B A.B
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

A+B
0
1
1
1
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A+B
1

0
0
0

Backtracking a little, the high -going
lap pulse from ICs 5a and 5b are also
fed to a pair of 4017 decade counters,
ICs 3 and 4. These devices have ten
outputs which go high one after the
other, taking ten clock pulses to cycle
through a count from one to ten.
However only nine outputs are used
by this circuit with the output
corresponding to the number of laps
making up a race selected by SW4.
The QO output goes high on the tenth
clock pulse, so this is the one
neglected by the circuit; also, lap
selection for each car is performed by
a dual ganged switch, which makes it
impossible to cheat by selecting, say
eight laps for one car and nine for the
other!
After the preselected number of
laps have been completed the inputs
to either IC6a or IC6c will go high,
depending on which car was fastest;

Now IC8d has one low input, so its
output will go high, and this is applied
to the enabling pins of gates 5a and
5b which, being NOR gates, will be
locked up with a low output until the
circuit is reset.
The high from IC8d also gates a 1Hz
squarewave from ICs 7b, d through
IC8b; and then through IC8c (because
pin 8 is high), thus sounding the 1kHz
tone at 1Hz pulsed intervals to
indicate the end of the race.
Meanwhile the output from either
IC6a or 6c has tripped the latch
formed by ICs 6b and 6d. Before this
pins 8 and 13 are high, so the output
from each gate will be low. However
when one of the inputs from 6a or 6c
goes low, the corresponding output
will immediately switch high and,
since the outputs are cross -coupled to
the other gate's spare input, the
second, losing gate, stays low.
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SIN1

SW2

CAR 2

CAR 1

00
w

I

RESET
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7
1C4

6

5

SW41]

4

3

11.1111
TTTTTT

2

B

SW4a

fL

_L 1

TT

9 15V

Figure 3. The PCB component overlay; most components are mounted on the board, including the piezo sounder. The power
supply must be between 9V and 15V DC but does not have to be regulated.

Finally the high from the winning

Parts List
RESISTORS
(All 1/4 watt 5% unless noted)
R1 -R14, 19, 20
510R 1/2w
R15-18
100k
R21, 23
1MR
R22
4M7
R24
470k
R25, 26
100k

CAPACITORS
(Miniature layer unless noted)
C1-5, 9-11

100n
220n
4n7
47u

C6
C7
C8

25V axial electro

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1, 2

IC3, 4

4026
decade counter/divider
4017
decade counter
BUYLINES

22

IC5, 6, 9

4001
quad 2 -in NOR
4011
quad 2 -in NAND

IC7, 8

DISP 1, 2
LED1, 2

0 43in
7 -segment LED display
0 2in
any colour

MISCELLANEOUS
SPK1

SW1, 2
SW3

PB2720
piezo sounder
reed relay

side of the latch gates the 1 Hz
squarewave through either IC7a or 7c
to flash the LED and indicate which of
the two cars has won.
The only other point to mention is
the reset system, operated by SW3;
when pressed, this applies a
momentary high pulse to the rest
inputs of ICs 1, 2, 3 and 4; when
reset the outputs of these ICs set up
the conditions for the remainder of
the circuit so that all logic levels are
ready for the race to begin.

SPST

push -to -make momentary
DP9-way
SW4
rotary
2 x 3.5mm jack sockets for sensors

connections; 2 x 4mm sockets for
power supply connections; case,
215 x 130 x 47/78mm, eg Maplin
M1006; small magnets; red filter
plastic; nuts, bolts, wire, solder etc.

page 26

Construction
The PCB designed for the Lap Counter
(see Figure 3) makes assembly of the
electronic parts relatively easy. The
board is single sided, with just one

wire link running under IC8 - don't
forget it! Nearly all components, with
the exception of the reset and lap
selection switches, power supply and
sensor connectors, are mounted on
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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the board. No special precautions are
needed when assembling the PCB,
other than the usual CMOS handling
procedures and taking care that
polarised components (ICs and LEDs
only, in this case) are correctly
oriented. IC sockets can be used if
desired, and the LED leads may need
to be extended so that they project at
least 10mm above the surface of
the board; use Veropins soldered into
the PCB and solder the LEDs to the
Veropins to reach the correct height.
The PCB bolts onto the front panel
of the case, so the next step is to
mark out the position of all holes and
cut-outs on the panel. Use the full
sized PCB mask reproduced on page
64 as a template for this operation: if
you are making your own PCB from
the mask then trace out the perimeter
of the board, the position of the LEDs,
dimensions of the display holes and
the position of the mounting holes,
and use the tracing paper as the
template. Also a number of small holes
should be drilled in the panel
immediately above the piezo sounder, to
act as a speaker grille.
The prototype was nicely finished by
spray painting the case and labelling
the various controls and functions
with rub -down lettering; this should
be done before mounting the
components on the panel.
If the recommended case is used, the
PCB must be mounted to one side,
leaving space at the other end for the
reset and lap -select switches. There is
plenty of room under the board for the
power supply and lap -sensor
connectors.
After completing the PCB and
preparing the front panel, the off board components can be wired in.
We used Molex plugs ('PCB
connectors') for neatness and
convenience, though of course the
switches etc can be hard wired; in
either case be sure to make the
connecting wires long enough (ribbon
cable makes a neat job of it).
When this stage is finished the
project is more or less complete. Test
it by connecting up a power supply
(this can be any unregulated DC
voltage between 6V and 15V, capable
of supplying at least 100mA) and
switch on. There should be a short
'beep' and the display will light up
with a random number. Reset; select
a high lap number and then briefly
short out one of the lap sensor inputs,
then the other. In each case a short
beep should be heard and the relevant
lap counter advance from '0' to '1'.
Continue to pulse the input by
shorting it briefly; the lap counter
should advance until the selected
number is reached, at which point the
appropriate LED will begin to flash
and the sounder to beep at 1Hz
intervals. Repeat this test with the
other input, and then for each input
on each of the lap numbers. This
checks out every possible variation!
Now the components can all be
mounted in the case; the PCB is fixed
on 15mm spacers to set the correct
distance of the displays and LEDs. The
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

How It Works
The Lap Counter can easily be broken
down into a number of distinct circuit
blocks. Many of these are duplicated,
for each car and track.
The inputs from the lap sensor are
fed via a normally enabled gate to

counter/driver circuits, which feed
seven -segment LED display clips
producing a lap count for each car.
The lap sensors also trigger a one

second monostable flip-flop, which
sounds an audio tone each time a car
completes a lap.

LAPSE',

GATE

COUNTER
DRIVERDRIVER

DISPLAY

At the same time, the lap pulses
drive decade counters whose outputs
are tapped by the lap -select switches.
When the preselected number of laps
have been completed, the win
detector is triggered; a flashing LED
indicates the winning car and a
pulsed audio tone signals the end of
the race. An output from the win
detector is fed back to the input gates
so that the pulses from the losing car
are locked out.

DISPLAY -4-- CI=TEERR

GATE

"4-6-° SENIOR

t
DECADE
COUNTER

DECADE

LAP
SELECT

LAP SELECT 41- COUNTER
WIN
DETECTOR

-1- WIN LED

WIN LED
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OSCILLATO

AUDIO TONE
GENERATOR

MONOZ-19ABLE
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01

SW4a 8 4 9

3 SVV4b

SW4b 8

9

LS1

I

om

.
.

LED1

LED2

0 R25

V

4. Veroboard component
layout for intrepid experimenters; it

Figure

has not been constructed and tested,
and so cannot be guaranteed to work

- see also the note below! Stop
Press:

C8, which should be

connected across the DC supply
rails, has been omitted.

final steps are to mount the reed
relays on the slot car tracks and to fix
the trip magnets under the racing
cars. We have no advice to offer here,
as the arrangement will depend
entirely on particular cars and layouts.
All you need then is the theme
music from "Grand Prix"!

Note: A Veroboard layout for this
project has been designed but not
tested. It must be regarded as an
experimental layout, only, and Hobby
Electronics will not be able to advise
on constructional problems using the
Veroboard. Also more off -board wiring
is required and, possibly, a larger
case.
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These kits contain all necessaiy components and roll
instructions & are designed to replace a standard wall
switch and control up to 300w of lighting

TD300K

TS300K
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ICL7126 la lower power version of
the ICL7106 chip) and a 31/2 digit

liquid crystal display. This kit will
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capacitors, ICs etc. together with a descriptive booklet with 10 easy -to -build projects plus
a solderless circuit board enabling the components to be re -used. Requires 9V battery.
Discreet component pack (no !Cs) £5.00
Integrated circuit pack f6.00

Price £15.50
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incorporates a master dimming control.
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PACK (5) 30 Low Profile IC Sockets 8, 14, and 16 pin -- 10 of each £2.40
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reading to 0.1°C. The basic kit has a sensitivity of

£13.50

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

Containing selection of electronic components including transistors, LEDs, diodes.

sistors and switches are required -details supplied),
or a sensitive digital thermometer 1-50T to+150°C)

(MaCISKAW

tions supplied. ONLY £10.50
latch locks and above kit

BEGINNERS STARTER PACKS

fl

anti -theft

car

garages,

Electric lock mechanisms for use with

t 5.0

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT

and

device, electronic equipment, etc. Will
drive most relays direct. Full instruc-

-.

-."'"-10"...

A newly released book by well known author Owen Bishop, published by Bernard
Babani, describes in detail 17 projects to build (using low cost materials) to bring
your micro into the real world.
The most complex component (theDECODERI is supplied in kit form ready to assemble with all
'
components and plated through PCB

Order ref H8 2000 "EASY ADD-ONS" BOOK + DECODER KIT
600 MHz PRESCALER
-,- 5 V D.C.

£ 19.95 inc. V.A.T.

U K 114/U

Order ref HB 2001 "EASY ADD-ONS" BOOK ONLY
Order ref HB 2002 DECODER KIT ONLY
Order ref FIB 2003 DECODER PCB ONLY

Please state computer when ordering.

£24.00
£3.00
£22.00
£8.00

Prices inclusive of VAT & carriage

''..4),11% .

biTAISA

NICAD BATTERY
CHARGER,
10-20-45-100-150 mA,
15 V D.C. MAX
240 V A.C.

£ 8.42 inc V.A.T
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20 W IC Amplifier
E 8.42 inc. V.A.T.

ri

complete P.C.B. workshop

a division of
HE/1
KELAN ENGINEERING Ltd
Hookstone Park
Harrogate, N. Yorks

/84
.1
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Buylines

Quizmaster

Lap Counter

Power Reducer

As a number of separate units are needed

A couple of the components for this
project, namely the 0.43" common
cathode LED display IC and the 2 -pole
9 -way switch, may be hard to find.
The latter has to be made up from a
Mini Wafa switch kit, with two 12 -way
wafer mechanisms; don't forget to adjust
the end stop for nine positions.
All the components, including displays
and switch - but not the PB2720 piezo
buzzer, are available from Cricklewood
Electronics. Unfortunately they do not

The SC412D triac specified for the
circuit is an isolated -tab type, for safety
reasons, which may be difficult to obtain.
Any triac rated at 8A or better, such as
the C146D (10A) can be substituted,
but bear in mind that it does not have
an isolated tab (most triacs do not) and
therefore the heat sink will be live.
"Caution: do not touch with the naked
foot", as they used to warn on the back

to put together a system, particular
attention has been paid to keeping the
individual cost as low as possible. We
calculate the price of the electronics
components to be around £5.00,

excluding VAT, p&p. None of them are
difficult to source and can be obtained
from a mail-order supplier such as
Cricklewood Electronics; the cost may
vary from the figure mentioned above.
A case is recommended for the project,
but any box capable of holding all the
parts can be used.

The Veroboard layout in the article
has neither been built nor tested and
must be regarded as experimental.
Hobby Electronics cannot answer
enquiries concerning constructions
based on this layout.

appear to stock the PB2720, which in the
prototype is mounted on the PCB.
The alternatives are to source the device
from elsewhere, or accept another type

from Cricklewood, which must then be
mounted inside the case and wired to the

of Japanese TV sets!

All the components, including the
C146D, are readily available from Maplin
Electronics. Cost, excluding case and
PCB, should be under £5.00 with VAT,
p&p. A suitable case, to the dimensions
given in the Parts List, is also available
from Maplin.

PCB.

The specified case is available from
Maplin, though a suitable alternative
can be had from Cricklewood.

Incidentally both Cricklewood and Rapid
Electronics have new catalogues out at
the moment. They are well worth getting
as a reference and source for a variety
of components.

Tomorrow's Self -Build
WORLD Radio Controlled Car Kits
NOW AVAILABLE!

Complete Car Kit and Transmitter Kit
Clear build-up instructions included

Also

Porsche 935 Turbo Kit (2 speed)
Kit includes transmitter and full build-up instructions

only £17.00 + 50p P&P
Order now from: -

Tomorrow's World
Car Kit Dept.,
liadleigh Road Ind. Estate,
tiadleigh Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk.

Please send me: -

0 Lamborghini Kit
BMW NI I Kit

Porsche 935 Kit

Tel: Ipswich (0473) 59175
Please allow 14 days delivery in U.K.
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Mainframe

In The

FRAM
Hobby Electronics meets the group Mainframe, who take their
microcomputers on stage with them.
Helen Armstrong
I WAS INFORMED that Mainframe had
recorded their first album in a bedroom.
Was I surprised? Not really. Many a
fledgling act puts its demos, or even the

finished articles, together in the cosy
simplicity of a living room or garret. It
took a couple of close encounters with
the record itself, listening to its multi tracked percussion, finely controlled

synthesisers and dense sound for it to
dawn that 'bedroom' did not necessarily
mean amateur.

On the contrary, Mainframe have

taken a professional line from the start.
The bonus is that they have been able to

run an initial career prospect,
computing, in tandem with their first
love, music, to pursue a project which is
unusual in its scope at present,

although it must point the direction for
things to come.
The players in the band (see the

mugshots below) are computer

programmer John Molloy, 23, and
guitarist -turned- multi -instrumentalist

Murray Munro, 20. Murray, who took up

music at the age of eight, also writes,
sings, produces and engineers their
recordings,

while

John, who can't

remember when he started playing
(piano, graduating to other keyboards),

does arrangements, vocals and

percussion, as well as most of the keys,
adding a plethora of general ideas, and a
big slice of the computer graphics which
are the band's special feature.
Just behind the scenes - hardly even

behind them - however lurks the rest

of the 'band', a team of friends well

in both the software and
hardware side of microcomputing. In a

versed

classic case of 'a little help from my
friends', the band have created their
and two singles, elaborate
computer graphics to complement the
music in live performances, an album -

album

length video which they intend to

release commercially, plus other
shorter videos for stage use, and a

percussion synthesiser (alright -drum
box) to their own specifications.
All the design and promotion of their
album Tenants Of The Latticework has

been done by - you guessed it - the
group, (including a complicated

Masquerade -style quest with a £2500
gold "M" as the prize for the first person

to unravel the clues), and they have
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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Mainframe's studio -cum -bedroom in Hemel Hempstead.
logged up a personal first by becoming

the first group to release a computer
program on a pop record: their first
single, Radio, had a short program for
Apple II, containing a secret
message, and their subsequent single
Talk To Me has continued the theme,

the

but this time with programs for the

Apple, Spectrum, ZX81 and the BBC

Micro. And they have material for
another album, all laid down (ouch) in
that bedroom.

And a bedroom it is - it has a bed in it.

And a painting on the wall. Apart from
that, the accommodation is dedicated to
making music. Recording gear is ranged

on one wall, a pile of drums against

another. A clump of well -used guitars
rests in one corner, and in the other is

the wooden frame where the R.S.D.
Studiomaster 16:4, a popular small
mixing desk nests when it's not being
used live.

Where did it begin? John had done

some computing at school and technical
college. Meeting Murray in a semi -pro

band, the pair of them broke away to
pursue a different style, and began to
incorporate the graphics which they,
plus friends, had been working on with

their Apple II. The friends - Colin
Holgate (who operates the Apples on
stage), Dave Green, Jezz West, Martin
Poole, Grahame Collins -et al -form a
more or less integral part of the
28

operation.

and resolves itself into the form of the

(the band has had as many as four

living room; a skeletal globe rotates;
geometric forms alter and repeat

Working almost entirely on Apple Ils

Apples in their stage show at a time)the
team devised a visual show that gives
their fascination with graphics full rein.
The displays became an integral part of
the live show, using monitors and,
subsequently, a pair of video projectors
hired from Rank, with twelve -foot
projection screens.
Graphics have also been worked in as

part of the video of the album. The
record, titled Tenants Of The

Latticework (it sounds whimsical but is
meant literally), tells the story of a
business man who is one day told that
he is, in fact, a computer program who
has been created to explore an artificial
landscape by a group of scientists. The
hero, Oscar (not your typical rock'n'roll
hero), finds a way to emerge from the
computer -landscape into the real world.

then becomes determined to bring his
family out of the computer as well. The
story leaves the program -people about
to emerge into reality, and the scientists

waiting in anticipation.
In the video, the six coloured discs
which hold the key to Oscar's ability to
move in an out of the program are seen
tumbling through a space of advancing

piano from his very -average surburban

themselves in kaleidoscopic rhythms,
and the band's logo drifts in swarms
across the screen. During another song,
yet to be recorded, the figures of a deepsea diver resolves itself line by line into

the word 'Diver' in coloured letters.

In the meanwhile, another friend,
Andrew Earle, shoots the band and
audience through a video camera and
onto the screens, juxtaposing live

images with the prerecorded

sequences, or with projected slides. The
stage lighting, a combination of manual
and preset control, and sound -to -light,
is overseen by Jezz West.

The effect is less that of a band with

visuals than of a giant video show
incorporating the group.
As they played their first gig in a full-

sized hall, the teenage audience, sitting
on the floor, watching intently puzzled

some members of the team, used to

playing discos and clubs and other
venues with a shifting population. It

wouldn't surprise anyone who (literally)

sat through the "getting into it" era in
the Sixties, when music was treated

the chequered pattern of the

with a similar reverence. Not hard to see
why: swirling synthesiser riffs, soft -

latticework floats and expands towards
the screen as Oscar 'falls' down into it,

Floydesque lead guitar, along with high -

stars;

toned harmonic vocals and rich, Pink
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tech associations are a reminder of that
music, but the horror of associating with
either pop or heavy metal music
which split the field in those days seems

Program
Preparation
Colin Holgate

- thankfully - to have vanished, and

Latticework were created on the
Apple II. Because no animation

buffers were needed. The next
frame to be seen is placed onto
the buffer not in view, and then
switched over to store the 15 x

sequence had to be displayed in

program.

AS WE SAID, all the graphics for

the video of Tenants Of The
facilities were available, each
real time and shot with a video
camera straight from the
monitor screen.
overlook the
amount of preparation that goes
into a particular effect when
It's

easy

to

watching it. The opening scene
of the 'Tenants' video shows an
aerial view of a blue grid,

passing 'beneath' the viewer.
The 'viewer's eye' then tilts

upwards until the grid has
dropped from view at the bottom

of the screen. After this, a 3D
coloured MAINFRAME logo flies
past from right to left, and is then

replaced by the stationary
Tenants Of The Latticework title.
Taking this as an example, we

8K pictures plus the control
Using this method with
pictures can be very efficient.
The fifteen flypast screens, plus
two blank screens, were stored
well within the available 20K.
The finished effect is achieved
by 'expanding' each frame into
the relevant picture buffer.

Whereas Mainframe uses

commercial programs to help

generate the logo graphics, of all
the 'in betweening' programs

were

written

by

people

associated with the band. One
program is used to generate the

start and end frames for the
change sequence. Another
program then uses these to

logo had to be created. Numbers

calculate the in-between frames
and saves the resultant pictures,
in compressed format, onto disk
ready for replaying.
The new position for any point

representing the 500 coordin-

of

can see the sort of preparation

that is required. First of all, a

three dimensional image of the
ates and 750 lines that make up
the logo had to be entered into a
special 3D program called App/e
World.

Having done this, the

logo could be viewed from any
angle. Fifteen views of the word,
as it passed the viewpoint, were
saved onto disc.

Each of these wire frames

were then treated with a
colouring program called Micro
Painter. At this point any lines
that should not be visible had to
be changed to the desired
background colour.

After this stage, the fifteen
frames needed for the flypast

were ready, but there was still a
major problem. To understand
this problem we need to look at

some facts and figures on the
Apple II. The 64K memory map is

not all available as RAM on the
Apple, or any other micro.
Locations $9600 to SFFFF (in

Hex) are used for the Apple's

disk operating system and
Applesoft BASIC.
Locations $0000 to $0800 are
used for the text page, keyboard
buffer, 6502 stack and by BASIC

and DOs, all except for about

line end is calculated by
subtracting the start frame
coordinates from the end frame
coordinates, dividing the answer
by the numbers of frames

required and adding this figure
to the coordinates of the
previous frame. If that is not very

clear, the formula for a new x
coordinate would be

(LFx - FFx)
NoF

+ PFx

where LFx = Last Frame x coordinate, FFx = First Frame x coordinate, NoF = Number of
Frames and PFx = Previous
Frame x co-ordinate.

Each frame takes on to two
seconds to draw, but by using

the frame replay, as with the
logo, eight frames per second
can be achieved.

These difficulties were

overcome by 'compressing' the
pictures. It is possible to cheat a

little by checking through the
picture memory looking for
repeated values, and storing
them in 'shorthand'. The group
of letters ppppppaaaacd can be

200 bytes.
In order to replay the prepared

expressed as r6pr4acd, where 'r'

frames fast enough to form an
animation, all the frames need

sequence,

to be in memory at once. So 28K
has been used up; there is more
to go.

An Apple hi-res picture

occupies 8K of RAM. In order to
show the flypast sequence, both
of

the Apple's hi-res picture
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is a marker to signify a repeat
followed by the
number of times that 'p' is
repeated. Likewise 'a' is

repeated four times, and 'c' and
'd' are without a marker byte and
are taken as separate

bytes/characters. Should

a

genuine 'r' be needed, it would
have to be stored as rl r.

long may it remain so.
But having spared a minute to look at

the music, back to the computers.

Initially, the group worked entirely on
Apple Ils, as this was what they had
easiest access to. To write the graphics

for the Tenants video, they used the
Accelerator Card, to increase the speed
of all the sequences while keeping the
amount of memory to a minimum. The

card consists of a 3.58MHz 6502B

processor, and 64K of fast access RAM.

The programs were run in real time.
The team used software by
Appleworld, Micropainter, Bit Stik, Bill
Budge's 3D Graphics, EBS and a special

American graphics language suited for
audio/visual effect, Ceemac, using the

Fire Organ program, in addition to
original software and adaptations

written among themselves. They
planned to take the video signal directly

from the computers to the video tape,
but had great difficulty in synchronising
the computer's video signal to the video
recorder.
While recording the BBC's Show Me
Show, they had hoped that some super technician would come to their rescue;

however the best solution was to run

the signal through a Quantel video

effects controller
The
Quantel uses a frame store, capturing
a television picture pixel by pixel,
digitally - and therefore has
synchronizing facilities beyond the
pockets of all but full-sized pro video
studios.

But alas, the machine had a mind of
its own. Finding a single frame of signal
which suited its circuits better than any
other frame, it 'grabbed' it and refused
to accept any other. The operators were
stuck. They had one frame in store, but

one frame is not much use to a whole
visual show. Regretfully, they switched
off the recalcitrant controller and
resorted to the time-honoured method
of taking the image off the monitors via a
television camera. This was the

technique they used when eventually
putting down the complete video for the
album.

When making their video, the band
had the help of Andrew Earle, another

friend, who just happend to be the
proprietor of a small pro video company,

Gothic Audio Visual. This gave them
access to high -band, broadcast -quality

video equipment. They tempted him
with the prospect of making a video
which would be seen at the band's gigs,
and potentially on cable television here

and in the USA (where the album is
released early next year). He spent a
number of weekends shooting while the

group scripted, acted and produced
Oscar's story. Now they are planning to
refine the editing of the video and offer it
for commercial sale.
The video's backing track, to
synchronise it with the video, was DBX
encoded, and then run on the
soundtrack of the pro -standard U-matic
video recorder on which the video had
29
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been recorded.

But the group's 100% first is the
release of a computer program on a
record. Their first single, Radio, had a
thirty-second program called The
Message on the end of it. If a hifi
amplifier is connected into an Apple, the

program can be played off the record
onto the computer - but the contents of

the message is kept secret for those

who actually run it. The band's second
single Ta/k To Me has four programs on

the back, one each for the Apple

II,

Spectrum, ZX81 and BBC Micros. These
continue the content of the first
'message'.

Incidentally, on the sleeve of this

single, the group recommend that the
program is recorded onto cassette tape

before loading to save wear on the

record grooves - this must be the first
record release which actually asks a
buyer to copy it, instead of expressly
prohibiting such activity! An added
benefit of putting computer games and
graphics on one side of singles, should it
become a common option in the future,
is

removing the excuse from bands

whose attitude is "can't be bothered to
put something decent on the B side -

let's do a remixed/lyricless/back to

front version of the A side and save the
studio costs.'

Mainframe don't have to worry too

much about studio costs as yet; having
recorded their album themselves, costs
up to pressing stage were £900 plus a
few weeks work (after months of
planning). They could have spent that in
two or three days in a commercial
studio.

They have also saved money, and

anguish, by paying attention to the
technical aspects of

recording; for

instance, Murray, who engineers the
recordings, spends a lot of time getting
the recording levels right, and includes
a carefully set 1kHz tone prior to each
track to give the engineers in the
mastering studios a levels reference to
work to. Making sure that the
equalisation on the recording

corresponds to that needed to cut a
master disc (as far as possible) is also
important and saves later processing
(quite apart from getting a better result).

A fundamental problem faced

in

recording a group is the interference to
the sound causes when the signals from

one instrument, particularly the bass

guitar with

its low -frequency sound

(which can set up standing waves in the

room, instead of dissipating) get onto
the recording via another instrument's
microphone in a different phase from
that which the 'real' recording takes.
Use of directional microphones, and
careful placing of microphones at the

right distances apart avoid this problem.
This effect can ruin a recording, and it is
expensive and difficult to correct.
Mainframe also point out that, using a
four -track tape recorder as they do, the
extra expense of a DBX or other noise reduction unit is worth every penny, as
quite apart from improved sound to start
with, it doubles (or more) the number of
cross -recordings possible from to track

to track or recorder to recorder, and

advantage for any recording group, and
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A detail from the cover of Mainframe's album, painted by Murray Monro. The
fine details are all clues to the band's "quest".

essential when there are only two
people to play half a dozen instruments.

Another personal triumph for

Mainframe is their percussion - it's all

controlled by the Apple. One of the
team,

Dave

Green,

developed

the

hardware and software for a drum
machine which can handle both
machine -generated and live -recorded

drum sounds (and any other sound
which meets the beat). The result is an
on-stage drum sound which has much
of the sound of live drumming, but with
the mechanical drive of a drum
machine. Murray augments the sound

with Rotosound drums on stage. The
sound can also be altered by the drum -

box - they are working at connecting
up John's Liberation keyboard
synthesiser through the device, but
early attempts led to Dave blowing up

his Apple - so research

is

still in

progress.

Working in the band has led every
member and associate member to

extend his technical expertise. I asked
John whether they hadn't had to spend

a great deal on equipment: between
them they play Moog Prodigy and

Liberation synthesisers (the Liberation
is one of those keyboards worn round
the neck like a guitar - possibly the
world's ugliest musical instrument),

Juno 60, Yamaha SK20 organs and

Stratocaster guitar, together
with their amplification and sundry
Fender

other guitars/bass/drums bought or
borrowed, plus their computers. But the

band don't see it as a big investment

-the equipment has been built up

gradually, much of it before the present

band came into existance just over a
year ago. (For instance, they make good

use of echo and reverb without having
access to expensive digital effects unit.
One source being an ETI Chorus Unit,

built as an 'A' level project at school!
That should give hope to those doing

Hobby projects as part of their exams...
The computer bug has proved
infectious. When the band began, most
of their musical associates had no
interest in computing. "Now" says John
"Every single person involved with the
band has a computer and uses it. They

just got interested." Others nod and

bear witness to the tenacious grasp of
the microcomputer once the owner has
investigated it beyond the games playing stage.
Not deterred by their earlier

encounter with the Quantel machine,
Mainframe are determined to make
their next video with the help of just
such a machine, and in the long term
they would like to develop their own
graphics effects generator. There is no

doubt that they will do it, one way or
another. The wealth of software and
hardware engineering skill within the
group puts them in control of their
machinery and material, and not only
their music.
Having pursued a musical career on

the strength of some savings, some

freelance computing work, and record
sales the most satisfying thing about
Mainframe's career so far is that they
have suceeded in taking one hobby
(computing) and making a career out of
it, and then using that to turn another

hobby, music into a career as well.

Perhaps not everybody has the
opportunity, but then again, why not?
Family and friends have supported
them, but the level of imagination and
professionalism they have built up in a
short time is not so much a product of

their technical or even their musical
skills, but their determination to do it
rather than just think about it. Their
motto could be "Have bedroom, will
travel."
MC2 Records can be contacted at 24
Missden Drive, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts.
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Index 1982
PROJECTS
AF Signal Generator
Audio Analyser
Audio Analyser
Automatic Greenhouse Sprinkler
Auto Wah

May 82
Aug 82
Sep 82

49
53

Jun 82
Jun 82

48

Big Ear

Dec 82

Bike Alarm
Bike Siren
Breadboard/Audio Phaser
Breadboard Tone Controls
Cable Tracker
CB Squelch Unit
Computer PSU
Designing Power Supplies
Diana VCO

Digital Capacitance Meter
Digital Dice
Digital Thermometer
Digital Voltmeter
Dual Engine Driver
Echo-Reverb
Flashpoint Alarm
HEBOT II

Intelligent Nicad Charger
Intruder Confuser
"Junior" Slot Car Controller
Lofty (Loft Light Alarm)
Low Cost Alarm
Masthead Amplifier
Microlog
Microtrainer Part 1
Microtainer Part 3
Microtrainer Part 2
Microtrainer Part 3
Mictrotraining
Negative Voltage Generator
Noiseless Fuzzbox
Phase Four

Pedometer/Odometer
Slide -Tape -Synchroniser
Solar Radio
Stereo Bass Boosters
Stereo Noise Gate
Switch -Tuned Radio
SWR Meter
Tanover
Telephone Timer Part 1

Telephone Timer Part 2
Three Breadboards For
Experimenters
TV Amp
TVI Filter
Universal Relay Driver
Volume Expander
ZX Interface Board

32

Apr 82
Mar 82
Nov 82
Sep 82
May 82
Oct 82
Jul 82
Jun 82
Nov 82
Apr 82
Mar 82
May 82
Aug 82
Apr 82
May 82
Oct 82
Nov 82
Jan 82
Jan 82
Sep 82
Dec 82
Dec 82
Feb 82
Dec 82

Jun 82
Jul 82
Jul 82
Aug 82
Sep 82
Oct 82
Feb 82
Dec 82
Nov 82
Dec 82

Jul 82
Mar 82
Dec 82
Jan 82
Aug 82
July 82
Jun 82
Jul 82

57
25
80
72
28
68
34
65
58
57
12

22
25
11

11

9

OOP',

Offxl

1[100

26
38
9

74
70
42
9

60
52
52
57
25
24
26
37
46
56
20
52
20
16

48
14
9

40
31

Dec 82

25

Jul 82

34

Feb 82

18
54
14

Sep 82

MO\

9

TASK AY

it10*

SCALE

33

Jun 82

Jan 82

Wit IIPtIfitS

10

20

Digital

Cap acitanc

e

Meter:

April

RADIO RULES
Capacitance And Inductance In
AC And DC Circuits
Capacitance, Resistance And Inductance
Classes Of Radio Power
Frequency Modulation
Radio Stages
Oscillator Circuits
Single Sideband
Waves And Signals
Wave Theory

Jul 82
Aug 82
Sep 82

29
43
20

Nov 82
Oct 82
May 82
Dec 82

63
68
57
43
55
19

Apr 82
Jun 82

Tape/Slide Synchroniser: December
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Index 1983
PROJECTS
Aerial Without Wings
Audio Level Meter
Auto Power Down
Auto Tester
Auto Winder
Battery Warning Device
Bassman

BBC Micro/HEBOT Interface
Cable And Satellite Television
Car Interior Delay Light
CB Push To Talk Switch
CB Selective Caller
Continuity Tester
Digitester Part 1
Digitester PSU
Dual Purpose Power Supply
6502 -Based EPROM Programmer Part 1
EPROM Programmer Part 2
Giant Circuit Supplement
Gripometer
Hi -Voltage Meter
Hobby 'Scope Part 1
Incremental Timer
Light Meter
Moisture Gauge
Overvoltage Cutout
Para -Q

Power Supply Unit
Programmable Joystick Controller
Reader's Project: Enlarger Timer
Reader's Project: Simple Stereo Preamp
Reader's Project: Simple Tremolo
Short Circuits
Signal Powered Loudspeaker Protector
Soft Fuzz

Sound Pressure Level Meter
Stall Thief
Stereo Image Expander
Stereo Voice -Over Unit
Switched Mode Power Supply
Traffic Light Toy
Tremoleko
Trump Card
Ultrasonic Intruder Alarm
Whistle Switch
Windscreen Wiper Delay
ZX81 High Resolution Graphics
Board

ZX Sound Board

The Electronics

POP AMPS
May 83
Oct 83
Apr 83
May 83
Aug 83
Jun 83
Dec 83
May 83
Sep 83
Nov 83

Jun 83
Jan 83
Dec 83

Jan 83
Feb 83
Nov 83

Mar 83
Apr 83
Oct 83
Sep 83
Oct 83
Jun 83
Feb 83
Dec 83
Dec 83

Mar 83
Nov 83
Sep 83

Aug 83
Aug 83

27
11

20
28
56
30
29
62
25
26
45
63
56
23
56
54
20
28
34
59
28
11

12
12

49
68
13

54

High Impedance AC Millivoltmeter
Linear Ohmeter
Long Range Ohmmeter
Peak Voltage Detector
Single IC Millivoltmeter
TTL Logic Tester
Very High Impedance Voltmeter

Aces High
Book Reviews
Book Reviews
Cable And Satellite Television
Components And Hardware Directory
(Update)

Cumulative Index 1978-1982
Directory Of Electronic Kits
And Modules
DIY HIFI/'Speaker Review
Expanding The ACE
Finishing Touches
FX-Computer Review

11

I Almost Met ..

Nov 83

Jul 83

41

Nov 83
Mar 83
Jul 83
Sep 83
May 83
Jul 83
Apr 83
Jan 83
Jun 83
Sep 83
Oct 83
Oct 83
Aug 83
Nov 83

60
50

Junction FETs
Light And Power From DC Supplies
Look In The Book
The Oric 1 Review
Radio Controlled Gerbil
Tools And Test Equipment Survey
Tools For The Trade
Voyager Car Computer
A Zener Diode Primer

Jul 83
Jun 83

20
52
60

60
30
46

Feb 83

Jan 83
Jun 83

52
30
36

Feb 83

31

May 83
Jan 83

47
68

Jun 83

62
25

FEATURES

60
47

12
14

Jul 83
Mar 83
Mar 83

.

Sep 83

Apr 83
Jan 83

41

Feb 8

37
52

35

May 83
Aug 83
Mar 83
Oct 83
Dec 83
Dec 83
Jan 83
Feb 83

42
12
16

42
44
10
59
36

Jul 83
APR 83
Apr 83
Apr 83
Mar 83

12
36
24
62
20

Dec 83

15

65
36
58
63
36
36
17

20

COMPONENTS FOR
COMPUTING
Randomly Accessing Memory
ROMs And EPROMs
Interrupts
Looking At Displays

Feb 83

69
16
50
38

Mar 82
Apr 82
Jun 83

Revolution: January to May
Too/s and Test
Equipment'

April

0..faCtio
°Effevi e°1
Components
wee,
for Computing
Battery
Ito
Auto power
6502 EPROM
Down Circuit Offry
Programmer
Project to Coreri,-
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Index 1983
CAREERS IN ELECTRONICS
Basic Qualifications
Technical Writing
British Telecom
Radio and TV Transmission
In The TV and Radio Studio
Customer Service Engineering
Working With Microcomputers

May 83

12

Jun 83
July 83
Aug 83

52

Sep 83
Oct 83
Nov 83

48
47
40
16

Jul 83
Aug 83
Sept 83
Oct 83

Charles Wheatstone
Herman Hollerith
Charles Proteus Steinmetz
Sir John Turton Randall
David Sarnoff
Alexander Graham Bell

Jan 83
Mar 83
May 83
Jun 83
Jul 83
Aug 83

20
65
24
26
55
52

Nov 83
Oct 88
Oct 83
Dec 83

41

48

1983 ERRATA

ALL ABOUT ELECTRONICS
Part 1: Basics
Electromagnetics And Ohm's Law
Resistance And Capacitance
Semiconductors
Digital Circuits
Transistor Circuits

FAMOUS NAMES

28

20
48

Nov 83
Dec 83

48
28
36

Jan 83
Mar 83

47
55

Apr 83
May 83

66

Auto -Tester (May 83)
Battery Warning Device (Jun 83)
Tremoleko (Sep 83)
ZX81 Hires Graphics Board (Jul 83)

26
26
27

RADIO RULES
Introducing AM Receivers
Propagation And Aerials
Interference And RF
Measurements
The RAE

41

THE ELECTRONIC
REVOLUTION
Wireless At War
The Birth Of Broadcasting
Pictures From Afar
Power In The House
The Electronic Age

Jan 83
Feb 83

Mar 83
Jun 83
May 83

52
22

40
56
57

Careers in Electronics:
May to November
ZX81 /Spectrum Intelligent Joystick
Controller.- August
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FOR HI-FI & ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIASTS

CONCEPT ELECTRONICS LTD

r HENRY'S

asset

51 Tollington Road, London N7 6PB

Mail order only
We are the specialist of electronic kits and rack mounting cabinets. A catalogue with
complete range of products including pre -amp modules, power amp modules, pre and

AUDIO ELECTROn ICS]
ink COMPUTERS COMMUNICATIONS TEST EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS
VISIT OR PHONE OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK ALL PRICES INC VAT

power amplifier modules, complete kits of amplifiers, equalizers, reverberation
amplifiers (with cases), alarm clocks, appliance timers, CB amplifiers, test equipment,

control modules, music generator, battery flourescent light and high quality rack
mounting cabinets etc. with illustrative pictures now available at the cost of 35p +
25p p&p.

Panel Size Rear Box

Professional rack mounting cabinet

AL

19 x 4
19 x 3.5
19 x 3

17 x 3.5 x 10

25.24
24.09

21.24
20.09

19 x 6
19 x 5
19 x 4
19 x 3.5
17 x 3.5
17 x 2.5
17 x 4
17 x 3

17 x 5.5 x 12

22.94
28.69

18.94
24.69

19x5
THERMAL MATRIX
\ A LINE PRINTER

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
with case (rotary switches'
+Side button - case E2.95
K025C 13 range G ZA DC

19x2.5

£23.50

2 meg ohm

K030511 16 range 10A DC

KEI30C 26 range
COMPLETE WITH FULL
HANOBOOK 3 ROLLS PAPER

E99.95

vat
VAT !UK post etc C1.051 [List approx £1871

£86.91

150 to 100 LPM Full 96 CH ASCII40 CPL 280 Dots P/T
Auto -underline 50 Graphic Symbols Back Space SaIl
Test VU/H011 TABS 7 x 10 Matrix 4.4" Wide Paper
Bidirectional .220/240 V AC Size Aponte 9.8 x 28 a 7Z'
SUITABLE FOR, TANDY BBC OR1C NASCOM GEMINI.
ACORNNEW BRAIN ORAGON etc. etc.
(Your enquiries invitedi
lIntertace unit with leads E15 - state modell

PRESTEL
ADAPTOR 3 card set

CHERRY ADDON KEYPAD

with data etc IP/S +/- 12V
16 button
and f5V1
£69.95 inc. VAT pad non

MODEM CARD

SIFAM 22006 21 range 2A AC/DC 20 meg

Bench Models

£89.95 - £99.95
Inc' VAT

'UK C/P & ins £2 051
Price.916/
E69

Complete PEWEES
SIONAL Case

supply Complete with fittings (Case top detachable' Unit is
silyer.grey in colour Robust construction Sloping front
Withsideventilalion Ideal for NASCOM. ACORN. TANGERINE
x4
Itront slopes!
x 15
or your awn system Size

finish enhanced with two professional handles * With ventilation slits and plastic
The low cost steel version is also available. The size and features as well as the front
panel is the same as the aluminium cabinets except the rear box is manufactured from
steel painted in black.
HI-FI AMPLIFIER MODULES
CONTROL MODULES

TY-7 Electronic touch switch

TA -323A 30W + 30W stereo amplifier

E10.95

TY-1 1 Light activated switch

TA -820 60W + 60W stero amplifier

E23.95

TY-18 Sound activated switch
(Clap switch)
£4.50 KIt £5.95 Ass.
TY-38 Sound activated switch
(voice -switch)
£5.50 Kit £7.50 Ass.
TY-41 Infra -red remote control
(Receiver and transmitter)

TA -920 70W +70W stereo amplifier

£18.95 KIt £2 3.9 5 Ass.

£2.90 Klt £4.50 Ass.

12A DC plus cont. buzzer £23.95
NH56R 20K/V. 22 range pocket
830A 26 range 30K/V. 10A AC/DC overload
protection. etc
360TR 23 range 100K/V. Large scale 10A
AC/OC plus Hfe
AT2100 31 range 100K/ V deluxe. I2A

£39.95
£33.50

AC/CIC

ATI020 18 range 20K/V. Deluxe plus life

£27.50 KR £33.50 Ass.

£2.20 Kit £3.50 Ass.

£35.50 KR £42.50 Ass.

£17.20 Kit £21.9 5 Ass.

£18.95
£15.95

FUNCTION: All sine/square/triangle/TTL etc.
T0101 0.02112-200KHZ
TGI 02 0.2HZ-2 MHZ
PULSE
TG105 Various tunnies 5 HZ5 MHZ
AUDIO: Mulliband Sine/Square
LAG27 10 HZ to I MHZ
A 6202A 20 HZ to 200 KHZ list E94.501

E27.50 .no VAT IUK C/P (2501

LAG 120A 10 HZ -I MHZ Low Distortion
RF

LOGIC PROBES

SG402 100 KHZ to 30 MHZ Hist£79.501
LSGI 7 100 KHZ to 150 MHZ

LPIO 10 MHZ
£26.95
OLP50 50 MHZ with carry case and

£49.95

HIGH VOLTAGE METER
Direct reading 0/ 40 KV

'HM' Series HAMEG: 'SC'

£23.00 IUK E57571161111,

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE
65pj

£69.50
£79.35

a a* eq,i

THANOAR: 'CS' TRIO:
3' CROTECH if HITACHI

'118,

£177.10

SC110A Miniature 10 MHZ battery portable

£171.00

Post free

wOptional carry case Eh 84
AC adaptor Lb 69
Nicads El 2 50
1114103 15 MHZ 2mV 6 x 7 display plus
component tester C P 03.00
£181.70

TRANSISTOR TESTER
Direct reading PNP NPN etc
TC I
£21.95

DUAL TRACE (UK C/P £4.001

65p1

HM203/4 Dual 29 MHZ plus component

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLIES
IUK UPC' 001

PP241 0/12/24V 0 IA £35.00
PP243 3 amp version
£59.95
PS13075 8 I5V
7 amp twin meter
£24.95

£303.60

tester

CS1562A Dual 10 MHz !List £321.001
£269.50.
3131 Dual 15 MHZ component tester
£276.00
CS 1566A Dual 20 MHZ All lacilities (List £401 351

f.349.50

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
PFM200A 700 MHZ hand held pocket
8 digit LED
£77.60
MET1008 digilLE0 hench2 ranges 100 MHZ E102.35
MET6008 digit LED bench3 ranges 600 MHZ El 32.25

HEn RY'S

FEEL HEALTHIER
WITH ZEPHION
Bring fresh clean air into your home with

£90.85
£83.50
£159.85

the Zephion Air Ioniser.

tester

£52.75

TF200 3 digit LCO200 MHZ. Thandar

£97.75

SINGLE TRACE UK C/P E3.00
3030 15 MHZ 5mV 95mm tube plus component

pl to 2000 mid LCD 8 ranges

METI0008 digit LED 3 ranges I GHZ
TF0408 digit LCD 40 MHZ Thandar

£113.85
£166.75

OSCILLOSCOPES
Full specification any model
on request. SAE by post

Et 82.85
£126.50
£166.75

HM204 Dual 20 MHZ plus component tester
sweep delay
£419.75
HM705 Dual 70 MHZ sweep delay
£676.00
V212 Dual 20 MHZ
£399.25.
V222 Dual 20 MHZ plus extra facilities
£39190.
V422 Dual 40 MHZ portable
£586.50.
V203F Dual Trace 20 MHZ sweep delay
£408.25
V134 Oual Trace 10 MHZ storage
£1092.50.
All HITACHI, CROTECH & TRIO
With probes

MODELS AVAILABLE
OPTIONAL PROBE KITS
XI £7.95
%10£9.45
XI
X10£10.50

Cubegate Limited

404-406 Edgware Road. London. W2 1E0
Computer: 01.402 6822. Components: 01-723 1008
Test Equipment & Communications:01-724 0323

AUDIO ELECTROn10
301 Edgware Road. London. W2 18N

01-724 3564 {All mail to this address]
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amplifers and many other purposes * Top, side and rear cover removable for access
* Separate front mounting plate * Heavy gauge front panel is of brushed aluminium

SIGNAL GENERATORS 1220/2400 ALI

beautifully constructed
with cut out for one
CHERRY keyboard plus
ample room to house a COMPLETE SYSTEM and power

IUK

* Wholly made of black anodised aluminium sheets * Suitable for high quality

£12.50

YN360TR 10 range 200(4 plus Hle tester

CABINET

1

£97.75

tester

I.T.T. 2020

DM6013

£86.25

E120.75

Total 36 ranges. Special Oiler
HMI 02BZ 20K/V 10A DC 22
range & cont. buzzer £13.50

x 12

METER RIK

1704.5012 27.54 23.54

feet.

TM355 29 range LEO 10A AC/DC 20 meg.
Thandar
TM356 26 range LCD IDA AC/DC 20 meg.
Thandar 'Replaces TM3531
TM351 29 range LCD 1 OA AC/DC 20 meg

TMK500 23 ranges 30K/V.

Alphanumeric and
Graphic display Usually

20K /Volt

£39.95
£29.95

HIe tester

1702x10

C7081 50 K/Voll range doublerICIADC.

Composite video
1280 characters
Over 15 MHZ 8/W
240V AC 34 w

0

K0615 16 range 10A DC2 meg plus

1702.5010 24.09 -

MULTIMETERS IUK C/P 65p1

12' green display

accessories

£33.24
£34.40
£41.30

17 x3 x10

SIFAM 250024 rangeLCO 2A AC/DC 20 meg £79.95
ALSO IN STOCK Thurlby. Melrix and Beckman.
Professional series incl. True Rms. etc.

encoded

SANYO DM2112 HIGH
RESOLUTION MONITOR

x 11

Metes 3000 30 range 10A AC/DC.
6010 28 range IDA AC/DC 20 meg ohm
70304- AS6010 high acc
basic

Thandar

8T approved ready assembled
unit with data and
accessories. £39.95 inc. VAT

16

AC/DC 20 meg ohm £29.50
KI155C 28 range 10A AC/DC 20 meg ohm
£33.50
20 meg ohm

STEEL

17 x4.5 x10 27.54 23.54

17 x3.5 x 12 25.24 21.24
17 x 3 x12
24.09 20.09
21.79 17.79
15.5 x 3 x9
15.5 x 2 x9
20.64 16.64
15.5 x 3.5 x 12 25.24 21.24
15.5 x 2.5 x 12 24.09 20.09
Please add £2.50 p/p per item

£26.95

2 meg ohm

Price

WHO

W H (inch)

Air free from smoke, dust and other pollutants of modern
day living can bring to many the relief of breathing comfortably once again.

We are confident that you will be delighted with the
Zephion Air Ioniser, but if you are not entirely satisfied a
full money back guarantee is available if items are
returned in good condition within 28 days.

BUILD IT YOURSELF !
Dataplus Developments
81,Cholmeley road
Reading, Berks.
RG1 3LY TEL:- 0734 67027

TO:-

Huge stocks of semicons.
components. tools. etc. Large range of
CB equipment and telephones In stock.

clip the coupon.

NAME:ADDRESS: -

CALL IN AND SEE
FOR YOURSELF.
ORDER BY POST OR PHONE.
ViSA

Order be Poll Win C HE DUES
ACCESS. VISA or you can telephone
your order*. All orders clespeiChed

wIlhIn 5 aye units. advisee]

[1

ZEPHION KITS £24.15p

/Kits include all parts)

ZEPHION AIR TONERS
1

BUILT AND TESTED. £34.50p

Money immediately refunded if

items returned in good condition.

Prices iriclule VAT & postage; allow, 14 days for delivery- DATAPLUS,HE
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Index 1982
POP AMPS

FEATURES
The Affordable Computer
Beginner's Guide To Construction
Breadboard VCO
Car Electronics
CM100 Circuit Maker Review
Components For Computing:

1/0 Ports
Computer Talk
Creative Recording
Digital Counters And Timers
Directory Of Electronic
Components And Hardware
Suppliers

DM 2350 Meter Review
The Electronics Revolution:
Beginnings
Equalisation In Audio
Fault -Finding Made Easy
Feedback

A Good Joint (Soldering Techniques)
HC6010 DMM Review
Housekeeping For Electronics
Inside Colour TV
Makin' Tracks (PCB Making)
Memotech 64K RAM Pack Review
Metertech DVM Review
Micro -History
Micro -Mania (Inside Microcomputers)
Microprofessor Review
The Oscilloscope Revisited
Planning On Success
Pocket TV
Reverb Revealed
Solar Cells

Spotlight On The Spectrum
Transducers
Video Discs
ZX81 Software Reviewed
ZX81 Review
ZX Interfaces Explained
ZX Software Reviewed

Apr 82
Aug 82
Oct 82
Jan 82
Oct 82

45
28
75
60
63

One -Op -Amp Microammeter
Voltage Follow And Hold

Dec 82

46

Apr 82
Apr 82
Jun 82

41

Sir Edward Appleton
Charles Babbage
J. M. E. Baudot
Sebastian De Ferranti
Lee De Forest
Allen B. Du Mont
Guglielmo Marconi
Julius Plucker
Valdemar Poulsen
William Bradford Shockley
Vladimir Zworykin

76
71

Oct 82
Sep 82

33
47

May 82

39
60
15
36
53
65
26
16

Jul 82

Oct 82
Mar 82
Feb 82
Dec 82
Nov 82
Apr 82
Feb 82

Jun 82
Aug 82
May 82
Apr 82
Nov 82
Mar 82
Sep 82
Mar 82

Jun 82
Jul 82
Aug 82
Jun 82
Mar 82
Jun 82
May 82
Aug 82
Jul 82

11

65
37
26
36
54
39
49
32
38
9

14

43
24
66
20
10
59

Diodes

Jan 82
Feb 82

Mar 82
Apr 82
May 82
Jun 82
Jul 82

52
62

FAMOUS NAMES
Sep 82
May 82
Dec 82

Jun 82
Feb 82

Mar 82
Apr 82
Aug 82
Oct 82

37
53
33
29

45
47
30
39

Nov 82

21
51

Jan 82

53

SCALING THE HI-FI
HEIGHTS
Amplifiers

Jan 82

Record Decks
Loudspeakers

Feb 82

Mar 82

Installing And Setting Up
A System
Adding A Cassette Deck

Apr 82
May 82

10
37
14

67

44

QUICK PROJECTS
AF/RF Signal Tracer
Experiments With Solar Cells
Heads And Tails Game
Light Seeker
Simple Timer
Sound Activated Switch

Apr 82
Jul 82
Mar
May 82

34
25

Jan 82

55
25

Feb 82

64

1982 ERRATA

INTO ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
Transistors
Transistors
741s
TTL And CMOS
Understanding Component Values
General Hardware

Dec 82
Dec 82

Big Ear (Dec 82)
Microlog (Dec 82)
42
46
59

Dec 83

26

Jan 83

6, 72

Diana VCO.
November

61
61

55

48

Beginner's Guide To Construction: August
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TRANSTEL DOT MATRIX PRINTER. Compact, Serial Inter.
Igoe 230 Volts E85 each.
8. MONITOR. CASED. Non Standard. With Info t20 each.
12" MONITOR. CASED Non Standard With Info £15 each.
COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE CDU1 50 Dual Trace 35MHZ
Delay Sweeo f 1 95 each.
SOLARTRON OSCILLOSCOPE C131400.Dual Beam 15 MHZ
£50 each.
TELEOUIPMENTOSCILLOSCOPE £013SngleBeam 25MHZ
E85 each,
TELEOUI PMENTOSCILLOSCOPE S54 Single Beam 10MH2
Solid State E95 each.
ADVANCE SIGNAL GENERATOR type 82 1501012.220MMZ
CW/Mod £30 each.
METRIC WOBBULATOR type 210 5-220MHZ with manual

£25 etch.
AVO TRANSISTOR TESTER type 1-11139 with leads. As new
E20 each.

GEARED MOTOR 117/234 V50/12 Input 4" char 5`." deep.
shalt. NEW ES ea. P&P Ea
240VOLT AC MOTOR (Turntable style) Sae 82 x 15 x 78rnm
Shaft 4304 mm die. E1.50 es P&P C2
MOTOR 12V DC Input 3" die a 41t" deep ',shalt New. E3.50
each P&P C3."
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 2 Phase 9 volt AC 375 RPM. Good
torque 'needs 30/40mfd capacitor) Can he used as DC STEP.
PING MOTOR 8 STEPS PER REV. EI etch.
STEPPING MOTORS AVAILABLE
PLEASE ENQUIRE
GEARED MOTOR 120V 50HZ.4Watt 1 rpm. 2" dia x 11." deep.

E1.50 each.
TORIN SNAIL TYPE BLOWER 230V 22 Watts. Over. size 5

1, CO 0.13 PAP [2
CENTAUR FM48,1,1150 New. E4.50 es.
MUFFIN 115V 4,/t/ Unused C3 es. P&P.
TRANSFORMERS - All Blend New. A11240 VOltS input.

Sec 25S Volts 2 5A. Size 31 x 21 a 2," 55.50 each.
Sect 15V IA !Auto) -E1.25
Sec 6V 1.613A -E1.50 each.
Sac 12V 100MA - 50p each.
TRANSFORMER 0220 - 2400 Input. Sec 0.120 5 0/240 1
Amp 12 windings) Ca each.

TRANSFORMER 120V Input Sec 10.0.10V IA - /50 each
Sula.Mln Trenelormer 0120.2400 Input Sec 1 2.0.12V9VA
-75pe.. 10 on EEL
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 0.115.230V Input. Sec 13 SO/
13.5V 8VA. E1.50 each. 10 011E12.
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 0-120.240V Input Sec 0.12Y O.
12V IOVA per ,yroting Encapaulated Re 4 each. 10 off £35.

SuOMIn PULSE TRANSFORMER. Sac Centre tapped. Suit.
able Thynstor toggenng. 202 eeCh 10 off E1.80.
RAPID DISCHARGE CAPACITOR 8 mid 4KV ES each. PAP

I.E.C. MAINS LEAD- 2 metre length. Heavy duty- 50peCh.
4 CORE CURLY WIRE extending to 2 metres -200 esch.10
off £1.80.
MICROPHONE/EARPIECE INSERTS. Brand New ?Speech.
10 off E8.
TOKIN NOISE FILTER VP215PU 250VAC ISA50/60112. With

'long bracket New - La each,
CONNECTOR STRIP 12 way 413A Screw connection
on both sides - 35p each. 10 off £3.
INFRAREDOUART2 LAMP230V620Watts. Sze 13, x 1." dm
- El .50 eoch. 10 off CIO.
FERRANTI PHOTOCELL. TYPE MS15 - 509 each. 10 of
E9.

VU METER Scaled 0.5 Size 1'ua'n' - 500 tees. 10 oft CA
I.T.T. LOUD SPEAKER. 2'/:' die, 50 ohm 0.2 Watt. New
?Sp each. 10 on E5.50.
PCB KEYBOARD PAD. 19 Push Contacts 0/9. A -P plus 3
optional - E1.50 NOLO 0 of e12.

VARIAC 2 Arno EX.MIPMAM Good condition -013 tech.
P&P ta

E.H.T. Celtic Overall die 5mm. - 100 per metre 100 metre
drum £7.50. P&P CO.

Multi colour RIBBON CABLE 10 way - 50p per metre, 10
metres EC 14 way - 7Se per metre. tomatoes E5;100 metres

Dual ,n Line B pin OPTOPLER 215E ea. 10 off ES. IX.

-

30p op 10 off E2.50.
FET type VMP1110 31E1.5040th.
DIODES - 1N3470. iN30133: 1S44.130013 -100 off £1.50.
1000 oft C10. I N4002 - 3p: 1N4003 - 40.
TRANSISTORS - 2N3704 - 50. 2N3964 -50p, 2N5449 TIP 640 -SOP.
50; 130107 BRIDGE RECTIFIER - CSC type E1055 - zoo each. 10 oft

120x65x46
150080x56
1900110x60
150x80x76
190x110x90
112x62x31

1.21

2.70
Grey Base, Clear Lid
Grey Polystyrene, No Guides

1.91

3.20
0.63

BIMTOOLS
12v Mini Bimdrill inc collets 8.05
Mini Bimdrill Kit inc 20 tools 14.45
Mains Bimdrill in collets
9.55
MainsBimdrill Kit inc20 tools 15.45
Bimiron 17W
6.15
Bimiron 27W
5.75
Bimpump. Desoldering Tool 6.25

BIMSALES

Dept HE/2, 48a Station Road, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheadle, Cheshire, SK8 7AB. Tel: 061-485 6667

TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS 0 1rold 350.10 off CI. 100
off C7.50.

CAPACITORS -0 047 250. 00051004047 120.0.001 2000
10 off 30p. 100 off 40.
TRANSFORMER 240V Input Sec 2KV 1051A. Sae BO

HORIZON ELECTRONICS

700

(Midands)

11Ornm. En.act. E4 tech P&P C2

BURGESS HEAVY DUTY MICROSWITCH with Lever b arm
1S0 ea. 10 0E13.50.

Tel: 78138

Charlotte St. Rugby

Prime quality. TERRIFIC PRICES. Mail order only

HONEYWELL HIDUTY MICROSWITCH .wth Button 50p
each. 10 off E5.
SPECTROL RELIANCE POT570 ohm. Wire wound 250 each.
10 OA 02.

30811.

WIRE WOUND RESISTOR It Watt 2 ) ohm 10p each. 10 off
80p.
CABLE TIES Wnde 9crn. Black 12 cm. 50 for 50p.
CARSON FILM RESISTOR 15 Ohm 0.5W. 100 on SOp. 1000
oft £3.

SaSeleieNst71 Order of Goode CI. Minimum PP
f1.110. VAT et 11I% MUST be added to TOTAL Of
GOODS ft PACKAGING.

ratt

1.00
4001

rald

.

..100.118.01818818
omp 506

IN 4002

20o

2461,006
ep

4. 400.an5o

64. ION

°amp.,

!8..71116o 400v

111,4

eo

112639

1110LAT0068
112
83o
46133
MOC 3020
185p

CIO ntld

,000

rIgTOR

'99

I

I

60.8.

111 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS. RGII 1111.
Tel: 1131 11111

r,,
33:

3%
22o

25

30p
309

Mt""'7-it;"
25 way

330

.300

o
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8C 337

ttr,
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Li 353
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:232;6
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664740
IPA 1458
LIN 3900
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3i,r

r,

47:

4,60641

.

TOGGLE 8.TC6188

Mend. 2 em6 - 3;f;

7IP3113

ITIVROkrn

owl

25 earn. -m.

8r687
20P

801.08.4011300.1

966
3.30
9616

loop

CIA 7555

OA 3014

ypp

;32Z:

34:
85p
95p

ep

gam. STEWART OF READING

loo

VI:31
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ri:r
8.42

Pt

Or RAI

t!171T

.3240
DAC 0600
.7611
. 7622

LOA 3g011

W1080

MntWECI

111,11161OR81644661
limp.006
50
5 4.4006
000

ftrrnIg

75p

VZ

Marry more component. end test equipment
evelleble. S.A.E. or toleonerm for New

3.1.4.111.C.

CAPACITOR"

12 7 66.30,

ZIT 1::

VISA

1.37
1.45
1.69
2.97

C1.50.

SLIDER POTENTIOMETER Twin Gang 2000: 2M - 35p

win- 150 eeCh. 10 off EY

White

1.10
1.25
1.32
1.54

All prices inc VAT. Add 50p per order p&p.
SAE for full list. Mail Order only.

SOCKET 16 pin Sp ea. 100 Off EC
EPROM. Texas 25134 C3 eats. REGULATOR TYPE 7812 -

EXECUTIVE TELEPHONE -PUSH BUTTON. Functions include 10 number
memory, repeat dialing; internal Microphone & Speaker and separate handset
etc. Will connect direct to British Te ecom
System. BRAND NEW. ONLY £26 Se.

10 off E1.50.
BELLING LEE CHASSIS MOUNTING FUSE HOLDERfor 11. I."

Grey or Black

11 2%62X31

LED. type TIL209. Red wi COUPLER Bp smelt 10 off 70p.

E.H.T. CAPACITORS 20001.500ot 1000018KV2Opeach.10
off 01.80.
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR 15.000 refd 250.20p each. 10
off £1.80.
ILLUMINATED ROCKER SWITCH. 2 pole 250V 13 Amp.
Orange - SOp each. 10 on £4.
SLOTTED OPTO SWITCH with data - 50p each. 10 of EA.
SPECTRAL RELIANCE TEN TURN POT. 100 ohm. 500 ohm.
Brand New. 75p each. 10 off £5.

PANELMOUNTING FUSE HOLDERtorl,tuse-20peach.

Size
100x5x25

4000 Series. ABS Base,
BIMBOXES
Aluminium recessed lid.
BIM 4003
85x56x35
1.18
Grey
BIM 4004
111x71x48
1.46
Or
BIM 4005
161 %59x96
2.02
Black
1000 Series. ABS base,
Sloping -Front
BIMCASES
Aluminium recessed lid.
BIM 1005
161x39/57x96
1.78 Grey or
BIM 1006
215x47/72x130 2.88 Black

KEYBOARDPAD.12 Alma Reed SwIlchea.Posh tomske
& blank size 3
2.' high - ea osch. 5 off CI 5. P&P £3.

E2

each. 10 off £3. Swing Gang 10K -25p each. 10 oft £2.

2000 Series. ABS. Guides for vertically
mounting PCB's bimdaptors for horizontal mounting.

BIMBOXES
Part No.
BI M2002/12
BIM2003/13
BIM2004/14
BIM2005/15
BIM2006/16
BI M2005/25
BI M2006/26
BIM2007/17

100E5.

ADC/ 65p post/packing to all orders under C15
VAT: add 15.. VAT to total order value (Inc p&pl

* * * Comprehensive Catalogue Available : 85p * * *

-trz

!71

Callers welcome I em -6.30 pm Monday to Saturday inclusive

OVERCHARGED FOR YOUR BATTERIES?

RECHARGEABLE

BATrERIES
AND CHARGERS

For Use in Your
Personal Stereo
Metal Detector
Transistor
Test Equipment
Torches
Car Kits
Cassette Recorders
Electronic Projects

SANDWELL PLANT LTD

656 Chester Road, Erdington, Birmingham
Tel: 021-373 9487 After hours Lichfield 57977
Also at Hitchin, Telephone: Hitchin 733254
Private enquiries welcome. Send SAE for details

EDUCATIONAL

RADIO KIT

101ITESOLD EC50
ectronically controlled Mains Iron
LITESOLD

Features an advanced
electronic temperature control
Inc VAT& P P
circuit in the handle, with zero -voltage
switching to prevent spiking,
and proportional band control for spot-on
temperature, without swing. Eliminates problems of
mechanical thermostats and cost of low -voltage supply
operates 240 v a.c. 50 watt element gives fast heating and
recovery. Temperature adjustable from 280 to 400°C. Made
in our own works, and offered with burn -proof mains lead
and long -life bit, at a special mail-order price of £26.19,
including postage and VAT.Send cheque/PO to 'LITESOLD',
ring for Access/ Barclaycard sales, or send for leaflet and
order form.

£26.19

-

For novice or student.
Three projects in one.
This T.R.F., A.M. radio kit comes complete with instructions, test procedure
and theory.
A complete learning package, showing applications of many components.
An ?deal and useful GIFT for the enthusiast.
Send only £19.95 to receive your radio kit to:

HAZZLEWOOD ELECTRONICS EDUCATIONAL
149 Main Street, Grenoside, Sheffield S30 3PN
Tel: 0742 463585
Send S.A.E. for further details.
Quantity enquiries welcome.

PAYMENT by cheque or at your local post office by Transcash to account number
62 809 4507.

rTh
1,1

LIGHT SOLDERING

fJ DEVELOPMENTS LTD
Spencer Place, 97-99 Gloucester Road, Croydon CR0 2DN. Surrey, Tel 01-689 0574
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Quiz Master

Qu
MASTER
All hands on the buzzer

.

`he

their /blaster

.

Rory Holmes
THE QUIZMASTER is a design for a

universal quiz reaction/lockout
system that is capable of being
expanded to cope with any number of
players. A quiz system generally
enables a number of people to react
to a question by activating an
individual buzzer, preferably giving

QL1

BUS

QL2

some kind of visual indication as well,
and should determine who was first
to react. This system uses a special
technique for indicating the first
player to 'buzz'; it is based on a bidirectional busline which links all the
quiz stations in use. The first player to
'buzz' sends a signal down the busline

SNAP

BUS

QL1

QL2

QL1

QL2

THREE WAY QUIZ

QL3

to disable all the other stations,
locking them out of the contest. Using
this special technique it is possible to
expand the system for any number of
players or teams simply by linking
identical buzzer units into the busline.
The buzzer stations are built into
boxes, one for each player, so that as
many as required can be linked up in
any one of a number of
configurations. Each unit naturally
includes a pushbutton which activates
a variable tone bleeper to indicate a
fast reaction.
A bright visual display, which can
be a number as illustrated above, is
also built into each station; the light
stays on for three seconds to allow
the successful player to be identified.
Each station has preset volume and
tone controls, and the circuit draws
next to nothing when in the reset
state, ie waiting for a 'buzz'.

All Tied Up

QL4

QL5

BUS

BUS

QL3

---1

OPTIONAL
(LINK -UP
SWITCH

TWO TEAM
QUIZ

QL6

BUS

MULTIPLE
TEAMS
WITH MASTER
CONTROL

Figure

1.

The

Quizmaster can
be connected up

a
versatile
variety of ways,
including a link-

in
MASTER
CONTROL
STATION

up with a master
control station.

The method of

connecting this

up is shown in
Figure 2,
the page.
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It should be noted that if two players
hit their buttons at exactly the same
moment then both will 'buzz' and light
up, indicating a draw. In the event
this will have to be resolved by a
further question. Since the individual
stations have a three -second 'time
out' which resets all stations after
that time, it is impossible for any
player to cheat!
A number of possible link -ups are
illustrated in Figure 1. The versatility
of the system allows large school
quizzes or games at home for a smaller
number of players; it could be used as
the ultimate arbiter in Snap or similar
card games, or simply as a reaction
tester in a contest between any
number of people.
Each buzzer station may be
powered by an internal battery or,
alternatively, a simple external power
supply could drive any number of link
stations. All can be controlled via
the busline from a remote "Master
Station", which consists of a simple
39

Quiz Master
Parts List

MASTER STATION

QUIZ LOCKOUTS

RESISTORS
(All 74 watt 5% carbon)
10y
SUPPLY

+-

R1, 2

100k

R3

2M2

R4, 6
BUS LINE

0

Al

10k

3M3

R5
R7
R8
R9

STEREO
JACKS

100R

4M7
27K

R10
TWIN CORE
SCREENED
FLEX

1OR

POTENTIOMETERS
(both miniature horizontal
presets)

switch and indicator arrangement as
shown in Figure 2. This method
would allow timed questions by
enabling or disabling the system from
a central control point.

The Circuit?
The pushbutton arrangement is
designed to produce a single positive going pulse to pin 13 of the NAND
gate ICla. This input is normally held
low by R2, while R1 ensures that C1
is fully discharged. When the
pushbutton is operated both sides of
C1 go positive, but then the capacitor
rapidly discharges through R2. This
positive -going pulse lasts for a few
microseconds only, whereupon the
pin 13 input is returned to zero volts
as C1 discharges.
If all units are in the reset condition
the busline is being held high,
maintaining a high on the pin 12
input to IC1a via R3 and R4. Thus the
positive input pulse appears at the
output of the NAND fate as a low going pulse. This is coupled directly to
the pin 1 input of IC1 b which,
together with IC1c, forms a
monostable circuit.
However if another player has got

470k
4k7

PR1

Figure 2. Connecting up a number of Quizmasters to a Master Control switch.
See Figure 7 for a suggested circuit.

PR2

CAPACITORS
(Ceramic unless noted)

in first, the busline will be low,
holding the output of !Cie at logic 1
until the busline is reset.
Pins 5 and 6 of IC1c are held low,
normally, by R5, keeping the output
pin 4 at logic high, and this output is
also fed back to the other input of
IC1b at pin 2. And since the pin 1
input is normally high until a low going pulse comes from !Cie, IC1b
output at pin 3 will normally be low.
This keeps the monostable timing
capacitor C2 discharged while in the
reset condition. But when the
negative pulse arrives at IC1b from
the pushbutton, the output will
immediately go high, taking pins 5
and 6 with it since there is zero
voltage drop across C2. Pin 4 of IC1c
then goes low, taking pin 2 of IC1b
low and disabling the gate by keeping
pin 3 at logic 1. The monostable
period lasts until R5 discharges C2
below the Schmitt trigger threshold,
at which point the monostable resets
to its rest state, awaiting another
input pulse.
The time period is set by C2 and R5
at about three seconds, and the

1n
1u

C1

C2

35V Tantalum
68n
22n

C3

C4
C5
C6

10n

22u

16V axial electro

SEMICONDUCTORS
4093B
CMOS Quad 2 -in Schmitt
trigger NAND
BC184L
BC214L

IC1

Q1

Q2
Q3

BFY51

1N4148

D1, 2

MISCELLANEOUS
push -to -make

SW1
SPK1

8-16R
mini speaker

6V/100mA bulb

LP1

J1, 2

2.5mm sockets
(see text)
Case, Bimbox 6005; PCB; Veropins;
9V PP7 battery & clips; wire, solder,
nuts and bolts etc.

monostable cannot be re -triggered

page 26

BUYLINES

within this time.
Transistor Q1 is turned on via R6 by

Figure 3. The Circuit. An On/Off switch is not included as power consumption is less than
1 mA in the rest state.
o ,9V

C51

6V
10Orn0
R3

SWlI

1+

C6

220u
76V

10n

/7777

2M2
C3

68n

ICla
14
11

LS1

D

8R

IC1c

IC1b

IC1d

4

Cl

10

In

R4 12
10k

Rk<

R2

100k lC

1001,

7

C2

Q2

16

R9
27k

1u

PR 1

57

470k

100R

4

03

4M7

3M3
D1

SKT1

PR2

R8

R5

BUS LINE

SKT2

C4

22n -

NOTE

ICI = 4093B
D1,2 = 1N4148
01 = BC184L
Q2= 8C214L
03 = BFY51

0 OV
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Quiz Master III

Figure 4. The Component Layout. Note the orientation of D1 and 2, C2 and IC1.
the logic 1 voltage from pin 3 of IC1b,
and remains on for the period of the
monostable. Q1 supplies up to 200mA
for the indicator lamp, LP1.
Meanwhile the low -going signal
from the monostable output (pin 4
IC1 c, is coupled to the busline via R7
and Dl; R7 is there to limit the
current on the busline in the event of
a short circuit, and D1 allows other
stations to take the busline low
without affecting the monostable.

BUTTON
DEPRESSED

At the moment that the first
monostable triggers, another
monostable based around IC1b is also
triggered via C3. ICid is really a gated
squarewave oscillator, with the
frequency set by PR1 and C4, to
produce an audio tone. When the
positive edge of the first monostable
pulse is passed via C3 to pin 8 of IC1d
the oscillator is gated on, but will turn
off after a period determined by the
discharge of C3 through R8; this is set

Figure 5. This
diagram shows

the sequence of
INPUT TO IC1a

level
signal
changes when
the

INPUT TO IC1b
MONOSTABLE

is

Quizmaster
operated, as

described in the
text.

MONOSTABLE
OUTPUT
IC1b PIN 3
BUS LINE
OUTPUT

PINS OF IC1d

GATED
OUTPUT, IC1d
OSCILLATOR
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for about one second. 02 and 03 are
used to amplify the squarewave and
drive a small eight Ohm speaker. PR2
adjusts the drive to Q3 and thus the
volume; D2 is included to protect Q3
against inductive transients.
Owing to the use of CMOS ICs and
the arrangement of the amplifying
transistors, the current consumption
is held to less than 1 mA in the rest
state, and so an on/off switch is not
included. One could easily be
arranged by using, for the busline, a
socket with an additional pair of
normally -open contacts wired to the
power supply, so that power is
switched automatically when the unit
is connected into a Quizmaster
system.

Construction
The circuit layout is not critical and
could be built on Veroboard, but we
recommend using our PCB for a much
simpler and neater construction. The
PCB overlay is shown in Figure 3, and
there should be no problems with this
as long as the orientation of the IC
and the two diodes are carefully
noted. The tantalum capacitor C2
must also be mounted with correct
polarity. The transistors are specified
as the 'L' versions to match the
41
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Figure

6.

Internal wiring
LOUDSPEAKER

of the Quizmaster.
RED FILTER
PLASTIC
BULB

9V PP6

BATTERY

JACK
SOCKET

PUSHBUTTON
ON TOP PANEL

-NI- CASE

O
PCB
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)

t

overlay diagram. Different versions
may be used, but their pinouts will
vary and should be checked before
soldering.
Solder in all the components,
following the overlay diagram and
leaving all the semiconductors to last.
It is a good idea to use an IC socket
from the CMOS chip. To complete the
PCB, solder in ten Veropins at the
points marked for external
connections to the switches etc (this
is not essential, but makes connecting
up a great deal easier, particularly
when the board has been mounted in
the case). Finally, don't forget to check
the PCB tracks for solder bridges or
bad joints.
The case used for housing each
quiz station should ideally have a
sloping top panel with sufficient room
at the high end of the box for the bulb
display and loudspeaker. There should
also be room for a PP6 or PP7 9 Volt
battery, unless a mains power unit
has been opted for.
The box used as seen in our
photograph is a BIMBOX 6005, very
reasonably priced at about £2, and
the ideal size for each station. The
internal photographs and diagram
show the mounting arrangement for
the speaker pushbutton, jack socket
and lamp display. The assembled PCB
is screwed down in the box and wired
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

Quiz Master
HOW IT WORKS
The quiz lockout system provides
every player with a buzzer station. The
block diagram shows the various
circuit blocks that are involved in
these stations. Each unit is linked to
all the others via a common bus rail
as shown in the diagram, allowing
any number of buzzer stations to be
simply incorporated into a complete
system. The bus rail carries a single
logic level relative to ground and is
bidirectional, in that each station can

both send a logic level to all other
stations and can also receive a signal
from any other station. The bus rail
allows the system to detemine who
buzzed first, from a number of players.
Studying the block diagram from left
to right, we start with the players
pushbutton and debouncing circuit.
This ensures that we get one brief
pulse every time the button is
pressed. A disable input on this circuit
prevents these pulses appearing

DRIVER
LAMP

stations.

PUSH

BUTTON

HALF
MONOSTABLE

MONOSTARLE

DEBOUNCING

3 secs

19

1 sec

GATED
OSCILLATOR

DISABLE
INPUT

AUDIO
AMP

TO OTHER
UNITS

BUS RAIL

LOCKOUT
SIGNAL

up to the external components from
the terminal connections as indicated
on the overlay diagram.
If a battery supply is not being used
then miniature stereo jacks should be
used in place of the mono type to
provide an additional inlet for the
positive supply rail. The jack
connections will then be ground, bus
rail, and positive supply. Otherwise,
the jack connections would be simply
ground, and the bus rail; one or two
jack sockets may be provided. In
either case, battery or mains, an on off switch is not required. If a master
station for a number of quiz terminals
is built, then this could house the
mains power supply and would
connect up in the same chain via a
stereo jack to supply any number of
units. A suitable power supply is
shown in Figure 1. The loudspeaker
was simply glued to the high end of
the case with a number of holes
drilled in the plastic for sound outlet.
Using a filament bulb as the display
indicator allows any number to be
displayed by each unit. This is easily
achieved by blocking out areas of a

piece of red filter plastic with black

ink, leaving the desired number
outlined, and securing this behind a
square hole cut out in the front panel.
The display bulb behind this mask will
then brightly illuminate your chosen

when it's at logic low; it is connected
to the bus rail to receive logic signals
from the other units.
The push button pulses then trigger
a full monostable circuit which goes
from low to logic high for three
seconds and then back to its rest state
of logic low. The high period of this
monostable is used to light a lamp, via
a sample driver circuit, to indicate that
this buzzer station has been
successfully activated. At the same
time a complementary version of the
monostable period goes to the bus
rail, transmitting a three second logic
low signal to all the other buzzer

In this way the firing action of all
the other push buttons is disabled,
locking them out for the duration of
the monostable period. The first player
to buzz will light his display lamp to
the exclusion of any other players.
A half monostable circuit, triggered
as the push button is pressed, is used
to provide a loud one second bleep.
The monostable turns on a gated
audio oscillator to provide a short
variable frequency tone which is
amplified to drive a loudspeaker. Each
buzzer station can be individually
adjusted over a wide range of tones
and volume, so adding 'personality' to
different player's buzzers!

Figure 7. A circuit for a Master Control switch, incorporating a power supply
which can replace the Quizmaster's batteries.
GREEN
LED

L 0-0

MAINS
TRANSFORMER
9V OUTPUT

ON/OFF
MAINS
IN

+12V

REGULATOR
IN

,12V RAIL
RED
LED

470R
OUT

BUS

LINE

JACK
SOCKET

number.
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Quiz Master
+9V OV

LP1

SW1

LS1
<,
fr

T
SKT1,2

Figure

8.

An untested Veroboard

layout is given as an alternative to the
PCB, for those who prefer building on
Vero.

When assembly is finished the
buzzer station can be tested. With
power applied, and no bus line
connections, the unit should emit a
loud bleep the pushbutton is pressed
and the display light will come on for
about three seconds. PR1 can now be
adjusted to set the desired buzz tone,

and 1112 will set the volume level.
Now connect a jack plug into the bus
rail socket and short together the
terminals; if the buzzer is now inactive,
everything is OK. Releasing the
terminals will return the buzzer to its
normal mode. Are you ready, then?
Your subjects is
.

.

MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.
MICROTAN 65 No orfieR COMPOTER /5 AS PANON411
For less than £60 you can start building your own Computer
that truly suits your needs and, of course, eventually far more
superior to any Computer available off -the -shelf.

FLEXIBLE & EXPAN DABLE SYSTEM -1K to 256K!
Just look at the options:
DISK CONTROLLER
2 REAL TIME CLOCK
3 EPROM PROG. CARD
4 SOUND BOARD
5 SERIAL 1/0 BOARD
6 PARALLEL 1/0 BOARD
1

MICROTAN 65 comes in kit form, complete with manual, full
instructions, board with components, (kit form or fully built)
our full back-up service, and your own Microtan World
Magazine available on subscription.
2

Board with components
(built or kit form)

7 MASS EPROM STORAGE BOARD
8 INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLER BOARD
9 40K RAM BOARD
10 HIGH RES. GRAPHICS 256x256
11 PRINTER FACE BOARD

12 ASCII KEYBOARD
FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE
Languages available: Machine Code,
Assembly, Basic, Forth,
and Pilot

Microtan
World Magazine

HOW TO ORDER:

Enter details in the coupon below, enclosing
your cheque made payable to: Microtanic Computer Systems Ltd. Prices include VAT add £1.50
p&p. Please allow 14 days for delivery.
Post to:
MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
16 UPLAND RD. LONDON SE22

BUILD
AS FAST
OR SLOW
AS YOU
LIKE!

Tel No 01-693 1137
Please rush me my starter kit:
(Please tick)

0 kit form - I
CI

Fully Built

will build myself £59.95
£69.95

0 Complete system wall chart
enclose my cheque/P.O. for £

3

Name

Full

instructions
manual

Company
Address

MICROTAN COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
SHOWROOM: 16 UPLAND RD
DULWICH, LONDON SE22
TEL: 01-693-1137

44

MAIL ORDER:
235 FRIERN RD. DULWICH
LONDON SE22

Also available from:
Waltham Forest Computer Centre
889 Lee Bridge Rd.
Nr Whipps Cross, Walt hamstow E7
Tel: 01-520 7747

Tel (Day)
Tel (Eve)
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BOOKSHELF
THE HE BOOKSHELF is pleased to offer you

a

range of top quality electronics paperbacks for you
to read and enjoy delivered direct to your door!
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To receive your books you only need 1,/ the ID for
each title you require and send this page duly completed

I enclose my cheque/Postal Order/Money Order
(delete as necessary)
for
(payable to ASP Ltd)
VISA
OR

Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary)
L

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss)
Address

with your remittance to the address stated.

SEND TO:
HE BOOKSHELF, 513 London Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey CR4 6AR
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

Number of books ordered
Total value of boOks £
Add 75p P&P

Signature

TOTAL PAYMENT
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YOUR CAREER ..YOUR FUTURE YOUR OWN BUSINESS YOUR HOBBY
.

OF ELECTRONICS I
THIS IS THE AGE
the worldt fastest growth industry...
There is a world wide demand for designers/engineers and for men to service and maintain all the electroriic equipment
on the market today - industrial - commercial and domestic. No unemployment in this walk of life!
Also - the most exciting of all hobbies - especially if you know the basic essentials of the subject....
A few hours a week for less than a year - and the knowledge will be yours....
We have had over 40 years of experience in training men and women successfully in this subject.
Our new style course will enable
anyone to have a real understanding
of electronics by a modern, practical
and visual method. No previous
knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minumum of theory.
You learn by the practical way in
easy steps, mastering all the essentials
of

your hobby or to start, or further, a

career in electronics or as a selfemployed servicing engineer.

of every course.

r

equipment using the oscilloscope

and current solid state 'chips'
Learn how to test and service every type
of electronic device used in industry and
commerce today. Servicing of radio, T.V.,
Hi-Fi, VCR and microprocessor/computer
equipment.

British NationalRadio8cElectronics School fieading,Berks.RG1 1BR

FREE!
COLOUR BROCHURE

I
I

components

Read, draw and understand circuit diagrams
Carry out 40 experiments on basic
electronic circuits used in modern

Build and use digital electronic circuits

All the training can be carried out in
the comfort of your own home and at
your own pace. A tutor is available to
whom you can write personally at any
time, for advice or help during your
work. A Certificate is given at the end

CACC

You will do the following:
Build a modern oscilloscope
Recognise and handle current electronic

Please send your brochure without any obligation to

I am interested in:

COURSE IN ELECTRONICS
as described above

NAME

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
MICROPROCESSORS

ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS
please state below

I
I
I

I
I

OR TELEPHONE US

I

0734 51515 OR
22758

I

I

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE
POST NOW TO

HE/1/841

(24TELEX
HR

SERVICE)

I
Of C011149.0110111CI [(ROOFS
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Careers In Electronics

CAREERS N
ELECTRONICS
Careers In Electronics begins 1984 with the first
in a three-part look at electronics in the Armed
Forces. This month we concentrate on the Army,
with the Navy and Royal Air Force to follow.
Helen Armstrong
Most readers will be at least passingly

familiar with the word 'Milspec'. For
those who aren't, 'Milspec' is short for

'Military Specification', and refers to
components and hardware whose

accuracy and reliability measures up to
the demands of military use. If a piec., of
hifi or a commerical control system
breaks down, it can cause anything from

mild anguish to heavy financial loss; if
a
weapon, aircraft or military
communications system packs up, lives

could be at stake. Add to this that
military equipment in active use has to
stand up to long hours, rough handling
and expendient maintenance, and it's

obvious that it must be designed and
built and seviced to very high standards.
These standards have to be maintained
and improved in peacetime in constant
preparation for the possibility (however
slight) of real confict.

When industrial engineers want

specially high standards of reliability,
they look for Milspec components. The
same could be said about military
engineers, logically enough: there is no
point in having top -grade manufacture
and design unless the engineers who
are looking after it are also top -class.

While the three 'branches' of the

Armed Forces are independent of each

other and responsible for their own
administration, there are a few
generalisations which can be made.
They are designed to run like a very well

oiled and tuned machine, to respond

quickly and efficiently

in situations
where the results of their actions could
be momentous. The men are as much a
part of the machinery as the machinery:
even at the lowest levels of

responsibility, the soldier/sailor/

airman is responsible for his personal
kit and weaponry, and above this level

he is responsible for organising and

supervising other men in addition.
Because continuous training is given,
you cannot quit for Forces at a
moment's notice if you don't get on with
the people you work with. So it's not a
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

comfortable option for anyone who is
not happy with the idea of accepting and

delegating responsibility while at the
same time following instructions (or

"orders", as they are known in the

trade) and putting a certain amount of
implicit faith in the hierarchies above
him. It's not a venue for argument or
indecision, which is not to say that you
are not required to think.
All the services place great emphasis

on 'leadership' and 'management', by
which they mean the ability to get men
and material resources working

effectively, not only by organising them
but by being able to demonstrate that
you are not asking them to do anything

that you would not do yourself. This
responsibility means being able to feed
back your opinions and assessments to
the people above you, without inducing
trouble and strife. The trouble and strife
is meant to come from the 'other side',

not from within: management is the

name of the game, with a vengeance.
Where does electronics fit in?
The Army, Navy and Air Force need
engineering skills at all levels. They set
47
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An electronics teaching lab. at an
Army college.

high standards, and, of more interest to
anybody who has not already decided to
choose the forces life per se, offering

thorough training, from basics on to
higher degree level, in all relevant
engineering subjects, (which are most.

Again, because of the 'management'
aspect, specialised as it is to Service life,

the engineering training has aspects
which you wouldn't expect to acquire in
civilian life. And yes, these aspects do
include 'square bashing' (marching in
formation), saying "Yes sir", and
negotiating your way on foot across a
rain -sodden moor with a pack load of
equipment. If you think you can't cope

with all this - don't join the forces.

But read on: there's more on offer for

the bloke who has electronic
aspirations.

I

say bloke: opportunities

for ambitious or technically minded

women exist but are limited because the
British Services do not accept women in
a fighting role. Why not? There are lots
of excuses given, which I am not going

into. Don't expect that to change until
the US Armed Forces get over their own

teething troubles integrating women
into the fighting forces. Meanwhile,
engineer = male, unless otherwise
noted.

In The Army Now

entirely concerned with communications, so there is a certain amount of
radio and data processing electronics
involved. REME however is the corps

which employs most electronics
technicians and engineers.
The Army expects to take in recruits
from age 17 upwards (or 153/4 for
Apprentice Technicians) and train them
from scratch at one of their colleges. In

which train and deploy engineers: The
of the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers (REME), the
Corps of the Royal Engineers (known as

Corps

"Sappers") and the Royal Corps of

Signals. The Sappers are highly trained
combat engineers and their work
doesn't involve electronics to any

extent; the Royal Corps of Signals are

a

similar course, as do Instrument

Technicans from the Weapons trades,

who are based yet another

training is at the School of Electronic
Engineering at Arborfield. This begins

establishment, the School of Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering at Bordon;
their specialisation is gunnery.
REME basically accepts men of its
own choosing regardless of whether or
not they are technically qualified, and
then trains them for its specific needs.

followed by more specialised training as

Between 23 and 35 they may be chosen
for an artificer course bringing them up

the case of REME Electronics Trades the

In the ARMY there are three corps

Avionics Technicians, who are

trained by the Aircraft Engineering
Training Wing at Middle Wallop, follow

with basic electronic theory, and is

a telecommunications technician,

radar technician or control equipment
technician. This involves familiarity

with the equipment being used, the
principles on which it works, and faultfinding and repair.

to the rank of Staff Sergeant, where
they will act as supervisors or junior
managers, and may be registered as
technician engineers (CEI) if they attain

the

right qualifications. The

qualifications studied include HNC and
City and Guilds Full Technological
Certificates (or Technician Education
Council Awards).

This is the career route which can

lead, eventually, to commissioned rank
for some technicians.

In common with all the services,
REME and the other Army technical

corps have an apprenticeship scheme,
which takes entrants between school

leaving age and 17 and puts them
through a two or three year course
involving all their technical training,
military training and whatever
educational and academic subjects they
need to study, putting them a bit ahead
of later entrants in their progress

through the ranks. They study for the
Certificates and Diplomas of the
Technician Education Council.
REME trainees have twelve weeks of
'basic military training' before their
technical education gets going. This

means learning the procedures, rules,
regulations and reasons by which the
Army operates, and includes learning

Setting up a radio under field
conditions with a field regiment.
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how to look after the uniform and kit,
drilling, weaponry, and fitness and
survival training. The Royal Corps of
Signals come right out and say it: "It's
tough. Not everyone enjoys it". Even so,

this is the part of the training which
people who have been through it
remember with a sense of achievement,
and it underlines the fact that you are a
soldier from day one.

Qualifications For Life
The Royal Corps of Signals cover such
trades as Electronic Warfare Operator,
Telecommunications Mechanic, and
Data Telegraphists, and all technicians

learn basic electrical and electronic
theory to start with. Recruits join the
field units generally as Class III
tradesmen at the end of their training

All the Services emphasise that the
courses of training, and qualifications
gained are basically the same as those

in civilian life, and are recognised by

twenty-two years.
REME officers, with the exception of
some Short Service officers, must be
graduates in a relevant subject. There

is

you can enter as a graduate, or as an

basic term of engagement and it

apparent that Army training provides a
good technical education for those who
do not want to make a long-term career
in the Army, as well as those who do.
Ex -technicians from these three corps

quickly find good jobs in civilian life.
Some people join one of the forces
specially to get a good education in a
particular field, plus the all-round
experience of doing a physically as well
as a mentally demanding job for a few
years.

The same is true for more highly

qualified men who can enter the Army

an Apprentice or between 16 and 17 as

Regular or Short Service commissions.
Non-commissioned members of the
Army enlist for twenty-two years, after
which they normally have to leave the
service, but there are numerous factors
governing when they can (or must leave
before that time, quite apart from
factors of health and competence
(which govern any career, but moreso in
the services where comparatively high
standards are needed just to do the job).
A new recruit has a period of about six
weeks after joining when he can opt to

Junior Signalman, both of which

include an earlier

start

and

extra

education. Apprentices study for the
BTEC or City and Guilds Certificates;
Junior Signalman training follows the
same basic career structure, with the
added proviso that they are looking for

leadership qualities suitable for
possible promotion.

This is only

a

difference of emphasis; promotion

towards and into officership is possible
from any part of the Service.

sign for further set periods, up to the

industry and the trade unions.
Combine this with the facts that few
men spend their whole working lives in
the services, and that there are regular
options to leave the service during the

period, and work up from there.
Between 153/4 and 171/2 you can join as
a

leave (or be asked to leave); after this,
options to leave come at three, six and
nine years; after this, the soldier can re-

as officers at various levels, and on

are various ways of achieving this:
under -graduate, or show that you have

the ability to study for a degree under
Army sponsorship.

A graduate or imminent graduate

going in as a Direct Graduate Entrant
attends a four or five month Graduates'
course at Sandhurst before going on to
the REME Officers School at Arborfield
for a Postgraduate course in a chosen
specialist discipline. People just going
into University, or in their first or second

can apply to an Army
Undergraduate Cadetship, where the
Army pays fees and a salary; entrants
joining direct from school, on the other

year,

hand, spend a year at Sandhurst as an
officer cadet and then spend some time
in Officers School and REME
Engineering schools covering basic
REME engineering practice. This is
followed by a 'posting' of up to eighteen

months as a junior subaltern in an

active workshop.
A three year degree course will then
be taken, normally at the Royal Military

College of Science, Shrivenham, with
workshop practice courses and projects
to be undertaken in the long vacations.

A group of Army and Navy trainees taking a computing test at a Data Processing Centre.
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This is very much the course for some

one who wants to make a long-term
career in the Army, as studies are
directed towards the Army's needs from

the start, which gives a head start in
Army practice.

At some stage in his studies, the

officer will begin to work towards one of

the three areas - Mechanical,
Aeronautical or Electronic Engineering,
as described earlier on - which he has
chosen to specialise in. Again, the Army
has final say in which area you

specialise, with the intention of using

your abilities to their best advantage.
For Short Service Commissions the
routes are very similar. The early
undergraduate can apply for an Army
Undergraduate Bursary to supplement
his local authority grant. Short Service
Commissioned officers can also be

accepted with an HNC or ONC in

Engineering with 60 % in maths and two

other relevant subjects, or an HNC or
Technological Certificate in a
relevant subject. You can convert to a
Regular Commission after a year's
active service in REME, but must then
study for a degree.
Full

Field Experience
After degree and postgraduate study,
REME officers are sent on a posting as

commanding officer on a Light Aid
Detachment, a small unit looking after

the equipment and vehicles of another
division, and responsible to the
commanding officer of that division.
This is active service experience, giving
the officer actual responsibility for
commanding a group of men and
making certain that the equipment in
his charge is fully operational whenever
it is needed. In peacetime, this may be

'field' experience

Connecting a Telebrief (ground communications) line to a Harrier in the field.
primarily involved in planning and
supervision. The Signals are very much

still at school at a minimum age of 15

a front line corps, and operate right up to

years 5 months, by applying for an Army

the forward edge of the Battle Area.

Scholarship. Because of the range of

Young Signals officers undergo a five -

month Communications Qualifying
Course at the School of Signals at
Blandford.

covers

The

radio

technical syllabus
and electronics,

computers, microprocessors, and audio

systems and microwaves, as well as
all kinds of transmission techniques and

engineering officer has, and it is
important in that it gives him the
experience of organising and motivating

radio and data processing equipment.
Instruction is as practical as possible.
The course also covers military studies,
including tactics, command and
control, leadership and equipment

combat conditions as possible without

management.

the

only

an

a group of men working as near to
a

war.

This

is

a

different

proposition entirely from the experience
of most civilian engineers: out of doors,
in all weather conditions, at short
notice, and with expensive and delicate

equipment which is expected to work
real combat
in
first time,
conditions,

or -

or

even

conditions - cost lives.

under exercise

The Officer's progress in REME after
this will tend to take him to workshops,

HQs, research establishments and
civilian manufacturers rather than to
the front line.
The story is a bit different for a Royal
Signals officer, where the work is less

theoretical and academic, and more

practical. Signals officers do not have to

be graduates, and - although they

must have a thorough understanding of

the equipment they are working with have less 'hands on' involvement with
the insides of equipment. Their
business is to keep communications
gear connected up, and keep the signals

going through, and the officers are
50

From here, the trainee will go to his
(or

her) squadron or regiment as a

working officer. During this time there
may be the opportunity to study for a
degree, or a Telecommunications

Engineering Management course

(graduates and a few non -graduates),
which will lead to eligibility for possible

membership of the IEE (Institute of

Electrical Engineers - the main
professional body for electrical and
electronics engineers). Careers

opportunities after this include
advancement through the regimental or
administrative (Staff) sides of the Army,
or a combination.
The basic qualification for a Signals

officer is an '0' level in Maths, English
language, a Science subject and two
other subjects, but the competition is
such that better qualifications are

It is possible to opt for the Army while

non -combat jobs involved, the Signals is
the best Corps to investigate if you are a

female with technical aspirations.
There are some general qualifications
for entry into the Armed Services which
will mention at the end of the feature
-they are mostly to do with nationality.
I

All Army officer candidates have to
undergo around three days of
leadership and character tests at the

Regular Commissions Board

at

Westbury, and their course from there
will be determined by several factors

including age, educational and

professional attainments, and personal
interests and ambitions. Promotion for
officers goes in steps determined in part

by the officer's age and his length of
service, the level he can achieve being

determined by merit and the Army's

requirement at any given time.
Interested? There is a lot more to find
out than the outline I have given here:
the first step is to get in touch with an
Army careers office, pick up as much
paperwork as you can, and ask
questions. Then, ask about visiting an
Army establishment of the corps you are
attracted to, or more than one.
Recruitment offices can be found in the
telephone directory, or write to one of
the addresses given at the foot of the

article, asking for brochures and the
address of local careers offices.

usually needed; however, the Army
itself will often put candidates through
and extra '0' and 'A' levels if it thinks

they have other qualities which are
worth developing.

Careers In Electronics continues next
month with the Royal Navy.
Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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Grab a

Pantec's revolutionary hand held multimeter introduces a new
concept in low cost, high sensitivity meters. Banana's full
range of functions make it a must for the electronics hobbyist.

SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity: 20ki2/V DC and 101(12/

It's shock -proof

DC Volts: 0.5-5-25-100-500V
AC Volts: 50-250-1000V (max

VAC

It's totally protected

750V)
DC Current: 5011A-50mA-500mA-

up to 2501v AC/DC

2.5A

Resistance: Up to 2M 11 in 3 ranges

It's got audible bleeper

Accuracy: 2% DC -4% AC
Dimensions: 173 x 86 x 29 mm
Weight: 200g
Supplied with soft carrying case and

for continuity checks

and battery test
It's got permanently
connected probes
(no socket selection)
You can operate it
with one hand
It's only

spare fuse

Write or phone for details

The Banana

£259

Multimeter

OTIII

Carlo Gavazzi (UK) Ltd.,
162/164 Upper Richmond Road,
London SW15 2SL
Tel: 01-785 9022 Telex: 8952493

incIVATand UK P/P

TOROIDALS

STEEL DISHED
WASHER
OUTER

INSULATION

The toroidal transformer is now accepted as the standard in industry,
overtaking the obsolete laminated type. Industry has been quick to
recognise the advantages toroidals offer in size, weight, lower radiated
field and, thanks to I.L.P., PRICE.
Our large standard range is complemented by our SPEC/AL DESIGN
section which can offer a prototype service within 7 DAYS together
with a short lead time on quantity orders which can be programmed
to your requirements with no price penalty.

SERIES SECONDARY
No

Volts

6.6

0.010

9+9
12+12
15+15
18+18

Or011

0.012

0013
0414
0.015
0.016

22+22

25+25

RMS
125

083
063
050
042
034
030
025

30.30
0417
(encased in ABS plastic)

166
125
100

18.18

083

22+22
25+25

0 68
0 60
0 50

30.30

30
50
80
120

2

8.08
10.10

3

10.81

1

4

11.73

400.14

13

4,015
4,016
4,017
4,018
4.028
4.029
4.030

110

220
240

0 45
0 22
0 20

1

1 00

083

80 VA
1Kg
90 x 30mm
Regulation 12%

3,012
3,013
3,014
3,015
3.016
3,017
3,028
3,029
3.030

Prices including P&P and VAT
£
VA
Size
7.43
160
0

VA
15

1 38

2.029
2,030

3,011

12+12
15+15

166

2+028

250

6+6
9+9

1.010
1,011
1.012
1.013
1.014
1,015
1.016
1.017

6.012
6.013

277
208

3+010

225
200
500
625

6+6
9+9
12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25025
30+30
110

220
240

6 64
4 44
3 33

. 2 66
2 22
181

160
1 33

0 72
0 36
0 33

8
9

5,011
5.012

5.013
5.014
5,015
5.016
5,017
5,018
5.026
5.028
5.029
5,030

12.90
16.30
18.55
25.73
31.63

For 110V primary insert "0" in place of "X" in type number.
For 220V primary (Europe) insert "1" in place of "X" in type number.
For 240V primary (UKI insert "2" in place of "X" in type number.
IMPORTANT) Regulation- All voltages quoted are FULL LOAD.
Please add regulation figure to secondary voltage to obtain off load voltage.
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6+6
9+9
12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35

10.00
6 66
5.00

110

1 09
0 54
0 50

220
240

4.00

333
272
2 40
2 00
71

1

160 VA
1.8Kg
110 x 40mm
Regulation 8%

Size
5
6
7

END CAPS

4.010
4.011
4,012
4.013

9+9
12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30

30 VA
0.45Kg
70 x 30rnm
Regulation 18%

CORE

PRIMARY
WINDING

225 VA
2.2Kg
110 x 45mm
Regulation 7%

2,013
2.014
2,015
2,016
2.017

2.011
20012

Current

INSULATION

120 VA
1.2Kg
90 x 40mm
Regulation 11%

50 VA
0.9Kg
80 x 35mm
Regulation 13%
416
6+6
2.010

15 VA
0.35Kg
62 x 34nun
Regulation 19%

NEOPRENE
WASHERS

SECONDARY
WINDING

9+9
12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40

8.89
6.66
5.33
4

44

3 63

3 20
2 66
2 28
2 00

110

1 45

220
240

072
0 66

60014

6.015
6.016
6,017
6,018
60026

6.025
6.033
6,028
6.029
6.030

12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22

9.38
7.50
6 25

25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50

4.50
3 75

110

220
240

511
3.21
2.81

2.50
2.25
2 04
1

02

0 93

500 VA
4Kg
140 x 60mm
Regulation 4%
8,016
8.017
8,018
8,026
8,025
8.033
8,042
8,028
8,029
8.030

9.017
9,018

15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50

9.025
9.033
9,042
9,028
9.029
9,030

7x017

7.018
7.026
7,025
7,033
7.028
7,029
7,030

110

220
240

428
3 75

333
3 00
2 72
36
25

555
5.00
4 54
4 54
2 27
2 08

5Kg

9026

30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50
55+55
110
220
240

10 41
8 92
7 81

6 94
6 25
5 68
5 68
2 84
2 60

Why a Toroid?
* Smaller size & weight to meet
modern 'slimline' requirements.
*
Low electrically induced
noise demanded by compact
equipment.
" High efficiency enabling
conservative rating whilst maintaining size advantages.
*
Lower operating temperature.
Why I LP?
*
Ex -stock delivery for small
quantities.
" Gold service available. 21 days
manufacture for urgent deliveries.
5 year no quibble guarantee.
Realistic delivery for volume
orders.

No price penalty for call off
orders.

1

1

Mail Order - Plea e make your crossed
cheques or postal orders payable to I LP
Electronics Ltd.
Trade - We will open your credit account
immediately upon receipt of your first
order.

VISA

220
240

10.00
8.33
7 14
6 25

Regulation 4%

2.6Kg
110 x 50mm
Regulation 6%
10 00
8 33
6 82
6 00
5 00

110

625 VA
140 x 75mm

300 VA

7.013
7,014
7,015
7,016

25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50
55+55

Post to: I LP Electronics Ltd., Dept. 5
Graham Bell House, Roper Close,

Canterbury, Kent. CT2 7EP
Tel: 10227) 54778 Telex: 965780
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ALL ABOUT
ELECTRONICS
Our new Beginner's Series tells you all you'd like to know
about electronics. From start to finish. All about
components and circuits, all the theory you need to get
started in the world of electronics.
Keith Brindley

is shown in Figure 3. It has two inputs

IN THIS MONTH'S All About Electronics
we are going to take a close look at one
of the most important types of linear ICs

INPUT 0

abbreviated to op amp. From now on I
will refer to op amps.

Figure 1. An amplifier shown in block

AMPLIFIER
GAIN 10

0 OUTPUT

- the operational amplifier, normally
Op amps are just what their name

that a 3 -rail power supply is used to

diagram form, with the gain (in this

implies - amplifiers which can be used
are operational) with only a
minimum of extra components. This is
not to say that the circuitry inside an op
amp is simple. We can, in fact, think of
an op amp in block diagram form, an
example of such is shown in Figure 1.

case, x 10) specified.

amplifier with a voltage gain of ten. This
means that whatever voltage is applied

that an op amp can do

(ie,

Here the block diagram shows and
to the amplifier input will be increased

tenfold ie, if a voltage of 1VDC is applied

at the input, 10VDC will be obtained at
the output.
Usually, when anyone discusses op
amps in modern day terms, the op amp
takes the form of an integrated circuit
(IC). In days gone past this was not the
case and discrete transistors, even
valves, were combined together into a
complete op amp circuit. The use of ICs
simplifies circuit design, and enhances
the use of block diagrams in electronics,
because the designer no longer needs to
think along the lines of complex circuits
with components galore but can design
quite versatile circuits with only a

(labelled + and - )and an output.
Electric power to operate the amplifier is
supplied to the terminals V+ and V. Note

Mix And Match
Simply by adding components, say a
couple of resistors or capacitors etc., to

an op amp can result in very different
characteristics, although in essence all
is amplify
whatever is at the input. Let's look a bit
closer. The circuit symbol for an op amp

provide three voltages: V+, OV, V-.
An op amp is termed more correctly a

differential amplifier, ie it will amplify
the difference in voltage between the
two input terminals. The gain of an op
amp connected as in Figure 3 is very,
very high (say 10,000).
Now,

if the - input (known as the

inverting input) is tied to OV, the
amplifier works such that if the voltage
applied to the + input (the non -inverting

input) is higher than OV (ie, it is of a
positive potential), then the output is
also higher than OV. Likewise, if the

Figure 2. The internal circuit of a 741 op amp.
7

V*

NON.

INVERTING
INPUT 3

OUTPUT

handful of components.
Probably the most common IC -type op
amp is the 741. In its most used form the
741

is an 8 -pin DIL IC. The internal

circuit of a 741 is shown in Figure 2 and
you can see the IC has far more to it than
would at first appear. I counted twenty
transistors in the circuit so it is
obviously quite a complex device.
However, its very complexity also makes
it extremely versatile.
52
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non -inverting input voltage is below (ie,

output voltage is
negative. It is because of this basic
action that the non -inverting input is
negative), the

INPUTS

OUTPUT

v_

OV

Figure 3. Op amp circuit symbol.

actually called the non -inverting input.
Similarly, if the non -inverting input is
tied to OV, the inverting action of the op

amp is displayed. So, if the voltage
applied to the inverting input is above
OV (ie, positive), the output voltage is
negative and, if the input voltage is
negative the output voltage is positive.
Of course if the gain of the op amp is
very high, only a tiny differential input

voltage is needed to produce a large
output voltage. Although this may be

R2

suitable in some instances, the majority

of applications will require a much

OUTPUT

lower gain, say ten, or two etc. We can
compare the gain of an op amp in the
circuit of Figure 3 with a transistor gain
p, back in All About Electronics in the
HE November 83. If you remember,

Figure 20 of that month shows a
Figure 4. An inverting op amp shown
with negative feedback.

transistor amplifier which used a
technique known as feedback to control
the gain of the common emitter
transistor circuit, to a readily definable

value. The gain of the circuit simply
came down to the ratio between two
resistors and by changing one or both of
the resistor values the common emitter
amplifier gain changed.
Op amp circuits use a similar

0.5

VOLTS

0

feedback technique, but with op amps
the application is far more apparent
than in a transistor circuit. A portion of

-0.5
a

the output is literally fed back to an

1 VOLT
PEAK TO PEAK

2.5 -

A

input. Because we wish to decrease the

value of gain the input chosen to feed
back to is the inverting input. The
process is called negative feedback. If
positive feedback was chosen, ie from
the output to the non -inverting input,

A

gain would effectively increase and

become uncontrollable, although it can
be tamed and then used quite effectively
as a later example will show.

!VOLTS

0

Negative And Positive
Generally speaking, negative feedback
is executed with the use of a component

connected between output and
inverting input, generally passive (but
not always). The simplest passive
component is the resistor and it is a
resistor to which we shall now turn to

V

-2.5-

b

demonstrate the action of an op amp in a
negative feedback circuit.

5 VOLTS
PEAK TO PEAK

Figure 5. AC input and output
voltages to and from an op amp with a
gain of five.

Figure 4 shows an op amp with a
feedback resistor, R2, from output to
inverting input. Also shown however, is
a resistor connecting the input voltage

applied to the circuit to the inverting
terminal. This resistor is known as the
input resistor, R1. Now it can be proved
with some quite complex mathematics
that the gain of the circuit equals:

40d8 37dB -

10

then we could choose resistor values of
10k for R2 and 2k for R1. Or 50k for R2
and 10k for R1. Or 80k for R2 and 16k for
R1 etc.
If we now applied a DC voltage of say

1V to point A in the circuit, we would
obtain a DC voltage of -5 volts at the
output. Similarly, if we applied an AC
voltage of 1V peak -to -peak as in Figure
5a to point A, we would get an output of
5V peak -to -peak but inverted in phase
by 180° compared with the input
(Figure 5b).
From this brief description of op amps

you might assume that this would be
true whatever frequency is used as the

AC input signal voltage. This is not,
however, the case because any op amp
has what is known as the gain bandwidth product. I'll explain gain bandwidth product shortly, but first we
need to understand bandwidth.

Now the bandwidth of an amplifier
amplifier) is defined as the

(any

frequency range over which the gain is

almost constant - or more correctly

speaking it is the frequency range over
which the gain does not change by more

than a factor of 2 ie, 1.414 times or
1/1.414 = 0.7 times the chosen gain.

A Gain And A Gain
Gain of an op amp (in fact any linear
circuit's gain) is often expressed as a

ratio of output to input voltages. In
electronic terms, the gain can be
expressed as a particular number of
decibels (dB) where it has been
calculated as

2010 gio

Vvout

So, a numerical gain of 100 is
equivalent to a gain of 40dB; a
numerical gain of 10 is equivalent to a
gain of 20dB; a numerical gain of 1 is
equivalent to a gain of OdB; a
numerical gain of 1.414 is equivalent to
a gain of 3dB; a numerical gain of 0.7 is
equivalent to a gain of -3dB.
So, as the bandwidth of an amplifier is

defined as the frequency range over
which the gain does not vary by more
than 1.414 or 0.7 this automatically
means that the gain does not change by

more than ±3dB. The bandwidth of an
amplifier can be expressed as a
frequency range and can be shown on a
graph (Figure 6). The X-axis of the graph

in Figure 6 shows frequency (in Hertz)

on a logarithmic scale but the Y-axis
shows gain (in dB) on a linear scale but the dB is a logarithmic measure of
gain anyway. Over the central part of
the frequency range amplifier gain is

shown as being almost constant at

100

10100

_I

I

10k

15k

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 6. The frequency response of

an amplifier with a bandwidth of
100Hz to 15Hz.
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Vout

R2

Vin

R1

The minus sign indicates the amplifier is
an inverting amplifier. So, we can

control the gain of the amplifier by

altering one or both resistor values. For
example, if a gain of say, 5, was required

40dB (ie, a numerical gain of 100). The
upper and lower frequencies, where the

gain has fallen by 3dB, to 37dB (ie,
15kHz and 100Hz) are known as the
corner frequencies, or the 3dB points.

These terms are commonly used in

electronics so it's worth remembering
them, and what they mean.
Now, the gain -bandwidth product of
53
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any op amp is a constant. For the 741
type op amp, the gain -bandwidth
product is 1 MHz. Thus for an op amp
circuit using a 741 IC, if the gain is 100
(ie, 40dB) the maximum bandwidth will

80

be 0Hz to 10KHz.
If the gain is increased by a factor of,

say 5, the maximum bandwidth will

correspondingly decrease by a factor of
5

(to OHz/2KHz). The fact that the

0-

100

dB -20-

60

-40

dB

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

Hz

figures quoted here for the bandwidth of

a 741 op amp go down to 0Hz signify

P

10

40

Figure 10. The frequency response of
high pass filter with a corner
frequency of 100KHz.

20

a

that the 741 can be used to amplify DC
input voltages. In certain instances,
however, it may be required that a
bandwidth having a lower -corner
frequency above 0Hz is used. There are
ways to do this and we'll see an example

100

10k

1k

100k

1M

Hz

INPUT

Figure 7. Open loop frequency
response of a 741 op amp.

later.

Figure 11. High pass filter using a

Frequency Response

capacitor and a resistor.

Gain -bandwidth product of an op amp

can be represented as

a

graph of

R1

frequency response (Figure 7) showing
how the bandwidth varies with the gain.

Figure 7 shows how the bandwidth

INPUT

varies with gain for a 741 op amp and
10KHz.

By

reducing

the

gain

OUTPUT

T

0

here you can see the effect. If you take a

gain of say 40dB, the bandwidth

C1

is

for

example to one tenth (to 20dB), the
bandwidth increases tenfold to 100

-40

a circuit (shown in Figure 8) cannot
amplify an applied signal, and at best
can

only allow the signal

to pass

through without reduction in amplitude.
The graph of frequency response of the
circuit (Figure 9) therefore shows this
as a maximum 'gain' of 0 dB ie, a gain of
1, or 'unity gain'.

At the corner frequency the signal
amplitude is 3dB down (ie, -3dB) and

above this the signal amplitude reduces
at a rate of 20dB/decade. Therefore in
terms of physical appearance the
frequency response is identical to that
in Figure 7, only the gain of the circuit is
different.
This simple resistor/capacitor circuit
is often called a low-pass filter because

it passes frequencies lower than the
frequency and filters out
frequencies above the corner
frequency. As you would expect, the
corner

corner frequency of a resistor/capacitor
low pass depends on the values of the

resistors and the capacitor used. A
simple formula can be used to calculate
it:

1

2n RC

and so the resistor and capacitor values

shown give
15KHz.
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corner frequency of

10k

100k

1M

Figure 12. The frequency response of

cascaded high pass and low pass

also displayed in the graph of Figure 7 is
other words the gain decreases by 20 dB
for every tenfold increase in frequency.
Another electronic circuit (using only
passive components) can produce the
same sort of effect. Being passive, such

1k

Hz

using a resistor and a capacitor.

One very important point which is

particular angle of 20 dB/decade. In

100

10

Figure 8. A low pass filter circuit

KHz.

the slope of the gain. This slope has a

dB -20

0

filters with corner frequencies of
100 and 15KHz.

15k
0

-10-

R2

-20dB -30-40 R1

C1

INPUT 0-A/W--1

-50
60

OUTPUT

I100

10

1k1

10k

100k

1M

Hz

Figure 9. The frequency response of a
low pass filter with a corner frequency
of 15KHz.

I Pass
Just as there is such a thing as a lowpass filter, so there is a high-pass filter
which allows frequencies above a
corner frequency to pass through but
filters out frequencies below. The graph
of frequency response of such a filter is

shown in Figure 10, the circuit of a
simple resistor/capacitor network
which exhibits this response is shown
in Figure 11. The very same formula

1 /2n RC is used to calculate the corner
frequency - so the values shown give a
corner frequency of 100Hz.
This circuit should give you a clue to
how the frequency response shown in
Figure 6 can be obtained. If we simply

cascade a low-pass filter and a highpass filter, ie place one after the other,
then an upper and a lower corner
frequency will occur above and below
which frequencies will be filtered out.
But between these two corner
frequencies the signal will be passed.

Figure 12 shows this using the two

Figure 13. An amplifier bandwidth
defined by an op amp with high and
low pass filters.
corner frequencies of Figure 9 and 10,

but this still has no greater gain than
unity over
response.

the bandwidth of the

To add to the required gain we could
simply now include an op amp with a
fixed gain into the circuit, that the three
networks: amplifier, low-pass filter,
high-pass filter are cascaded one after
the other. However, a much more

elegant way to form a circuit which
provides the frequency response of
Figure 6 is to use the effect of negative

feedback which we already use to

control the very gain of the op amp.
Consider Figure 13. The values of R1
and C1 are chosen so that their corner

frequency

is

100Hz. Above this

frequency the signal passes through to
the amplifier, but frequencies below are

filtered out. The values of R2 and C2
give a corner frequency of 15KHz.
Above this frequency more feedback
occurs and so the amplifier gain goes
down. Thus the combination of the low Hobby Electronics, January 1984
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R2

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT

HO OUTPUT

C1

C2
R4

OV

Figure 14. A non -inverting amplifier
using an
feedback.

op amp with

negative

Figure 16. A non -inverting amplifer
with variable gain.

Figure 18. Using an op amp with dual rail power supply.

R2

INPUT 1

INPUT 2
O

0
OUTPUT

INPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT 3
INPUT 4

O

19. A four input summer

Figure 15. A unity gain buffer using a
non -inverting op amp with full
negative feedback.

Figure 17. An inverting amplifier with
variable gain.

Figure

pass and high-pass filters into the
feedback circuit of an op amp provide
the overall circuit which as the
bandwidth we require.
So far we have only studied the op

inverted. We can control the level of

maintained while still allowing the AC
signal to pass and be amplified. This
technique can be used for a non -

amp in inverting mode. Let's now look at

the non -inverting mode. Figure 14
shows the basic non -inverting circuit.
Resistors R1 and R2 form the feedback
components, (this in essence is a
resistive potential divider); the output of
which, at the junction between the
resistors is fed back to the inverting

input of the op amp. Amplifier gain in

this mode is calculated from the formula
1

+

R2
R1

From this, you will see that the op amp
gain in the non -inverting mode cannot
be less than unity - even if the resistor
R2 is zero.

gain in either inverting or non -inverting
mode simply by altering the ratio of two
resistors. This is all made possible using
the principles of negative feedback.
Now, let's look at some examples of

the applications of what we have just

summarised. By making one or more of
the components in the feedback circuit
variable the gain of the op amp circuit
can be correspondingly varied. Figure
16 shows a non -inverting amplifier
with a pot, acting as the potential divider
did in Figure 14. This circuit will provide
a large range of gain values depending
on the position of the pot wiper.

Figure 17 shows how a pot as the
input resistor of an inverting amplifier
can be used to give variable gain. In

some instances a three -rail power supply

may not be desirable (for example, in
battery -powered equipment). In such
examples we can use a method

believing that a three -rail power supply
Figure 18 shows how. A

In fact, many applications call for a unity

gain amplifier and this mode is often

resistive potential divider at the input
terminal provides an artificial earth
point about which the op amp functions.

DC blocking capacitors at input and
output ensure that all DC conditions are

used (Figure 15) as a unity gain buffer.
Configured as in Figure 15 an op amp
has a very high input impedance and so

possesses excellent qualities to be a
buffer ie, it does not load a previous
circuit. Buffers and loading were

explained in last month's All About
Electronics.

with op amps in non -inverting mode to
define their bandwidth.
So, to summarise what we have seen
so far: an op amp is simply an amplifier

A circuit known as a summer is

shown in Figure 19. It is shown with no

less than four inputs (theoretically, it
could have any number). Circuit output
is

simply an addition of each input

multiplied by the amplifier gain - hence
the name.
Gain of each individual input signal is
the ratio of R5 and that input channel's
resistance, so we can very easily turn
this into a four channel audio mixer by
using pots instead of fixed input
resistors (Figure 20). Such a circuit may

be used as the basis of a mixer to
combine four

audio signals before
recording the required mix onto, say, a
tape recorder.

Meter Circuit
An op amp can form the basis of a

sensitive electronic meter circuit.
Because of its high impedance input
buffering action, the measured circuit is
R1

INPUT 1
RV1

RI

OUTPUT

INPUT 2
RV2

The same principles we saw with op

amps in inverting mode can be used

inverting op amp, too.

whereby we trick the op amp into
exists.

Let's Have Unity

amplifier.

OUTPUT
INPUT 3
RV3

INPUT 4
RV4

which - with the minimum of external
components - can be made functional.

It can amplify a wide range of input
signals (from 0Hz to many kilohertz) so
that the output is either inverted or non Hobby Electronics, January 1984

Figure 20. A four channel audio mixer
using four potentiometers in the place
of four fixed input resistors.

Figure 22. A squarewave generator
using an op amp with negative and
positive feedback.
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Figure 21. A 1 uA high impedance
meter using a 100uA meter
movement.

R2

500k

not loaded in any way so the reading will

be accurate. Figure 21 for example
shows a 741 in an inverting amplifier
mode with a gain of 100. The meter
mechanism used is a 100-0-100 uA

R1

INPUT

5k

RV2
10k
SET ZERO

mechanism. Full -scale -deflection of the

meter (100 uA or -100 uA) is obtained

when a current of

1

uA (or -1 uA) is

null control and is used to cancel out the

These will vary with
temperatures so readjustment will be
needed periodically. Use of such an

input.

an

astable.

Oscillation frequency

is

dependent on resistor R1 and capacitor
C1.

Finally, the circuit of Figure 22 (see
page 55) uses the principle of positive
feedback coupled with usual negtive

The op amp we have used so far to
illustrate all of the applications and
principles of op amps is the 741. It just
so happens that the 741 is probably the
most common op amp available. It is
certainly one of the cheapest -a glance
through the mail order company
advertisements in this issue of Hobby

feedback to produce an oscillator giving
a square wave output rather like that of

be bought for as little as 20o. This is a

offset null pot is normally only required

in circuits with high gain and where
high accuracy is demanded.

100-0-100uA

v-

passed through the input resistor.
One point to note in this circuit which
we have not seen before, is pot RV2.
This is labelled 'set zero' and is used to
make sure the pointer of the meter does
actually point to zero when no current is
begin measured. This pot is commonly
known in op amp circuits as the offset

output offset which may occur due to
minute voltage offset changes at the

RV1
10k
SET FSD

Electronics will show you that a 741 can

wonderously small price for such a
complex and versatile device and it goes

a long way to show why the 741 is the
most common op amp.
Other op amps exist, however, for a
variety of prices and also a variety of
performances. The 741 is a general
purpose device and because of its gain -

bandwidth product cannot be used for

much more than simple audio
amplifiers and the like. The principles of
all other op amps however, are the same
as those we have studied.
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Forward Bias

Questions, answers and errata from readers and writers.
COLLECTED BOOBS
Continuing excerpts from the Hobby Electronics Errata Box
components missing, also several
component values were incorrect. The
Parts List gives the correct component
values, and the corrected circuit is given

Miniclocks

Hobbycom
(HE April '80)

(HE May '80)

On Figures 3 and 4, on the Overlay, the
labels "C2" and "C3' should be swapped.

On Figure 5, the circuitry around 02 is
incorrect. It should be:

here:

There is a track missing on both the

In the Parts List, 01 and 2 must be

overlay and the main PCB. Wire a link

from the positive side of C6 to the

either BC184 or BC109, and not
BC184L, as the pins are different on the
latter.

Digital Frequency Meter
(HE April '80)

On the Component Overlay, the earth
and input connections have been
transposed. The top two connections
are the input leads.

junction of C5 and R5.

Equitone (HE August '80)
ICld

R6

On the Parts List, C1 should be 470n

150k

carbonate (not ceramic).

Pass The Loop
(HE August '80)

R7

Short Circuits

On Figure 2, the chip shown as IC3

56k

should be labelled IC2 and vice versa.

(HE March '80)
On the Sound Operated Switch (p 33)
the unmarked resistor above C3 and C4
is R2, 47k. The junction of R6 and R7 is
connected to the base of 03.
On the Thermostat, (p 52) the
capacitor C1 is 1000uF. The resistor
next to C2 is R3, 1 k2 and the capacitor
next to that is C3, 2u2.
On the One Armed Bandit (p 72) IC1
pin 11 should go to IC2 pin 1 but should
not be connected to OV. IC1 pin 9 should
be connected to OV.

On Figure 7, the pins of Q1 and Q2
are wrongly labelled. They should read
e, c, b from top to bottom.

Echo Reverb (HE May'82)
Telephone Timer (HE June/
July '82)
Both these projects have now been
overhauled, and the corrections will be

published within the next few issues.

The Egg Timer
(HE June '80)
On

Figure

1,

there were

several

Enquiries accompanied by SAEs will be
answered shortly, possibly, in fact,
before you read this.

The Egg Timer Circuit
SW1

MERCURY
SWITCH

L7

C2

D2

220n

6

IC1 IS 4049
PIN 1 IS ,Ve

PIN 8 IS OV

ICla
+

+

ID1

C1

IC1c

10p

R5

D1 -D6 ARE 1N914

=1-_,C3

T1M5

1p

BZ1

4

16V

BUZZER

3
OV

ICld

-r

OV

2

9

4-

4k7

16V

/WV.'

IC1b
B1

R6

C6
10p

10

-L -9V

R1

R2

BATT

2M2

4M7

R3
1M8

D3

D4

R4
1k

118

100k

A,Vv

Q2

C7
1112

4k7

47p
16V

05
11

D6
C4

47p
16V

TAN

58

+

TT

C5

47p
16V

R13

470k

TANT
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Power Reducer

POWER
REDUCER
Andrew Armstrong

Is your 110V/120V gadget being dominated by our 240V mains
supply? Cut the power down with this useful project.
Caution
This project is mains powered: use all
caution when testing the device and
ensure that all earths are securely
connected.

ONE of the lesser known risks of
international travel is the possibility of
inadvertently picking up an electrical
device designed to operate on a
foreign mains supply voltage. So
when my mother-in-law recently
found herself in possession of an
American -made coffee perculator,
intended to plug into a 110/120 volt
supply, she asked me if I could price a
suitable transformer for it. did, and
discovered that the transformer would
I

cost £40 - more than the price of the
perculator!
Yet this coffee pot has a distinct
virtue; it was large enough to satisfy
even my thirst for coffee, when we
Hobby Electronics, January 1984

The Power Reducer operates by

switching power to a heating coil for
only one mains cycle out of four, and
so is not suitable for motor speed

visit, and I resolved to find a cheaper
solution to the problem rather than
abandon this paragon of pots.

I Did It My Way
For a while I considered using
something along the lines of a light
dimmer (but more powerful) to reduce
the power, but two things dissuaded
me: first of all the amount of
interference radiated by such a
powerful phase controller would be a
bit anti -social; and second to properly
calculate the component values to
give the correct power reliably
seemed to involve integrating a

control or lamp -dimming applications;
a motor would run very unevenly and
a lamp would flicker at the highly
noticeable rate of 12.5Hz.

function of a function (a painful
mathematical manoeuvre I have
mercifully forgotten).
The method I finally decided to use
is to switch the mains on and off for
whole cycles, starting at a zero
crossing. The mains voltage in Britain
is approximately double the rating of
the coffee pot, so if connected straight
to the mains it would operate at four
times it correct power (Power =V2/R).
Therefore one complete cycle out of
four had to be applied to the heating
element. The use of a 4039 as a zero
crossing detector and a 4013 as a
divide -by -four form the heart of a very
economical solution.
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Power Reducer
0 LIVE
NOTES.

ICI = 4093

O EARTH

IC2 = 4013
01,2 = BC182
DI = 1N4006
D2,3 = IN4148
BZY88C1OV

O

TO LOAD

TR1

0 NEUTRAL
RI
22k
7W

R3

R4
1M

R2
1M

100k

ICla

IC1

IC2

PIN 14

PIN 14

IC1b

D3

+

Cl
470u

16V

a 12

9

R5
100k

D2

LK IC2b

CLK IC2a

R6
10k
IC1

R

S

10V

13

0
R

S

PIN 7

IC2

PIN 7

-10V RAIL

Figure 1. The circuit. The CMOS input protection diodes prevent the inputs from a possible swing to around

Design For Power
The design criteria were that the
circuit should work without special
adjustments, and that the cost of
components should be as low as
possible, consistent with the first
requirement. The obvious requirements
of the circuit are:
1) something to detect mains zero
crossings

2) something to count four mains
cycles and trigger a triac
3) a triac to control the load
4) a power supply
Starting with 4, the cheapest power
supply can be made using a mains
dropper resistor. The fact that the
circuit is 'Live' does not matter here
as it need not be adjusted once built.
Since the other circuit requirements
can be carried out with CMOS, the
current requirements are low, so I
chose the largest conveniently
available value to minimise heating.
Triacs normally do not trigger reliably
with a positive trigger voltage and a
negative load voltage (some types are
not specified to work under these
conditions), so to avoid this problem I
chose a negative supply voltage.
Nothing in the circuit relies on
analogue voltage levels, so bit of
ripple on the power supply does not
matter; a Zener in parallel with an
electrolytic capacitor fulfills this
function.
The power dissipated in the resistor
can be calculated simply:
Power =
V2

2402

57600

R

22k

22k

IC1b form an economical zero crossing detector. When the mains
voltage is positive, both inputs to IC1b

are at logic 1 and its output at pin 4 is
therefore logic 0; so with pin 2 low,

IC1a at pin 3 can only be logic 1.
Now as the mains swings down
towards zero the voltage will fall
below the Schmitt threshold, and pin
4 will switch to logic 1. But because
the voltage on pin 1, IC1a, is always
10V more positive than the voltage on
pins 5 and 6 (because pin 1 is
connected between Live and Neutral
whereas pins 5 and 6 are between
Live and the -10V supply rail), both
inputs to IC1a will momentarily be at
logic 1 and its output will go to logic
0. The pin 1 voltage then rapidly falls
below the Schmitt threshold so that,
with one input low, IC1a output
switches back to logic 1.
Conversely when the mains voltage
is swinging up from the negative

Figure 2. Modifications to the mains cycle made by the Power Reducer.
MAINS

OV '0'

IC1b PIN 4

-10V.

IC1a PIN 3

IC2 PIN 1 101

I

IC2 PIN 13 10)

ICU PIN 10
IC1d PIN 11

(TRIAC TRIGGER PULSES)

OUTPUT
WAVEFORM

-

2.62 Watts.

Because there is a diode in series
60

with the resistor, however, this power
is applied for only half the time so the
power dissipated is 1.31 watts, which
is not too serious. The Zener diode
ZD1 limits the negative peaks of the
power to -10V, and C1
smooths the voltage somewhat. The
current available from this supply is
slightly more complicated to calculate
- but not beyond the wit of man! See
the box headed Programmed Power
for the procedure.
Going back, now, to the main circuit
Schmitt trigger NAND gates IC1a and

34V!

NOTE. SCHMITT TRIGGER GATES ACTUALLY TRIGGER AT DIFFERENT LEVELS,
DEPENDING ON WHETHER THE INPUT(S) ARE SWINGING POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
(HYSTERESIS) HOWEVER IN THE INTEREST OF CLARITY THIS DETAIL HAS NOT
BEEN SHOWN.
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Power Reducer

LIVE FROM
MAINS

R1

} TO LOAD
LINK INSIDE CASE
MAINS EARTH

It NEUTRAL

*ON HEATSINK

Figure 3. The component layout. Build and test the power supply section first, checking that R1, C2, D1 and ZD1 are the
right way round.
peak, the IC1 b inputs are both low so
pin 4 is high; pin 1, still 10V more
positive, will pass through the
threshold before pins 5 and 6 so with
both inputs momentarily high, IC1a
output will go low. Soon after IC1b
switches low, restoring IC1 a logic 1
output.
The net effect of this action is to
generate brief low -going pulses at
the output of IC1a, which straddle
the mains zero -crossing point. The

first few graphs of Figure 2 illustrate

the point.
Meanwhile, back to pin 3 of IC1:
this gives a signal which goes positive
just before negative -going mains zero
crossings, so it can conveniently be
used to clock a dual D -type flip-flop, a
4013, which is used to count to four
whole mains cycles.

The use of a D -type flip-flop as a
counter is reasonably common
practice and is shown in the timing
diagram. Very briefly, on a positive
clock edge the Q output takes up the
logic state that was on the D input
just before the clock edge. If this logic
state is fed back from the Q output
then the D -type will change state
each clock edge.
The Q outputs of the 4013 are
decoded by IC1c to give a logic 0
output for one whole mains cycle out
of four. This is gated together with the
mains zero -crossing signal in IC1d;
with the aid of two diodes and a
resistor, IC1d performs the function of
a NOR gate, so that the transistors
can only turn on and trigger the triac
when both the aforementioned signals
are at logic 0.

Parts List
RESISTORS
(All 1/4W 5% unless noted)

IC2

01, 2
22k 7W

R1

R2, 4
R3, 5
R6, 7

1M

100k
10k
4k7

R8
R9

150R

CAPACITORS
470u
16V radial electro

D1

D2, 3
ZD1
TR1

MISCELLANEOUS
Plastic case, eg Verobox 3in x 4.5in
x 1.25in; small heatsink; four selfadhesive pillars; wire, solder, etc.

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1

4093
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4013
BC182
I N4006
IN4148
8ZY88C1OV
SC142D

BUYLINES

page 26

This is important, because if the
triggering current were to be left on
the whole cycle, then the current
required would exceed the 4.9mA
available! This leads on to another
interesting point: when an inadequate
power supply is available, CMOS
outputs sometimes do silly things.
It is quite possible for the 4093 output
to switch to logic 1, regardless of
what its inputs tell it, if the power
supply falls to, say, 2V. If it were
possible for the triggering transistors
to switch on under these conditions,
then the power supply would never
reach more than this voltage, and
some constructors would be faced
with inexplicably non-functioning
circuits. Therefore a 4k7 resistor from
base to negative supply has been
included to prevent the transistors
from having any chance of switching
on until the logic has enough power
to work logically!
Adequate trigger current must be
allowed for the triac, too. Assuming
that the Darlington pair of transistors
switch on so as to drop about 1V, and
the triac requires "I V maximum to
trigger, then the trigger current is 8V
divided by 150R = 53.3mA, adequate for
most types of triac.

Construction
The triac chosen for this unit is an
isolated tab type for safety reasons,
but if proper care is taken with
insulating washers any type rated for
the current may be used.
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Power Reducer
Construction of the board may be
carried out with reference to the
overlay. The power supply should be
built first, then tested before other
components are added. To do this fit
R1, C2, D1 and ZD1 - and carefully
check they are the right way round!
Then connect a voltmeter across the
Zener diode, with the positive end of
the voltmeter to the mains neutral
side of the Zener. Now plug in and
check that the meter reads about 10V.
Unplug before touching anything, and
if it didn't read correctly check the
components. This could avoid an
expensive bang.
Assuming all was well, complete
the construction. It is as well to bolt
down the triac before soldering its
legs so as not to strain the soldered
joint. If the recommended type is used
it can be bolted straight away to the
heatsink, otherwise insulating
washers may be needed.
A plastic case is used to house the
unit, with self adhesive plastic pillars
to support it (for safety reasons). Self
adhesive pillars stick like limpets if
the surface is thoroughly clean and
grease free, so position them carefully
by attaching them to the PCB first. If
on the other hand, the surface is not
well cleaned they are a pain in the
anatomy, so clean the box with
washing-up liquid, rinse and dry with
kitchen paper before proceeding.

Programmed Power
The graph below shows the waveform of the voltage on
resistor R1 - negative since D1 conducts only on half
cycles. At every point on the waveform the current is equal
to the instantaneous voltage divided by the resistance
(Ohm's Law), but the average current available over the
entire waveform is not immediately obvious. It is equal to
the area under the curve divided by the resistance ands
divided by the length of the baseline before the cycle
repeats itself (in this case 2n). A program can be written to
calculate how much current is available, but it does not
indicate that it is negative - you know that already!

2,r

OV

ONE OF 100 EQUALLY
SPACED SAMPLES OF SIN X

340V-

Average current =

area of curve
(total base length) (resistance)

= Area of curve
(2n) (22k)

And:

Area of curve
(100 samples of sin x)(base length of curve)(height of peak)
100

Certain of these values are known and are constants in the
equation; we can therefore write the constant part:

Testing
The unit should be connected to its
load, which can be any heating
element - typically a coffee pot or a
kettle. For the purposes of the test
connect a mains neon or lamp in
parallel with the load to indicate
proper functioning; the lamp should
start to flicker visibly one or two
seconds after plugging in. If it comes
on at full power then unplug and
check that the triac is not shorted out.
If it doesn't come on at all, connect a
voltmeter to C1, plug in and retest the
power supply.
The unit I made caused more than
the test lamp to flicker, it was used in
a farm house at the end of a long
length of supply cable, and every light
in the house flickered in sympathy
while the coffee percolated!
If the appliance is earthed the
earth wires should be connected via
and extra insulated terminal block
inside the case of the unit. In any
event, some thought should be given
to the safety of a 120V appliance
running on 240V. The coffee pot
involved was metallic, but not
earthed, but just in case the
insulation should ever fail on 240V
pulses I added an earth wire.
Once you have taken care of all
these points, screw on the lid and the
power reducer is finished. Care for a

Constant =

(base length of curve)(height of peak)
(Total base length)(resistance)

340. n
2n . 22k

= 7.72727.10 3

The program (in ZX81 BASIC) for calculating the average
current is:

10 LET A = PI/100
20 LET Y = 0
30 FOR N = 1 TO 100
40 LET X = A*N
50 LET B = SIN(X)
60 LET Y Y + B
70 NEXT N

80 PRINT (Y/100)*7.72727
RUN

4.9189283
Note that by ignoring the scale factor (10 3) in the program
we get an answer in milliamps.
The more elegant solution is to use calculus to evaluate the
area under the curve. The equation is:
340
(2n)(22k)

frr -sin x dx = [2.46 cox x]ri mA = 2.46.-2 = -4 92mA

This method also indicates the direction of current flow!
The constant part of the equation differs from the program
solution because the multiplication by 11 is included in the
integral.

brew?
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BOARDS (PCBs) for HE projects have often represented an
readers. Some of you, no doubt, make your own
aervice saves you the trouble.
can buy your PCBs direct from HE. All (non -copyright) PCBs will be available
,ically from the HE PCB Service. Each board is produced from the same master as
.sed for the published design and so each will be a true copy, finished to a high stan.

J.

.part from the PCBs for this month's projects, we are making available some of the
popular designs from earlier issues. See below for details. Please note that only boards for
projects listed below are available: if it isn't listed we can't supply it.
December 81

HE/8112/1

January 82
HE/8201/1

Pedalboard Organ

Intelligent NiCad
Charger

February 82
HE/8202/1

£5 64

£2.83

HE/8202/2

Relay Driver
Mast -Head Amp

£2.07
£1 08

March 82
HE/8203/1

Digital Dice

£1.40

April 82
HE/8204/1

Digital Capacitance
Meter
Dual Engine Driver
Bike Alarm

HE/8204/2
HE/8204/3

£4.02
£3.27
£2.45

HE/8205/3
HE/8205/4

Digital Thermometer
£4.62
(Set of Two)
Echo-Reverb
£5.63
£1.85
Cable Tracker

June 82
HE/8206/1

Power Supply
Design

HE/8206/4&5
July 82
HE/8207/1
HE/8207/2
HE/8207/3
HE/8207/4

HE/8209/3
HE/8209/4
October 82
HE/8210/1

Auto-Wah
Auto Greenhouse
Sprinkler
Telephone Timer
(Set of Two)
Tanover
TVI Filter
Computer PSU
Solar Radio

August 82
HE/8208/1&2

HE/8208/3&4

£2.48
£3.08
£3.45

£6.50
£2.13
£1.78
£7.68
£1.98

Digital Millivoltmeter
£4.34
(Set of Twol
Audio Analyser
(Set of Two)

Flash Point Alarm
Negative Voltage
Generator
Squelch Unit

HE/8210/2
HE/8210/3

December 82
HE/8212/1

HE/8212/2
HE/8212/3&4

HE/8205/1&2

Signal lights
Main Module
Junction Module
ZX Interface
Slot Car Controller

November 82
HE/8211 /1

May 82

HE/8206/2
HE/8206/3

September 82
HE/8209/1 &2

£11.55

Pedometer/
Odometer

HE/8301/2
February 83

HE/8302/1
HE/8302/2
March 83
HE/8303/1

BBC Interface
Stall Thief
Auto -Test

June 83
HE/8306/1

Sinclair Sound

£2.13

HE/8306/2
HE/8306/3

Board
CB Rap Latch
Bat Light

£1.49
£2.52

HE/8306/4

£2.80
£1.65
£2.25
(Car battery monitor)
Traffic Light Toy
£2.56

July 83
HE/8307/1

Soft Fuzz

£2.77

Whistle Switch
Ace Interface
Enlarger Timer

£4.40

f1 70
£3.34
£1 98

£2.13
£2.83
£3.98

Tape/Slide
(Set of Two)
TV Amp

£5.26
£5.70

Lofty

£2.61

Noise Gate
Low Cost Alarm

£3.60
£2.30

Chip Probe
Switched Mode
Regulator

£1 82

Incremental Timer
DigiTester PSU

£7.13
£6.70

Loudspeaker
Protector
Overvolt Cutout

HE/8303/2
April 83
HE/8304/1
HE/8304/2&3

6502 EPROMMER
Ducker
Main Board
Preamp Board
Power Down

HE/8304/4

£4.82
£2.50
£2.50

HE/8305/3
HE/8305/4

Phase Four
M icrolog

HE/8212/5
HE/8212/6
HE/8212/7
HE/8212/8
January 83
HE/8301/1

May 83
HE/8203/1
£1 96

£1.96

£2 51

£2.25
£7.18

£356

£231
£2.10

August 83
HE/8308/1
HE/8308/2
HE/8308/3
HE8308/4

Auto -Winder

£352
£292
£298

HE 8309 1
HE 8309 2

Tremoleko
SPL Meter

£3.14
£4.22

October 83
HE 8310/1
HE 8310/2
HE 8310/3

Ultrasonic Alarm
Audio Level Meter
High Voltage Meter

£3.19
£3.09
£3.47

September 83

November 83
Wiper Delay
HE 8311/1
Light Delay
HE 8311/2

£2.80
£2.79

December 83
HE 8312/1
HE 8312/2
HE 8312/3
HE 8312/4

Damp Meter
Continuity Tester
Light Meter
Bassman

£2.81
£1.21

January 84
HE 8401/01
HE 8401/02
HE 8401/03

Power Reducer
Lap Counter
Quizmaster

£3.21

£3.16
£2.39

£6.09
£2.81

PLACE an order for your PCBs using the form below (or a piece of plain paper if you prefer not to
cut the magazine), then simply wait for your PCBs to drop through your letterbox, protected by

a Jiffy bag.
HE PCB Service, Argus Specialist Publications Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE
I enclose a cheque/Postal Order made payable to ASP Ltd,
for the amount shown below Price.

Price

Boards Required

OR

I wish to pay by Barclaycard. Please charge my account number
VISA
OR

I wish to pay by Access. Please charge to my account number

SIGNATURE

NAME
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

ADDRESS
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

Add45ppEep
Please allow 21 days for delivery
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0.45

Total Enclosed
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PCB FOIL
PATTERNS

0

0

Above left: The PCB Mask for the HE
Quizmaster.

Above right: The PCB Mask for the
Power Reducer. The IC pin holes have

filled in in reproduction so drill them
out carefully.

Left: The foil pattern for the HE Lap
Counter. A masterpiece of Chinese art
by technical expert Ram Cha ndru.
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HOBBY ELECTRONICS
Lineage:
30p per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi -display £7.50 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts

CLASSIFIED
01-437 1002
EXT 289

NSA

IMMO

Send your requirements to:

Debbie Miller

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

KITS

RADIO SOFTWARE

240V AC @ 8A

for time periods
from 1 sec to 44 minutes in or 10sec
steps. Accurate to better than 1/50sec.
Forell time periods. NoRC time constants
involved.
Ideal for darkroom, UV lamp, egg timing
1

RADIO SOFTWARE
DRAGON AND COCO
RTTY TRANSCEIVE. Split screen, type

ahead any Baud rate etc. will decode
RTTY straight from your Radio.

MORSE TRANSCEIVE. Decodes and
sends morse to 150 WPM.
MORSE TUTO R. Any speed, any spacing,

includes a send practice facility.
AMTOR SYSTEM. Available soon.

circuit & assembly instructions. Can be

Send large SAE for full details and software/hardware price list.
GROSVENOR SOFTWARE
22 Grosvenor Road, Seaford
E. Sussex BN25 2BS

wired for 240V or 120V. State if to be used

(0323) 893378

etc. Smart case, D.S. PCB, all components, screws, miniature 3 pin plug & socket AC outlet, wire inc1.4ft. mains lead. Full

on 50 or 60 cycles.
Price£37.50 + 52.00 P&P.
Ready built: £12 extra.
Antex Soldering Irons £4.65
Spare bits all sizes 65p ea.
COMPUTERS
VIC-20 starter pack £130.42

Commodore 64 £199.99
VIC games cartridges including Sargon
Chess all reduced to £8.65 each + P&P.
FLOPPY DISKETTES BY VERBATIN
51/4" S.S. Dual Density

Box of 10 £21.00 + £1.10 P&P.
5yr warranty usual price £30+
+'d 15% V.A.T. to all U.K. orders.

GPT ELECTRONICS

Godmanchester
Cambridgeshire PE18 BAY
Tel: Geoff Miller 0480 56382

PRINTED CIRCUITS. Make

your own simply, cheaply and
quickly! Golden Fotolac lightsensitive lacquer - now
greatly improved and very
much faster. Aerosol cans with
full instructions, £2.25. De-

veloper 35p. Ferric chloride
55p. Clear acetate sheet for

master 14p. Copper -clad fibreglass board, approx. 1mm
thick £1.75 sq. ft. Post/packing
75p. White House Electronics,

PLANS 'N DESIGN
lasers, gas, ruby, light shows,

high voltage teslas, van de

surveillance devices,
ultrasonics, pyrotechnics, new
solar generator, 150 more projects, catalogue S.A.E., Plan centre, Bromyard Road Industrial Estate, Ledbury HR8
graph,

Electronic Ouija Board
Personal Self-defence Unit
Brainwave Simulation
Pocket air ioniser
Sounds from Beyond receiver
Auto -magnetiser
Experimental bone rejuvenator
Super-snoopre listening device
Car Stress alarm
Miniature Directional Finder Receiver
All above items £2 each

THOMPSONS ELECTRONICS
(Dept H.E.)
Basement Office, N. 5 David Place,
St. Helier, Jersey

FOR SALE
P.C.B. MOUNTED P.S.11
240V 5V 250ma encapsulated.

full list: Profords Copners Drive,

Crescent, Wingerworth, Chesterfield, Derby.

COMPUTERS

capacitors, displays, switches, panels
with transistors, diodes, IC's, etc., coils,
pots . . and so on. All modern parts -

guaranteed at least 1000 items. Minimum weight 10Ibs. ONLY £8.50 inc. 48
page catalogue 50p.
ELECTRONICS WORLD
1F Dews Road, Salisbury
Wilts SP2 7SN

KIA return an ad No.11 ... 100
watt slave amplifiers modules glass/PCB + To3 heatsinking built, tested... Return advert +
KIA 8 LS29
£6.95. Now .
.

.

9DZ.

250 MIXED ELECTRONIC

components £2.00. Includes
resistors, capacitors, diodes,
etc. J. Karajar, 42 Priory Rd,

ALARMS

Solitair £4.95 each. Mancala and Patience

£5.95 each. Jupiter Ace £89.90. Inverse
Video £4.95.
Access taken. SAE for details.
HAVEN HARDWARE

4 Asby Road, Asby, Workington,
Cumbria Tel: 094-686 627
Agency enquiries welcome

BURGLAR ALARM equipment. Ring Bradford (0274)
731532 for our catalogue, or
call at our large showrooms

leaflets. Electronic Mailorder,
Ramsbottom, Lancashire BLO
9AGH.

ACCESSORIES

kets and leads etc. Tel: C.W.A.S.

(0274) 308920. Or visit our
showroom opposite
Stadium, Bradford.

Odsal

Peterborough PE3 6ED.

SMALL REED SWITCHES
12p. Magnets 17p. Continental

12 VDC relays 2 for £1.25p.

15hr 240V timers £2.95. Postage 25p. Grimsby Electronic
Components, Lambert Road,
Grimsby.

IN STOCK New telephone
plugs and sockets also ZX81
plugs and spectrum plugs and

wide range of burglar alarm

equipment and all accessories

for same plus large range of

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
PARAPHYSICS
JOURNAL
(Russian translations). Psychotronics,
Kirlianography,

heliphonic music telekinetics.
Computer software. SAE 4 x
9":- Paralab, Downton Wilts.

SERVICES
ALL ELECTRONIC components post or phone your requirements to: J.C. Compo-

Co. Ltd., 53 Shudehill, Man-

nents, 7 Harehill Crescent,
Wingerworth,
Chesterfield,
Derby. Tel: 0246 74003.

BARGAIN - Semiconductor

HOBBY SHOP

components. Shudehill Supply

chester 4. 061-834 1449.

transistors, IC's 12
items £1.60. Full specification
packs;

9p; BC109 11p; 2N3055 55p;
BY50 21p; 741 17p; 555 18p;
556 43p. 40 pence p&p. VAT

DAVENTRY
HIGH MARCH

15%. W.R. Carr, 26 Lawton

ES' DAVENTRY NN11 4H0

4HW.

* Open Mon -Sat 9am-4pm
* Both retailers and wholesalers
* Vast stocks of components
* Large 'walk -round' electronics
supermarket

Road, Roby, Merseyside L36

WANTED

Tel: (03272) 5523

NEWCASTLE
WANTED. Handbooks for
Phillips GM4114 and Heathkit
IT -28 R.C. Bridges. Can copy
originals. Tel: 0962 56064.

HAVEN HARDWARE
ZX81 £49.90. Inverse Video £4.50. Repeating Keymodule £5.95. ZX Spectrum
software: Repulser fruit machines and

Im-

prove weak television reception. Price £6.70. S.A.E. for

BRITISH TELECOM plug soc-

£7.50 inc. C.W.O. 7 Harehill

Holmer Green, Bucks HP15

65GE.

BUMPER BOX OF BITS
WOW!! We've got so many components
in stock, we cant possibly list them ally So buy a box, in it you'll find resistors.

components; BC 107 9p; BC108

replacement parts, batteries, displays,

backlights, etc. Also reports
publications charts. S.A.E. for

EQUIPMENT

COMPONENTS

AMAZING electronic plans,

Castle Drive, Praa Sands, Penzance, Cornwall.

DIGITAL WATCH

145 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OEF

AERIAL AMPLIFIERS

IS ACCURATE TIMING
ESSENTIAL TO YOU?
PRECISION DIGITAL TIMER KIT
All solid state.
No relays.
Will switch

ASP Ltd.,

For the best in
Electronic Test Equipment
& Accessories visit

MARLBOROUGH
ELECTRONICS

TO PLACE AN AD PHONE DEBBIE
01-437 1002
Ext 289

15 Waterloo Street
Newcastle NE1 40E1
Tel: 618377
Open 9am-6pm Mon -Sat
Easy parking

MARLBOROUGH ELECTRONICS

opposite Odsal Stadium.
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HOBBY ELECTRONICS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

-

If you have something to sell now's your chance! Don't turn the page - turn to us!

Rates of charge: 30p per word per issue (minimum of 15 words).

and post to HOBBY ELECTRONICS, CLASSIFIED DEPT., 145 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2

Please place my advert in HOBBY ELECTRONICS for
I am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/ International Money
Order for: (delete as necessary) £

VISA

(Made payable to A.S.P. Ltd)

OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard
(Delete as necessary)

issues commencing as soon as possible.

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

Classification
Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)
Address

(delete accoraingiy)

Signature

All classified advertisements must be paid for in advance.

FREE CAREER BOOKLET
Train for success, for a better job, better pay
Enjoy all the advantages of an ICS Diploma
Course, training you ready for a new, higher
paid, more exciting career.
Learn in your own home, in your own time, at
your own pace, Through ICS home study, used
by over 8 million already! Look at the wide
range of opportunities awaiting you. Whatever
your interest or skill, there's an ICS Diploma
Course there for you to use.
Send for your FREE CAREER BOOKLET today

Bimsales

B.K. Electronics
B.N.R&E.S
Brian J Reed

J.Bull
Concept Electronics
Dataplus Developments
Electronize Design
Hazzlewood Electronics
H.G. Electronics
Horizon Electronics

-no cost or obligation at all.

IC Et G RADIO
'AMATEUR'S Exam

.I RADIO
Er AUDIO
ENGINEERING
RUNNING YOUR

'OWN BUSINESS

I AUTO
MECHANICS

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
COMPUTER

ICS

PROGRAMMING
TV Et AUDIO
SERVICING
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS/CONTRACTING

I
P Code

ICS

Dept Q261

L - - - - -. .. .... 66

160 Stewarts Road
London SW8 4UJ

01 622 9911

lall hours)

d'AVal
:--<:'T-1..

I LP

Kelan Engineering
Litesold
Magenta Electronics
Microtanic
Pantec
Parndon Assocs

-

ICAL ENGINEERING

Name

D'''s*" °tCorporatton
Na"'"'
Educatoon

I
I

C Er G BASIC MECHAN

!Address

l

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Ambit International
Amtron UK
Audio Electronics

moo mo iiim simo mir Ewe MIN OM
C Et G BASIC
1 ELECTRONICS

Date

Daytime Tel. No.

I
I

- - ..i

I FC

25

36
38
IBC
46
57
4
36
36
5

38
57
38
66
14,51
25
38
OBC
44
51

Sandwell Plant
Sparkrite
Stewarts of Reading
Texas Instruments
T.K. Electronics
Tomorrows World

57
38
19

38
57
25
26
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MULLARD SPEAKER KITS

dYt) 80 LOUDSPEAKER

Purposefully designed 40 watt R.M.S. and 30
watt R.M.S. 8 ohm speaker systems recently
developed by MULLARD'S specialist team in
Belgium. Kits comprise Mallard woofer (8' or

The very best in quality
and value.
Ported tuned cabinet in hard-

5") with foam surround and aluminium voice coil.

fibre board and recessed loudspeaker terminals.
SUPERB SOUNDS AT LOW COST. Kits supplied
in polystyrene packs complete with instructions.
8" 40W system - recommended cabinet size 240

x 216 x 445mm
Price E14.810 each + E2.00 P 8 P.

5' 30W system - recommended cabinet size
160 x 175 x 295mm

Comprising of a top panel and tape mechanism coupled to

a record/play back printed board assembly. Supplied as
one complete unit for horizontal installation into cabinet or
console of own choice. These units are brand new, ready
built and tested.
Features: Three digit tape counter. Autostop. Six piano
type keys, record, rewind, fast forward, play, stop and
eject. Automatic record level control. Main inputs plus
secondary

inputs

for

stereo

microphones.

Input

Sensitivity: 100mV to 2V. Input Impedance: 68K.
Output level: 400mV to both leh and right hand
channels. Output Impedance: 10K. Signal to noise
ratio: 45dB. Wow and flutter: 0.1%. Power Supply

requirements: 18V DC at 30OrnA. Connections: The
left and right hand stereo inputs and outputs are via

VAT inclusive
prices

Audio Equipment
Test Equipment
by

Thandar
and

£90 per pair
Carriage: £5 each £7 per pair

Price £13.90 each + E1.60 P 8 P.

STEREO CASSETTE TAPE
DECK MODULE

Prompt Deliveries

wearing black vynide with protective corners and carry handle, Built
and tested, employing 10in British
driver and Piezo tweeter. Spec: 80
watts RMS; 8 ohms; 45Hz-20KHz:
Size: 20in x 15in x 12in; Weight:
30 pounds.
Price: £49.00 each

Mallard 3" high power domed tweeter. B.K.E.
built and tested crossover based on Mullard
circuit, combining low loss components, glass

Designer approved flat pack cabinet kits,
including grill fabric. Can be finished with iron on
veneer or self adhesive vinyl etc.
8" system cabinet kit E8.00 each
£2.50 P b P.
5" system cabinet kit E7.00 each + E2.00 P e P.

BK ELECTRONICS

PAOTIEC

Leader

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass

fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
Price: £7.99p
DIGITALTHERMOMETER -9.9°C to +99.9°C. LED display. Complete with sensor. 70 x 70 mm (9 volt) Price: £27.60p
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled. professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12
mm (12 volt) Price: £12.49e

SINGLE CHANNEL RADIO CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHZ Range up to 500 metres. Double coded mod-

ulation. Receiver output operates relay with tamp/240 volt
contacts. Ideal for many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22 mm 9/
12 volt) Price: £16.49 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15 mm (9/12 volt)
Price £10.29 P&P All Kits +50p. SAE. for complete list.

3 watt FM
Transmitter

individual screened leads, all terminated with phono plugs

(phono sockets provided). Dimensions: Top panel 5)in
x
111in. Clearance required under top panel 21in.
Supplied complete with circuit diagram and connecting
diagram. Attractive black and silver finish.
Price 126.70 + £4.50 postage and packing.
Supplementary parts

for

18V

D.C.

power

supply

(transformer, bridge rectifier and smoothing capacitor)

BSR P256 TURNTABLE
P256 turntable chassis S shaped tone arm

Belt

platter

driven Aluminium

Precision calibrated counter balance Anti skate (bias device) Damped cueing lever
240 volt AC operation (Hz) Cut-out
template supplied Completely manual arm.

LOUDSPEAKERS POWER RANGE

This deck has a completely manual arm and is

THREE QUALITY
POWER
LOUDSPEAKERS (15", 1 2" and 8" See 'Photo).

where all the advantages of a manual arm are

designed primarily for disco and studio use
required.

Ideal for both Hi.Fi and Disco applications. At units have attractive cast alu-

Price £31.35 each. f2.50 PHP

minium (ground finish) fixing escutcheons.

POWER AMPLIFIER
NEW OMP100 Mk.II POWER AMPLIFIER
MODULE
MODULE Power Amplifier Module complete
-- --

Specification and Prices.
15" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms.
50 oz. magnet. 2" alum inium voice coil. Res.

Freq. 20 Hz. Freq. Resp. to 2.5KHz. Sens.
97dB. Price: £34.00 each + £3.00 P&P
12" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms.

with integral heat sink, toroidal transformer

READY BUILT

power supply and glass fibre p.c.b. assembly
Incorporates drive circuit to power a compatible
LED Vu meter, New improved specification
makes this amplifier ideal for PA., Instrumental

50 oz. mag net. 2" aluminium voice coil. Res.

Freq. 25Hz. Freq Resp. to 4 KHz. Sens

95dB. Price: £24.50 each + £3.00 P&P
8" 50 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohms. 20
oz. magnet. 1'/z" aluminium voice coil. Res.

and Hi-Fi applications.
SPECIFICATION

Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp to 6 KHz. Sens.
92dB. Black Cone. Price: £9.50 each. Also
available with black protective grille Price:

Output Power:- 110 -watts R.M.S.

Loads:- Open and short circuit proof 4/16
ohms.

9.99 each. P&P £1.50.

Frequency Response:- 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB.

T.H.D.:- 0.01%.

12" 85 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C1285GP (LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO) 2"
aluminium voice coil, aluminium centre dome, 8 ohm imp., Res. Freq. 45Hz., Freq.
Resp. to 6.5KHz., Sens, 98dB. Price: £23.00 + £3 carriage.
12" 85 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C1285TC (P.A., DISCO) 2" aluminium voice coil. Twin
cone. 8 ohm. imp., Res. Freq. 45HZ., Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. Price £23 + £3 carriage.
15" 150 watt R.M.S. McKENZIE C15 (BASS GUITAR, PA.) 3" aluminium voice coil.
Die cast chassis. 8 ohm imp., Res. Freq. 40Hz., Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Price: f47 + £4
carriage.

New model.
Improved specification

S.N.R. (Unweighted):- -118dB ±3.5d B.
Sensitivity for Max Output:- SOOmV @ 10K.
Size:- 360 x 115 x 72 mm Price:- £31.99 +
£2.00 P&P. Vu Meter Price:- £7.00 + 50p P&F

MOSF ET versions available up to 300W. R.M.S.

HOME PROTECTION SYSTEM

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS

MOTOROLA

Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass ('no voice coil) of a
Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient response with a lower
distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not
required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up
to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
TYPE 'A' IKSN2036A) 3" round with protective

wire mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium
sized Hi-fi speakers. Price £4.29 each.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3'a" super horn. For
general purpose speakers, disco and P.A.
systems etc. Price £4.99 each.

Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED.

Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control. I
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.

Indoor alarm - Electronic

swept freq.

siren.

104dB output.
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept f req. siren. 98dB
output. Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal
case.

Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain rechargeable batteries which provide full protection
during ma ins failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt

5" wide dispersion
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2"
horn. For quality Hi'fi systems and quality

AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic
buttons etc. Complete with instructions

discos etc. Price £5.99 each.

SAVE £128 Usual price £228 85

6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained
extending down to mid range (2K Hz). Suitable
for high quality Hi-fi systems and quality

TYPE 'D' (KSN1026Al2"

TYPE 'C'

Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified.
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System.

BKE's PRICE e 99.p&p£4

OMP PRO MIX MONO

discos. Price £7.99 each.

OMP PROMIX MONO DISCO MIXER
(As illustrated), 4 Inputs: -2 Mag. Disc.

TYPE 'E' IKSN11)38A) 3% " horn tweeter with

1 Aux. plus M ic. with override. Active bass

TYPE 'D" attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi
monitor systems etc. Price £4.99 each.
TYPE 'F' (KSN1057A) Cased version of type
'E'. Free standing satellite tweeter. Perfect
add on tweeter for conventional loudspeaker
systems Price (10.75 each

P&P 20e ea. for SAE for Piezo leaflets).

M IXERS DISCO

SAL for colour hror Sure

and treble tone cont's. Individual level
controls plus master volume. Monitor
output (headphone) for all inputs.
Output: 775mV Supply 240Vac.
Size: 19" x 5'/a" x 21/2".

READY BUILT& TESTED.

Price: £49.99 +£2.00 P&P

MBE Stereo Version

as above price £69.99 +.£2 p&p

TYPE 'E

TYPE 'F"

B.K. ELECTRONICS

UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SS2 6TR

01171

VISA

'..aimimEN
* SAE for current lists. * Official orders welcome. * All prices include VAT. * Sales Counter. *
* All items packed where applicable in special energy absorbing PU foam. * Please phone 0702 527572 *
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I.C.s
TRANSISTORS
CAPACITORS

H.E. PROJECT KITS

WHISTLE SWITCH Aug 83 less fn.

£16.59

STEREO SPREADER JN 83
SOFT FUZZ July 83
SINCLAIR SOUND BOARD Jun 83 less case
BAT LIGHTtcarbatteryindicalonJuneet3iessca.
TTL LOGIC PROBE June 83
AUTO TESTER May 83
STALL THIEF May 831inc relay)
STEREO VOICE OVER UNIT April 83
OPTIONAL MIC PRE AMP April B3 MO Cs.)
AUTO POWER DOWN Ado! 83 no use
LINEAR OHMETER Mar 83
LOW RANGE OHMETER Mar 83
PHASE FOUR Dec 62
STEREO NOISE GATE Dec 82
TAPE/SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER Dec 82
MICROAMMETER ADAPTOR Dec 52
ODOMETER Nov 82

E5.79
E10 25

DIANA V.C.O. N. 82

018.98

riat
C11.72
017.52
E4.26
E6.05
013.55
£10.37
E15.71

015.36
E21.73
£4.99
£14.98
£4.89

£8.19

CB SQUELCH UNIT Oct 82
C5.11011esscase)
.JUNIOR'SLOTCARCONTROLLERSept82
£11.33
ZX INTERFACE BOARD Sept 82 inc edge con
E3.33
T.V.I. FILTER July 82
AUTO WAH June 82 E18.98 inc case or 012.213 lassoes°
E14.38
AUTO GREENHOUSE SPRINKLER June 82
less pump and power supply
£9.96
POWER SUPPLY DESIGN 12V 500MA June 82
£36.48
ECHO REVERS UNIT May 82 Less case
£3.78 extra
Economy case W83
DIGITAL THERMOMETER May 82 excluding case .i.

[18.90

be.,

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR May 82
CABLE TRACKER May 82
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Apr 82
SIGNAL TRACER aor 82

BIKE ALARM A, 82
DIGITAL DICE Ma' 82
BICYCLE SIREN Ma) 82
NOISELESS FUZZBOX Feb132
MASTHEAD AMPLIFIER Feb 82
DRUM SYNTHESIZER Dec 81 Full kit
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Dec 81

£4.7
Stereo E8.96
£4.8
LeD VU METER Nov 61 less case
04.96
SIMPLE STYLUS ORGAN Nov 81 less ca.
112.7
METRONOME Nov 81
£13.8
TELEPHONE BELL REPEATER Oct 81
149 metre
Med linking wire extra
£19.85
COMBINATION LOCK Oct 81 less solenoid
BABY ALARM Oct 62 C8.70
Fig 8 linking wire 7p metre
034.60
'DIANA) METAL LOCATOR Sept 812
£12.81
REACTION TESTER GAME Sept 81
£26.98
VARIABLE BENCH POWER SUPPLY Aug 81
£19.98
ULTRASOUND BURGLAR ALARM July 81
E5.94
ELECTRONIC DOOR BUZZER July 81
£4.99
ELECTRONIC METRONOME July 81
£5.71
CONTINUITY CHECKER June 81
017.96
ENVELOPE GENERATOR June 81
E8.33
AUDIO MIXER June 81
E19.48
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER March 81
IN CAR CASSE) TE POWER SUPPLY Dec 81

£14.85

020.96

[9.96

£21.37
£3.86

£12.74

£7.29

f10.89
£10.45

t14.74
£24.37
£3.72

SCRATCH FILTER Nov 81 Mono £5.82

Extras - horn speakers

£8.83 each

CASES
KITS
PCBs

MAGENTA

SOLDERING/TOOLS

Full Kits inc. PCBs (or veroboard), hardware, electronics, cases (unless stated).
Less batteries. If you do not have the issue of H.E. which includes the project - you
will need to order the instruction reprint as an extra - 50p each. Reprints available
separately 50p each + p&p 50p.

ULTRASONIC INTRUDER ALARM
no case Oct 83

TOOLS
RESISTORS
HARDWARE

PA MIC [4.40

01 0.96
FULZBOX March 81
£8.20
WINDSCREEN WIPER CONTROLLER March 81
£12.88
STEAM LOCO WHISTLE March 81
03.50
PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMER March 81
£24.88
HEATBEAT MONITOR Feb 81
£5.60 less case
TWO-TONE TRAIN HORN Feb 81
£0.20
MEDIUM WAVE RADIO Feb 81
£10.80
BENCH AMP Jan 91
£8.20
NICAD CHARGER Jan 81
£7.53
CHOPPER Jan 81.1.. case

65.77
BATTERY CHARGE MONITOR D.82
£31.48
MEMORY BANK -MINI SYNTHESISER Noy& 0.80
66.54 inc test leads
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov 81
GUITAR PRE.A1AP Nov 80 E6.65
case extra £2.29
£20.90
INTRUDER ALARM Oct 80
TOUCH SWITCH Sept 80
02.75 less case & contacts
£18.28
GUITAR PHASER Sept 80
05.33
SOUND OPERATED FLASH TRIGGER July 80 no sio
£5.84
FOG MORN June 80
SPEED CONTROLLER FOR R/C Apm 80
E17.55 I less casel
£39.98
DIGITAL FREQUENCY METER Apra 80
GUITAR TUNER Nov 79
E12.112
CAR ALARM Feb 79
£12.91

£5.48
£1.98

ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W
SOLDERING IRON STAND
SPARE BITS. Small standard, large,
For 55 + X25
SOLDER. Handy size
SOLDER CARTON
DESOLDER BRAID
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS
DESOLDER PUMP
HOW TO SOLDER LEAFLET
LOW COST CUTTERS
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS
WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS
PRICISION PETITE
12V P.C.B. DRILL
DRILL STAND
GRINDING STONE
GRINDING WHEEL
SAW BLADE
BRASS WIRE BRUSH

65p each

99p
£1.64
69p

29p

£8.48

12p
E1.69
£1 .88

02.69
£11.87
£7.98
50p
509
85p
50p
50p
£1.49
£1.98
52p
£5.48

BURR
VERO SPOT FACE CUTTER

pin insertion tool
VEROPINS (pk of 100)0.1"
MULTIMETER TYPE 111.00 opv)
CROCODILE CLIP TEST LEAD SET.
10 leads with 20 clips
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE CALCULATOR
CONNECTING WIRE PACK TYPE ED.
11 colours
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS
Small 2" dia. (5 x magi
Large 3" dia.4 x magi

99p
21p
48p

21.14
£2.40
£2.98
£1.68
£3.98

CAST IRON VICE
SCREWDRIVER SET
POCKET TOOL SET
DENTIST INSPECTION MIRROR
JEWELLERS EYEGLASS
PLASTIC TWEEZERS
PAIR OF PROBES WITH LEADS (cc)

205 First Bookof Hi -Fie Loudsepeaker Enclosures

221 28 Tested Transistor Projects
223 50 Projects Using IC CA3139
225 A Practical Introduction to Digital IC's
226 Howto BuildAdvanced Short Wave Receivers

228 Essential Theoryforthe Electronic Hobbyist
BP39 50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects
BP40 Digital IC Equivalents and Pin Connections
BP41 Linear IC Equivalents and Pin Connections
BP42 50 Simple L.E.D. Circuits
BP43 How to Make Walkie-Talkies
BP45 Projects in Opto-Electronics
BP47 Mobile Discotheque Handbook
BP48 Electronic Projects for Beginners
BP49 Popular Electronics Projects
BP56 Electronic Security Devices
BP58 50 Circuits Using 7400 Series IC's
BP59 Second Book of CMOS IC Projects
BP61 Beginners Guide To Digital Techniques
BP70 Transistor Radio Fault -Finding Chart
BP7I Electronic Household Projects
BP75 Electronic Test Equipment Construction
BP78 Practical Computer Experiments
BP79 Radio Control for Beginners
BP80 Popular Electronic Circuits - Book 1
BP81 Electronic Synthesiser Projects
BP82 Electronic Projects Using Solar Cells
BP85 International Transistor Equivalents Guide
BP87 Simple L.E.D. Circuits - Book 2
BP92 Easy Electronics -Crystal SetConstruction
BP94 Electronic Projects for Cars and Boats
BP98 Popular Electronic Circuits - Book 2
BP101 How to Identity Unmarked IC's
BP103 Multi -Circuit Board Projects
P108 International Diode Equivalents Guide
BPI 09 The Art of Programming the I K 2/(81
BPI 14 The An of Programming the 16K 2081
BPI 19 TheArt of Programming theZX Spectrum

00.95

£1.25
01.25
£1.25
£1.95
£1.95
£1.75
£3.50
£3.50
E1.50
£1.95
£1.95
E1.35
01.95
£1.95
£1.95
£1.75

£1.50
£0.95
£0.50
£1.75
£1.75
£1.75
E1.75
£1.95
£1.75
E1.95
£2.95
£1.35
01.75
01.95
£2.25
£0.65
£1.95
£2.25
£1.95

£2.50
02.50

£6.95
£7.98
£4.75
£5.55
03.90
£3.90
£3.90
03.90
£2.70
E3.90
£4.80
05.98
04.25
05.75
£5.75
£1.25
£1.35
£1.25
£1.95
£1.35
£1.50
£1.75

Semiconductor Data Book Newnes
Basic Electronics Theory and Practice
Microprocessor for Hobbyist
Burglar Alarm Systems
Electronics. Build and Learn
Electronic Projects in Music
Electronic Projects in Photography
Electronic Projects in Home Security
Questions and Answers Electronics
Electronic Prqjects in the Car
20 Solid StaterProjects Car and Garage
110 Electronic Alarm -Projects
Computing is Easy
2)(61 Users Handbook
Z/031 Basic Book
Fun with Electronics
24 50 CMOS J.C. Projects
BP24 52 Projects Using IC 741
BP44 IC555 Projects
BP50 IC LM3900 Projects
BP85 Single IC Projects
BP89 Electronic Genres
BP72 A Microprocessor Primer
BP73 Remote Control Projects
BP74 Electronic Music Projects
BP76 Power Supply Projects
BP83 VMOS Projects
BP84 Digital IC Projects
BP88 How to Use OP -Amps
BP90 Audio Projects
BP93 Electronic Timer Projects
BP95 Model Railway Projects
BP97 IC Projects for Beginners
BP99 Mini Matrix Board Projects
BP105 Aerial Projects
BP106 Modern OP -Amp Projects
BPI 15 The Pre Computer Book

El 75

E1.95
£1.75
01.75
£1.95
£1 95
£2.25
£1.95
£1.95
£1.95

£1.95
£1.95
E1.95
£1 .95

£1.95
£2.25

Electronic Science Projects

Handbook of Integrated Circuits (IC's) Equiv. 8 Substitutes
£1.95
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners
£1.25
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects
£1.95
First Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes
£1.50
Second Book of Transistor Equivalents and Substitutes
£1.75
Chart of Radio, Electronic, Semi -conductor and Logic Symbols
50p
How to Build Your Own Metal and Treasure Locators
£1.95
50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener Diodes
£1.50
50 Projects Using Relays, SCR's and TRIACS
£1.95
Electronic Music and Creative Tape Recordings
£1.95
Practical Electronics Calculations and Formulae
£2.95
How to Build Your Own Solid State Oscilloscope
£1.95
Practical Construction of Pre -amps, Tone control Filters&Attn
£1.45
Beginners Guide to Microprocessors and Computing
£1.75
Counter, Driver and Numeral Display Projects
£1.75
An Introduction To BASIC Programming Techniques
£1.95
£2.30
30 Solderless Breadboard Projects - book 2
How to Get Your Electronic Projects Working
£1.95
£2.25
Practical Electronic Building Blocks- Book 1
£1.95
Practical Electronic Building Blocks- Book 2
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin. Excellent theory and 35 constructional
£3.98
projects. Uses S -Dec. First steps to CSE level
£5.75
Interfacing to Microprocessors and Microcomputers

AY3-8912 i.c.

£5.98

ZX81 edge connector

£2.25

ZX81 edge plug

MULTITIMER
TYPE 2.

ITN360TRI
20K o.p.v. MTh
transistor Water
£14.75
AC -6 DC volts.

DC current 4
very useful
resistance
We.ranpes used

we like it

1
ice

£1.50
69p
77p

0 MAX PUNCHES
1/2" £3.06; %" £3.17;.
4" £2.98;

Three project kits - same style as usual

H.E. projects. Instructions/reprint included

in project price. Please use code when
CM1. TV/INKLING STAR DECORATION
£6.98 Plug in power supply extra £3.89
CM2. TABLE DECORATION £9.98
CM3. TREE LIGHTS FLASHER £12.54

CHRISTMASDECORATIONS

**********
FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
Enjoyable introduction to electronics. Full
of very clear full colour pictures and easy

to follow text. Ideal for all beginners children and adults. Only basic tools
needed. 64 lull colour pages cover all

aspects - soldering - fault finding -

components (identification and how they

variation of

clips

through 360° Has 2,t diameter 12.5 magnifier
and
attached). used
recommenoed by our
staff

3/4" £3.24

CHRISTMASDECORATIONS

it and

...,

122.85

ordering.

BOOKS: ELECTRONICS & COMPUTING

rimommo

£5.95
PCB etching kit
£2.25
ZX81 edge connector
59p
Ferrite rod 5 inch
11p.
clips
clips
10p.
PPP
PP3
£7.48
2 Station letercomm
pin 17p) t 6 Pin
IC Sockets 8 pin 180;
18p.
£1.75
Trsditlonal Style Bell
£4.40
Public Address MID 50K
45p
Mic insert Genital
£1.290
Cassette MID
98p
Pillow Speaker
Horn Speaker 5, 8 onrn
£6.75
speakers Min 8 ohm 870; 64 ohm apt 80
98p
65p
Crystal..piece
15p
Magnetic earpiece
89p
Stethoscope attachment
£2.98
Mono headphone.
£4.35
Stereo headphones
72p
Telephone pickup coil
Min buster 6V 50p. 12V 85p
£8.40
Euro breadboard
03,98
5 Dec breadboerd
moo
simsoars breadboard
verobloc breadboard
£4.20

work).

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS
Book 1 by R. A. Penfold

soldering - 4 pages clearly show you

Clear verobloc layouts and circuit diagrams.

Also full details of how to build 6 projects burglar alarm, radio, games, etc. Requires
how,

COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ALLOW ALL
PROJECTS TO BE BUILT AND KEPT.

Includes fuzz box, radio, metronomes, timers.
transistor checker. switches, etc. Introduction

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK £15.78
BOOK EXTRA £1.25

etc. Ideal for beginners as well as those with

supplied less batteries .8 cases.

gives basic information on components including
resistors, capacitors, I.C.s, transistors, photocells
some experience.

Book available separately.

**********
ADVENTURES WITH
MICROELECTRONICS
Entertaining and instructive. Includes
details of some digital ICs and 8 pro-

jects: shooting gallery, 2 way traffic
lights, electronic adder, computer
space invaders game etc. No solderZiv'entures with Digital Electronics
book £3.25
Component pack including breadboards £42.50 less batteries.

Complete kit Includes verobloc, book and
components (less batteries) £24.75. Les. book
£22.50,1essverobloc £20.25. Book only £2.25.

ADVENTURES WITH
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Similar to 'Electronics' below. Uses
I.C.s. Includes dice, electronic organ,

doorbell, reaction timer, radio etc.
Based on Bimboard 1 bread board.
Adventures with Microelectronics
£3.20
less
Component pack £29.84
battery.

£1.50

ZX Spectrum edge
£2.55
connector

SINCLAIR
SOUND BOARD KIT
AS JUNE 83 H.E.
complete (less case)

£18.98
Reprint extra 50p

MEMORY BANK SYNTHESISER
Miniature synthesiser featuring vibrato, envelope, tempo, volume + pitch controls. Uses 24 push button switches in a keyboard style layout. Based on a custom
designed L.c. The accessible memory stores a 32 beat lengf h sequence of notes
+ spaces. Can be played 'live'. Fitted with an internal speaker. Jack socket allows

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS (7.,Z;,
An easy tofollow booksuitableforall ages. Ideal for beginners. No soldering,
uses an S -Dec breadboard. Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16
projects -including three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom, timer,
etc. Helps you learn about electronic components and how circuits work.
Component pack includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the componentsfor
,the projects.
Adventures with Electronics £2.85. Component pack £18.98 less
battery.

MORE KITS AND
COMPONENTS
IN OUR LISTS
FREE PRICE LIST
Price list included with
orders or send sae (9 x
CONTAINS LOTS MORE
KITS, PCBs 8

COMPONENTS

ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE
Illustrations, product descriptions, circuits all included. U p -to -date price list enclosed. All products

are stock lines for fast delivery.
Send 80p in stamps or add 80p to order.
FREE to Schools/Colleges requested on official
letterhead.

the use of an external amplifier if wished.

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD

Complete. kit Inc. case, pcb's etc. Reprint extra 50p. Available separately
50p + 50p p8p

Staffs., DE14 2ST, Mail Order Only
(0283) 65435. S.A.E. enquiries
Add 50p p&p to all orders. Prices
include VAT. Access 8 Visa phone/post

Memory Bank Synthesiser £31.48

HE5, 135 Hunter St., Burton -on -Trent

Official school orders welcome.
OVERSEAS: Payment must be in sterling.
IRISH REPUBLIC + BFPO - UK PRICES.
EUROPE: UK PRICES + 10%.
ELSEWHERE: WRITE FOR QUOTE.
Goods normally despatched by return of post.

